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Abstract
A wide range of services and applications become possible when accurate position
information for a radio terminal is available. These include: location-based services;
navigation; safety and security applications. The commercial, industrial and military value
of radio-location is such that considerable research effort has been directed towards
developing related technologies, using satellite, cellular or local area network
infrastructures or stand-alone equipment.
This work studies and investigates two location techniques. The first one presents an
implementation scheme for a wideband transmission and direction finding system using
OFDM multi-carrier communications systems. This approach takes advantage of delay
discrimination to improve angle-of-arrival estimation in a multipath channel with high
levels of additive white Gaussian noise. A new methodology is interpreted over the multicarrier modulation scheme in which the simulation results of the estimated channel
improves the performance of OFDM signal by mitigating the effect of frequency offset
synchronization to give error-free data at the receiver, good angle of arrival accuracy and
improved SNR performance. The full system simulation to explore optimum values such
as channel estimation and AoA including the antenna array model and prove the
operational performance of the OFDM system as implemented in MATLAB.
The second technique proposes a low cost-effective method of tracking and monitoring
objects (examples: patient, device, medicine, document) by employing passive radio
frequency identification (RFID) systems. A multi-tag, (totalling fifty-six tags) with known
ID values are attached to the whole patient’s body to achieve better tracking and
monitoring precision and higher accuracy. Several tests with different positions and
movements are implemented on six patients. The aim is to be able to track the patient if
he/she is walking or sitting; therefore, the tests considered six possible movements for
the patient including walking, standing, sitting, resting, laying on the floor and laying on
the bed, these placements are important to monitor the status of the patient like if he
collapsed and fall on the ground so that the help will be quick. The collected data from
the RFID Reader in terms of Time Stamp, RSS, Tag ID, and a number of channels are
processed using the MATLAB code.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction

A wide range of applications and services have become possible when accurate
position information for a radio terminal is available. Services including locationbased services; navigation; safety and security applications are a few examples
of applications requiring accurate location information for their efficient
operations. The commercial, industrial and military requirement of radio-location
has necessitated intense research attention toward developing related
technologies, using satellite, cellular or local area network infrastructures or
stand-alone equipment [1-3].

Nowadays, the subject of wireless positioning in Location Based Services has
drawn considerable research attention, whilst wireless service systems aim to
provide support to the interactions of humans in physical space[4]. Accurate
location estimation facilitates a variety of applications that include areas of
personal safety, industrial monitoring and control, and a myriad of commercial
applications, e.g., emergency localization like Patient’s movements in hospitals
should be tracked for prompt healthcare assistance, intelligent transport systems,
inventory tracking, intruder detection, tracking of fire-fighters and miners, and
home automation. Besides these applications, various positioning techniques are
used for obtaining location information from a wireless link [5, 6].
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Conventionally, the Global positioning system (GPS) is a reliable system to
estimate outdoor positioning with high accuracy over long distance. GPS requires
a communication channel line of sight (LOS) between the satellites and the
receiving antenna for efficient positioning [7].

However, GPS becomes unreliable in most indoor environments due to several
mitigating factors including non-line-of-sight (NLOS), multipath effect, reflection,
fading and physical obstruction. The reliability fallout of the GPS in most indoor
environment motivates alternative positioning approach using different wireless
localization techniques such as time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival
(TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) and receive signal strength (RSS) based on
different indoor indoor/outdoor technologies such as Wi-Fi, Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and Bluetooth [1].

For indoor environments, RFID presents a real-time and low-cost indoor RFID
positioning system to offer a low-cost indoor positioning solution for locating a
large number of items. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is the technology
that distributes an RFID tag on objects, so that allows to identify, track, and
manage objects. Among various technologies, Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) technologies become an interesting aspect of indoor localization research
area such as medical and healthcare applications for tracking and monitoring the
patients within healthcare environment as compared to the Bluetooth which has
a range of 1m to 10m [8].

Wi-Fi has a good range as compared to Bluetooth, but not that good which can
be used for positioning and mapping and Wi-Fi devices installation cost more and
2

it makes the circuit more complicated. Wi-Fi also needs full speed network and
also routers installation; when it covers a large area because it requires the
deployment of expensive Wi-Fi tags for tracking items. Since such tags are
relatively expensive, they need to be removed from tracked places for reuse on
places to be tracked. If the places to be tracked change frequently, the operation
cost of transferring tags for Wi-Fi positioning applications will be very high [9].

For this problem, we are developing indoor mapping using RFID tags which is
very easy to handle and install and very cost efficient. Patient tracking has been
identified as an alternative, effective solution to the increasing demand for
healthcare service delivery. Nevertheless, the demand for improved patient
tracking has subsequently raised the bar for approach especially within various
indoor health environments such as hospital and care homes. Moreover, effective
indoor patient tracking is particularly challenging due to the rapidly changing
motion of patients and people within these environments, which often results in
the failure of most tracking methods. Furthermore, the complexity of the indoor
environment makes tracking of people greatly challenging and most unreliable
due to various effects including multipath, scattering, reflection, and noise. Thus,
tracking of patients within healthcare environment becomes an interesting aspect
of indoor localization research area. RFID presents great results in helping
healthcare improve patient safety and achieve operational efficiency [10].

Recently for outdoor and indoor environments, Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) technique has been gaining a lot of attention and is a
potential candidate to achieve more accurate mobile station’s positioning due to
its bandwidth efficiency, high speed data rate transmission and its robustness
3

combats multipath fading channel effects[11-13] and has been employed in
many wireless applications such as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)
services, IEEE 802.11a/g, IEEE 802.16a, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB), and
digital terrestrial television broadcast, LTE, UMTS , WiMAX and so on [14, 15].
OFDM divides the overall wideband channel into multiple narrowband signals on
the other word, it converts the frequency selective fading channel to flat fading
sub-channels, therefore, OFDM is preferably applied in high data rate systems to
eliminate the impact of Inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by the delay spread
of the channel. In contrast, OFDM is very sensitive to synchronization issues. The
synchronization problem has two major parts: carrier frequency offset (CFO) and
symbol time offset (STO) [16-18]. At a receiver, OFDM synchronization is one
important step that must be executed [19].

The aim of this work is to investigate and enhance different indoor localization
techniques using channel inferred parameters including angle of arrival, time of
arrival and received signal strength algorithms. The covered aspects investigated
in this research include Time of arrival and angle of arrival estimations using wideband OFDM signals, assisting elderly positioning tracking using RFID system.

The Major contributions of this work are:
The first contribution presented two proposed schemes for a wide-band
transmission

and

localization

estimation

using

OFDM

multi-carrier

communications systems. The first approach improves and enhances the
accuracy of the time of arrival estimation over the wide-band spectrum and
4

decreases the localization error of the transmitter’s position. The second
implementation presents the direction finding estimation with high levels of
additive white Gaussian noise and improves the performance of OFDM signal
by mitigating the effect of frequency offset synchronization to give error-free
data at the receiver, good angle of arrival accuracy and improved SNR
performance.
To achieve these aims a set of objectives should be carried out through the
research process, including:
1. Investigating and understanding the localization techniques and OFDM
system.
2. Review and discuss the CFO and STO synchronization estimation.
3. Analyse the effects of CFO the performance of the OFDM systems.
4. Introduce several estimation algorithms and techniques in the literature to
estimate CFO and STO with evaluating their performance.
5. The full system simulation to explore optimum values such as TOA
estimation and AOA including the antenna array model and prove the
operational performance of the OFDM system using Wireless InSite and
MATLAB software.

The second contribution proposed a cost-effective solution for tracking the
positions and orientations of elderly people within a given indoor environment has
been developed, tested and validated. The solution is based on the use of
wearable RFID tags located in various places on the patient body, the automated
retrieval of RSS values from the tags, and the mapping of analysed data against
a set of reference position data sets for accurately tracking the vertical and
5

horizontal positioning of a patient within a confined space in real-time. The
methodology developed has a significant potential for providing useful health
behaviour metrics of a patient at risk.

To achieve this aim a set of objectives should be carried out through the research
process, including:
1. Investigate and review and of RFID technology; RFID System capability.
2. Clarify and investigate of using RFID system for healthcare applications.
3. Define simulation structure and required measurements. To understand the
patient’s movement and the effect on the received signal strength, a multitag, (totalling fifty-six tags) with known ID values are attached on whole
patient’s body and several tests with different positions and movements are
implemented on six patients to achieve better tracking, monitoring precision
and higher accuracy.
4. Set up and perform measurements.
5. Processing and analysis of measured data.
6. Design, Matlab code and test system simulation.

The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Presents an overview of existing positioning location approaches, and
establishes their advantages and disadvantages including a comparison between
each location approach, and it represents some metrics to evaluate the
performance of positioning systems. Finally, this chapter gives some examples
of the wireless technologies for indoor localization of radio frequency spectrum.
6

Chapter 3: Introduces background on antenna arrays and some basic
terminology and notation also an overview of direction - of - arrival (DOA)
techniques for localization systems. The main goal of this chapter is the
introduction of DOA methods based on antenna arrays.

Chapter 4: Provides an overview and applications of the OFDM system in a most
wireless communication system. The study investigates the principles of OFDM
system model including the concept of transmitter OFDM model, OFDM channel
model and receiver model, OFDM drawbacks and challenges. A high peak to
average power ratio and synchronization problems, carrier frequency and time
offset problems and estimation techniques then the proposed method is
presented to enhance the time of arrival localization estimation over wide-band
spectrum using OFDM technique. Several examples were demonstrated to
highlight the advantages of the wide-band spectrum for localizing objects within
the indoor environments over the orthogonal multi-carriers scheme.

Chapter 5: This chapter presents a wideband transmission and direction-finding
scheme, where signals are received in high levels of additive white Gaussian
noise in a Rayleigh or Ricean channel and improve the performance of OFDM
signal by mitigating the effect of frequency. The simulation using MATLAB code
reproduces the frequency offset problem for a wideband transmission and
direction finding the scheme of OFDM signal and then implements frequency
offset estimation and explains the steps used in the code at the transmitter,
receiver and channel to explore optimum values for code parameters.
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Chapter 6: A low cost-effective method within the indoor environment of tracking
objects including patient, device, document, and medicine, by employing passive
RFID systems is proposed in this chapter. Several tests with different positions
and movements are implemented on six patients. The aim is to be able to track
the patient if he/she is walking or sitting; therefore, the tests considered six
possible movements for the patient including walking, standing, sitting, resting,
laying on the floor and laying on the bed. The collected data from the RFID
Reader in terms of Time Stamp, RSS, Tag ID, and a number of channels are
processed using the MATLAB code.

Chapter 7: This chapter summarizes the whole thesis and provides the outcomes
of this research. The conclusions gathered from each chapter and how this work
can be further extended is discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

2. Position Location Techniques in Wireless
Networks

The proliferation in the application of wireless communication networks in recent
times has made location-based services (LBS) a de facto service and required in
many fields including emergency service, tracking, security, retailing and
personalized information. LBS rely on the location coordinates of the network
node which could be represented by 2D or 3D space domain and could include
the location information such as Latitude and longitude where the node is existed
[20].

To achieve the required level of precision various conditions such as multipath
environments

(indoor-outdoor

environments),

non-line

of

sight

(NLOS)

propagations, fading channel, and low signal to noise power are some required
parameter to consider to estimate accurate location [21-23].

Global positing system (GPS) provides a successful technique to estimate outdoor positioning with high accuracy over a long distance. However, GPS relies
on a direct line of sight (LOS) of communication between the GPS satellites and
the receiving antenna otherwise the signal could be lost due to non-line-of-sight
(NLOS); a situation common with the indoor environment [24].
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The fallout of the efficient localisation of targets within the indoor environment
using the GPS, have resulted in the pursuit of alternative wireless localization
technologies and technique within indoor environments. Different techniques
including time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival
(AOA) and receive signal strength (RSS) are therefore applied for many locationbased applications [9, 25, 26].

This chapter presents an overview of existing positioning location approaches
with a view to establishing their advantages and disadvantages. A comparison of
these location approaches is made with some metrics to evaluate the
performance of each positioning systems. Finally, the chapter gives some
examples of wireless technologies for indoor localization of radio frequency
spectrum.

Geometric methods such as triangulation, multilateration and trilateration are
used to calculate the location of a target by calculating a distance and angle
between the target (or mobile station (MB)) and the reference points (or base
stations (BSs)) [27].

2.2.1 Triangulation
Triangulation is one of the popular methods used to determine the position
location of targets. This approach relies on measuring the angles to the target
location from two or more reference points of known location rather than calculate
the distances to the target ’s location directly [28]. The laws of sines and cosines
are basic to find the target’s position as
10

Figure 2-1 shown.

Figure 2-1 Triangulation Principles
The laws of sines use if two angles and one length of a triangle are known, this
formula may then be used to find another two lengths of a triangle.
sin a sin b sin c
=
=
A
B
C

(2.1)

The laws of cosines are used when two lengths and one angle between them are
known or when three lengths of a triangle are known. The cosine rules are [29]:
C2 = A2 + B2 − 2ABcos(c)

(2.2)

B2 = A2 + C2 − 2ACcos(b)

(2.3)

A2 = B2 + C2 − 2BCcos(a)

(2.4)

B2 + C2 − A2
2BC

(2.5)

B2 + C2 − A2
cos(b) =
2BC

(2.6)

A2 + B2 − C2
cos(c) =
2AB

(2.7)

cos(a) =

Following the above principles, the triangulation method uses the characteristics
of triangles to estimate the target location by using three points, one as a target
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T and two as reference points N1, N2. As shown in Figure 2-2 we obtained two
angles 𝛳1, 𝛳2 from the intersection of the lines between T and N1 and T with N2.
The target’s position is calculated by using the trigonometric functions.

Figure 2-2. The triangulation positing method
where:
D: The distance between N1, N2
d1 : The distance between N1 and T
d2 : The distance between N2 and T
𝛳1: The angle between d1 and D
𝛳2: The angle between d2 and D
d: The perpendicular line between T and D
(x, y): The coordinates of target T
(a, b): The coordinates of reference N1
(c, w): The coordinates of reference N2

D=

d=

d
tanϴ1

+

d
tanϴ2

D. tanϴ1 . tan ϴ2
tan ϴ1 +tan ϴ2
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(2.8)

(2.9)

To calculate the coordinates of target T we use these equations:
x=

w − b − c tanϴ2 + a tanϴ1
tanϴ1 − tanϴ2

(2.10)

(2.11)

y=x tanϴ2 + (w-c tanϴ2 )

The distances between target and reference points can be calculated by the
following equations [30]:
𝑑1 = √(a − x)2 − (b − y)2

(2.12)

𝑑2 = √(c − x)2 − (w − y)2

(2.13)

2.2.2 Multi-lateration
Multi-lateration

is

another

position

estimation

method

that

relies

on

measurements of time difference of arrival (TDOA) of more than three reference
points (or beacons) having known their location to determine the target’s position
[31]. In 3-D solution, the target has coordinates (x,y,z) and the four beacon
coordinates are (x1,y1,z1),(x2,y2,z2),(x3,y3,z3) and (x4,y4,z4). The travel times of the
signal from the target to the reference points are indicated by t 1, t2, t3 and t4,
respectively, is equal to the distance between the object and reference point
divided by speed of light.
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Figure 2-3 Multi-lateration Principles [32].

The location of the object (x, y, z) can be found by using these equations
𝑡1 = √(x − x1 )2 + (y − y1 )2 + (z − z1 )2 /c

(2.14)

t 2 = √(x − x2 )2 + (y − y2 )2 + (z − z2 )2 /c

(2.15)

t3 = √(x − x3 )2 + (y − y3 )2 + (z − z3 )2 /c

(2.16)

t4 = √(x − x4 )2 + (y − y4 )2 + (z − z4 )2 /c

(2.17)

For simplicity, let us consider the fourth reference point is at the origin with
coordinates (0, 0, 0). The TDOA between the signals arriving at the origin and at
other three points is:
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∆t1 = t1 − t 4
√(x − x1 )2 + (y − y1 )2 + (z − z1 )2 − √(x)2 + (y)2 + (z)2
=
c

(2.18)

∆t 2 = t 2 − t 4
√(x − x2 )2 + (y − y2 )2 + (z − z2 )2 − √(x)2 + (y)2 + (z)2
=
c

(2.19)

∆t 3 = t 3 − t 4
√(x − x3 )2 + (y − y3 )2 + (z − z3 )2 − √(x)2 + (y)2 + (z)2
=
c

(2.20)

The intersection between these three hyperboloids equations will use to estimate
the target position. If the number of beacons increases that will improve the
accuracy and the reliability of the estimation position location [33].

2.2.3 Tri-lateration
Trilateration is a method used specifically to determine the time of arrival TOA
and received signal strength RSS. This method is applied by finding the
intersection of three sphere surfaces which have known centres [34]. The point
of intersection of the sphere surfaces represents the target location. For instance,
in 3-D space, let be considered (x,y,z) is the coordinates of the target and
(x1,y1,z1),(x2,y2,z2),(x3,y3,z3) are the coordinates of three base stations or
reference points respectively. The solution of the following equations will give the
estimated location of the target.
𝑑1 2 = (x − x1 )2 + (y − y1 )2 + (z − z1 )2
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(2.21)

d2 2 = (x − x2 )2 + (y − y2 )2 + (z − z2 )2

(2.22)

𝑑3 2 = (x − x3 )2 + (y − y3 )2 + (z − z3 )2

(2.23)

where d1, d2, d3 are various distances from the target to each of the reference
points, introducing the radii of the spheres [35].

This section represents an overview of the common localization approaches
established in the literature which based on time of arrival (TOA), time difference
of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) and received signal strength (RSS).
These methods represent on geometric principles to calculate the location of the
target by using the lines and angles for two or three dimensions. Advantages and
disadvantages of each technique will be introduced in this section.

2.3.1 Time of Arrival
This technique depends on the propagation time of the signal travelling from the
target (transmitter) to the reference point (receiver) [36]. The multi-lateration
method is applied to determine the distance between the transmitter and receiver
then the target position is estimated. The time synchronization between the target
and beacon is required to achieve high accuracy of the estimation [25, 37].
This method uses at least three base stations, as Figure 2-4 indicated the target’s
coordinates are ( x0 , y0 ) and three base stations BS1, BS2 and BS3 with
coordinates (x1,y1),( x2 ,y2),( x3 , y3 ),respectively, the arrival time of signal at ith
node is ti uses to calculate the distance [36].
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di= (ti-ts).c

i=1,2,3,…………

(2.24)

Where c is the speed of light, ts is the start time transmission and di is the
distances between the target and reference nodes.

Figure 2-4 TOA method using Multi-lateration principle for 2D location

To simplify can be located BS1 at the origin with coordinates (0, 0) and BS2 at
x-axis with coordinates (x2, 0) to find the target’s coordinates (x0 , y0 ):
𝑑1 2 = ( x0 )2 + ( y0 )2
d2 2 = ( x0 − x2 )2 + ( y0 )2

d3 2 = ( x0 − x3 )2 + (y0 − y3 )2

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

Then to get the (x0 , y0 ) values we use these equations [38]:
d1 2 − d2 2 + x2 2
x0 =
2. x2
y0 =

d1 2 − d3 2 + x3 2 + y3 2 − 2. x0 . x3
2. y3
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(2.28)

(2.29)

As the Figure 2-4 showed there is one the intersection point of three circles which
gives more accuracy of the target’s position [35].

2.3.2 Time Difference of Arrival
Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) is one of the increasingly used localization
schemes to overcome the loss of clock synchronization in some scenarios when
the transmitter sends a signal to a number of receivers. By calculating the time
difference of arrivals of beacons the location of the transmitter is estimated [39,
40].

To estimate the position coordinates of a target we use hyperbolas principles in
two dimensions or three dimensions [38]. If there is one reference point B1 at the
focus of the hyperbolas and other point B2 at the other focus, then the difference
between a target T and the two reference points is constant. The difference value
is positive if the point is located on the right branch of the hyperbola and negative
if it is located on the left branch as Figure 2-5 shown.
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Figure 2-5 Geometric relationship between a target and two node points in
TDOA [32].

where D is the distance between B1 and B2, (x, y) is the coordinates of T, d1, d2
are the distances between T and B1, B2, respectively, ∆d is the constant
difference distances from T to B1 andB2:
D 2
𝑑1 = √y 2 + (x − )
2

(2.30)

D 2
d2 = √y 2 + (x + )
2

(2.31)

The equation of the hyperbola that defines the locus of the target is then:
D 2
D 2
∆𝑑 = 𝑑2 − 𝑑1 = √y 2 + (x + ) − √y 2 + (x − )
2
2

(2.32)

∆d = ∆t. c

(2.33)
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∆t is the time difference of arrival and c is the speed of light. To get the hyperbolas
formula, the equation (2.32) can be changed by moving the rightmost square root
term to the left side of the equation then square both sides:
D 2
D 2
D 2
2
2
2
√
∆d + 2. ∆d y + (x − ) + y + (x − ) = y + (x + )
2
2
2
2

(2.34)

Then by Moving the terms on the left side except for the square root term to the
right side and Square both sides, the equation will come:
D 2
4∆d . (y + (x − ) ) = (2xD − ∆d2 )2
2
2

2

(2.35)

After rearranging the equation the expression in the standard equation for
hyperbolas is obtained as:
x2
y2
−
=1
∆d2
D2 ∆d2
(4 − 4 )
4

(2.36)

Hence the position of the target node can be determined by using a hyperbola,
with foci at the two nodes [32].

Advantages and Disadvantages of TOA and TDOA methods
Both TOA and TDOA represent high accuracy in position estimation. The
increase in the distance between the transmitter and the receiver does not affect
the accuracy calculations [33, 41].

These techniques do not need any special type of antennas, so these methods
are less expensive than the AOA methods which require an antenna array to
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achieve the high performance. However, the major drawback of TOA is the
synchronization of time between the transmitter and the receiver which often lead
to error in the estimation.

Another critical source of error using time-based approaches is non-line of sight
(NLOS) due to multipath propagation often resulting in small and large errors.
The small random errors occur due to signals arriving near to each other through
multiple paths. The large error happens due to the strongest path not being a line
of sight path [42]. Another source of error is low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that
causes the decrease in the resolution of TOA measurements. These conditions
affect the accuracy of TOA signal which causes the wrong estimation of position
[43, 44].

2.3.3 Received Signal Strength

For RF signals, RSS is one of the popular and simplest ways to determine the
distance based on the measurements of the received signal strength (RSS) at
the receiver [45, 46]. In this technique when the distance from a transmitter
increases the received signal at a receiver become weaker [47, 48]. The
characteristics of the channel or the environment must be considered because of
the propagation of radio signal effect by difference propagation phenomena such
as refraction, diffraction, reflection and shadowing [45, 49, 50]. Two methods of
location techniques are used in RSS. The first is the radio propagation model and
the second is an RF fingerprinting technique [51, 52].
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a)

Radio Propagation Models of RSS

Hence there are two propagation models that used to find the effective
propagation path loss, then translate this path loss into a distance estimate. The
first model is the free space propagation model which has a line of sight path
between a transmitter and a receiver. Another model is a Two-Ray ground model
[35].

In the first model, according to Friis equation, the receiver’s signal power is a
function on an inverse distance square is obtained as:
Pr =

Pt Gr Gt λ2
(4π)2 d2

(2.37)

where Pr is the received power, Pt is the transmitted power, Gr Gt are antenna
gains of receiver and transmitter, λ is the carrier wavelength and d is the distance
λ

between transmitter and receiver [53]. The term ( 4πd )2 represents the path loss
gain 𝑃𝑙.

𝑃𝑙 =

Pr

(2.38)

P t Gr Gt

More suitable if this formula is converted to logarithmic expressions so the path
gain in decibel become as:
𝜆

𝑃𝑙 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (4𝜋𝑑)

(2.39)

From the above equation, we can estimate the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver.
In the second model, as Figure 2-6 illustrates the reflection path adds to the free
space model. This model gives more accrue estimation of the received power of
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long distance than the free space model. A receiver receives two rays, one from
direct path and another from a ground reflection path. The below equation uses
to calculate the received power of two rays propagation:
Pt Gr Gt ht 2 hr 2
Pr =
d4

(2.40)

The path loss for two rays model can be expressed in dB as:

𝑃𝑙 = 40 log d − (10 log Gt + 10 log Gr + 20 log ht + 20 log hr )

(2.41)

Figure 2-6 Two Rays Propagation Path

where ht and hr are the heights of the transmitter and the receiver. Now to
estimate the position of a target has coordinates (x0, y0), RSS technique applies
the multi-lateration as TOA. For 2D we used at least three base stations BS1,
BS2, BS3 which have coordinates (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), respectively, each
base station located in the centre of the cycle and the intersection of these BSs
becomes the target’s location [54, 55].
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As the equation mentioned before the inverse relationship between the signal
power and the distance for electromagnetic waves can be expressed as:
(Pr⍺

1
d2

) and the path loss due to increase in distance is different with different

environments that lead to a received power depend on the path loss exponent
(n) in the following equation [56].
d n
Pr = [ P(𝑑0 ) / ( ) ]
𝑑0

(2.42)

where P(𝑑0 ) is the received power at the reference distance 𝑑0 ,d is the distance
between the target and the receiver and n is the path loss exponent. To obtain
the distances𝑑1,𝑑2, 𝑑3 these equations are applied:
n P(𝑑 )
𝑑1 = 𝑑0 . √ 0
𝑃𝑟1

(2.43)

n P(𝑑 )
𝑑2 = 𝑑0 . √ 0
𝑃𝑟2

(2.44)

n P(d0)
𝑑3 = 𝑑0 . √
𝑃𝑟3

(2.45)

The coordinates of the target can be estimated from these distances which
represent the radius of the circles. In general, the actual Euclidean distance from
the unknown node (x0, y0) to the ith reference points is:
di = √(xi − x0 )2 + (yi − y0 )2

(2.46)

In practice, the estimated distance has an error, then the difference between the
actual distance di and the estimated distance di’ can be expressed as (ei=di −
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di’). Several methods such as least-square used to determine (x0, y0) by
minimizing ∑ni=1 ei , where n is the total number of reference points [57]. Hence,
for n reference points, the distance from a target to each point can be obtained
as:
d1 = √(x1 − x0 )2 + (y1 − y0 )2

(2.47)

d2 = √(x2 − x0 )2 + (y2 − y0 )2

(2.48)

Finally, dn = √(xn − x0 )2 + (yn − y0 )2

(2.49)

Subtracting the first equation from all the equations get:
d2 2 − d1 2 = x2 2 − x1 2 − 2(x2 − x1 )x0 + y2 2 − y1 2 − 2(y2 − y1 )y0

(2.50)

d3 2 − d1 2 = x3 2 − x1 2 − 2(x3 − x1 )x0 + y3 2 − y1 2 − 2(y3 − y1 )y0

(2.51)

Finally,
dn 2 − d1 2 = xn 2 − x1 2 − 2(xn − x1 )x0 + yn 2 − y1 2 − 2(yn − y1 )y0

(2.52)

We can rearrangement above equation in matrix form as:
x2 − x1
x3 − x1
[ x −x
4
1
x n −x 1

x2 2 + y2 2 − d2 2 − (x1 2 + y1 2 − d1 2 )
y2 − y1
x0 1 x3 2 + y3 2 − d3 2 − (x1 2 + y1 2 − d1 2 )
y3 − y1
]
[
y4 −y1 y0 ]=2
⋮
⋮ y −y
2
2
2
2
n
1
[xn + yn − dn − (x1 2 + y1 2 − d1 )]

(2.53)

The above matrices can be written in this formula:
HX=C, where:
x2 − x1
x −x
H=[ x 3 −x1
4
1
x n −x 1

2

2

x2 2 + y2 2 − d2 − (x1 2 + y1 2 − d1 )
y2 − y1
2
2
x0
y3 − y1
1 x3 2 + y3 2 − d3 − (x1 2 + y1 2 − d1 )
y4 −yn ], X=[y0 ] , C=2
⋮
⋮ y −y
2
2
n
1
2
2
2
2

[xn + yn − dn − (x1 + y1 − d1 )]
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Finally, the target’s coordinates can be found from the least-square equation [57]:
X = (HTH)-1HTC

b)

(2.54)

RF- fingerprinting technique

For the indoor environment, the fingerprinting technique is more applied than the
propagation model because the localization accuracy of the RSS propagation
method relies on signal path loss factor which depends on the environment of
wireless networks and effects by the presence of fast fading and multipath
phenomena’s estimating the attenuation parameters is more difficult [58, 59]. RFfingerprinting technique has many advantages over time-based techniques
discussed in the preceding section. Higher accuracy, better performance, the
high gain in SNR and less sensitivity to various environmental phenomena are
key advantages of fingerprinting [60]. In most literature,

for most wireless

communications solutions, Received Signal Strength (RSS) values are usually
applied to the fingerprinting technique [45, 61].

RF- fingerprinting is based on two key phases; the offline and online phase. In
the offline phase, the system collects RSS values of the access points (APs),
either experimentally which will consume effort, time and cost, or using raytracing software, whereby the system builds a database of RSS with locations,
this database is called a radio map [62]. The software takes into account only
approximate building information, and details are ignored, which often introduces
more error compared to measured data. The second stage, which is the online
phase (i.e. real-time stage), involves the comparison of sampled RSS values
collected from unknown locations with RSS vector built in the offline phase. The
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closest match to the database is taken as the best estimate of the target location
[63].

As we described, fingerprinting localization algorithms are needed to determine
the target position during the online phase. There are two types of fingerprinting
positioning algorithms; deterministic algorithms and probabilistic algorithms. The
first type uses feature matching between the online measurements and the stored
training data i.e. Radio Map. The second type uses feature probability
distributions to find the grid point with the maximum likelihood of resulting in the
online measurements [64] [65]. It is not the objective of this thesis to list all the
existing algorithms, only one example will be introduced in the next section.

Euclidean Distance Algorithm
The Euclidean distance algorithm is used fingerprinting algorithm owed to its
simplicity [66]. The algorithm requires a set of RSSI values measured from
different reference nodes at points (or cells) in localization space with known
positions. This is achieved in the offline phase (or calibration phase) and RSSI
database is built. In the online phase (or positioning phase) RSSI values from
reference nodes are again measured at a point whose location is to be
determined. For position estimation, the RSS- vector of the online phase is
compared with the RSS-vector of offline phase stored in the database (radiomap)[67]. A measure (Euclidean distance) for finding the similarity between the
two vectors is calculated. A small d indicates a high similarity of the target
position.
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𝑛

𝑑 = √∑( 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖 − 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖 )

2

(2.55)

𝑖=1

where:
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖 : RSSI value from ith reference nodes during offline phase;
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖 : RSSI value from ith reference nodes during online phase;
𝑛: Number of received reference nodes;
𝑖: The identity of the reference node.

This basic Euclidean Distance algorithm can be used for location estimation
assuming indoor environment is static and small. For dynamically, changing
environments the basic Euclidean Distance algorithm has to be modified by
normalization. This normalization takes into account number of reference nodes
received at a specific point within the calibration phase and positioning phase.
The resulting modified equation is [66]:

(2.56)

𝑚

1
2
𝑑 = √ ∑( 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖 − 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖 )
𝑚
𝑖=1

where m is a number of reference nodes received (matched).

Advantages and Disadvantages of (RSS) method
The received signal strength method has many advantages, in that, it can work
without the need to install a new hardware in both the base station and the mobile
station. However, sometimes it is often required to install new software in the
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system before fingerprinting can be performed due to memory requirement. In
addition, RSS method usually requires the power detector to read the received
signal strength indicator. Nevertheless, the synchronization time for distance
measurement between the target and the reference point are not required
compared with TOA.

For these reasons, this approach gives location capability to a wireless system
with very low cost and less complicated. On the other hand, there are specific
problems in RSS because large variations of the signal in indoor environment
due to multipath and interference in the radio channel which causes the
positioning accuracy are less than TOA measurements. Thus to increase the
accuracy in location system more reference points are required than the minimum
number for triangulation [38].

2.3.4 Angle of Arrival

The angle of arrival estimation (AOA) or direction of arrival (DOA) relies on
determining the direction-of-arrival of the signal in wireless systems impinging on
antenna array. To determine the DOA, the main lobe of an antenna array is
steered in the direction of the peak incoming energy of the impinging signal [7].

Directional antennas can be applied at two or more fixed reference points to find
a target location when the coordinates of the reference points are known [9]. The
geometric procedure for calculation location is triangulation. AOA is required for
many applications such as radar, sonar, navigation, tracking of various objects
and other emergency assistance devices [68].
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Two base stations are sufficient to provide accrue location and distance can be
found by triangulation in AOA estimation. As an example for 2D in
Figure 2-7, two reference points are located on the x-axis and the distance
between p1 and p2 is d. The angles arrived at p1, p2 are ⍺1 and ⍺2 . The
coordinates of a target station (x, y) can be calculated by using trigonometry as:
x=

d tan⍺2
tan⍺2 − tan⍺1

(2.57)

y=

d tan⍺1tan⍺1
tan⍺2 − tan⍺1

(2.58)

Figure 2-7. AOA localization in Triangulation two dimensions

The angle of signal arrival could not be precisely measured. This is illustrated in
Figure 2-8. The incorrectly in the measurement of ⍺1 and ⍺2 is ∆ ⍺1 and
∆⍺2 respectively. The estimated coordinates of the target are then included inside
the shaded area in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 Position uncertainty

The possible error of target location is a function of the measurement accuracy
of the angle and the distance of the T from BS1 and BS2. The position error is
calculated by this equation:
error = √(x − x ′ )2 + (y − y ′ )2

(2.59)

where (x,y) represents the true position while (x ′ , y ′ ) is the estimated position [9].

Advantages and disadvantages of AOA technique
Compared to the time of arrival estimation approach, Angle of Arrival method
does not need to time clock synchronization between the transmitter and receiver.
DOA often requires only two reference points equipped with an antenna array to
find target location. Hence the AOA more flexible than TOA and RSS [25]. Using
an array antenna system lead to the increase of the resolution of DOA estimation
[69]. On the other hand, AOA requires the implementation of antenna arrays and
each antenna element connects to a radio frequency component (RF) that is one
of the expensive components of radio systems. Unlike TOA, the power
consumption of these components is high [25].
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The performance of the positioning systems can be evaluated through different
metrics hence this compares is difficult from a structural level because the
positioning systems can be built in different methods and by using different
technologies. These metrics as examples are accuracy, complexity and cost [33,
70, 71].

2.4.1 Accuracy
The accuracy of location technology can be defined as how the estimated
distance is close to the actual distance of the target. The better accuracy leads
to a good estimation of a target’s location. The accuracy of the system has related
to the positioning error and it represents the square root of the mean of the
squared errors. The accuracy is expressed in meter (m) and the formula of root
mean square error of multiple location measurements is:
(2.60)

M

RMSE = √

1
∑[xmeasured (n) − xtrue ]2
M
n=1

Where M is the number of location measurements in the set and n is the index of
the measurement
Generally, the accuracy level of location is low when error becomes greater than
150m and medium at 50m to 150m and high at the error is less than 50m [72].

2.4.2 Complexity
The complexity of the localisation system is linked to the software and hardware
components which the system uses. The increase in the number of components
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gives more accuracy and better performance of the system, but this increase
causes the destruction of other system performances such as the speed
response, cost and energy efficiency [73].

2.4.3

Cost

The cost of the localization system is related to the price of all equipment’s of the
system and the price of the operation and repair include the power consumption.
Low costing is one of the many research challenges, however without impacting
on the performance of the system.
For example, if high accuracy and precision are required in the first place, the
RFID and Bluetooth are the most chosen technologies. However, if the low cost
and fast implementation are the first place, the WLAN and the system that
depends on the mobile communication systems are the best solutions given [73].

The wireless technologies used for indoor localization can be categorized
depending on the different radio frequency it uses since the radio frequency is
less than 300GHz in the radio spectrum. Whereas the frequency of the wireless
technology influences its abilities like coverage, wall penetration, and resistance
to obstacles. Thus for different applications, there are three categories of wireless
technologies used for location-based applications, i.e. long distance wireless
technology, middle distance, short distance wireless technology. Factors
including complexity, accuracy, and environment play an important role in
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determining the type of distance measurement system applied for a particular use
[31, 35, 74].

Several radio communication technologies are used to provide indoor localization
services, such as WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and RFID. This
section will provide short descriptions of these technologies and focus on RFID
system [9, 75].

2.5.1 Wi-Fi Technology
Wi-Fi is the name of a popular wireless networking technology. Wi-Fi operates
within

the

RF bands

of

2.5GHz

for IEEE

802.11b, IEEE

802.11g,

and IEEE802.11n, and in 5GHz for IEEE 802.11a [45].

A largest indoor environment such as a university or an office building has already
distributed WiFi hotspots that provide whole building coverage as network access
point. Devices which employ Wi-Fi technology include personal computers,
video-game consoles, smartphones, digital cameras, tablet computers and
digital audio players [76].

That the infrastructure cost and user device cost for Wi-Fi can be very low and
Wi-Fi has covered a reception range of about 100 meters and now has increased
to about 1 kilometre (km). Additionally, Wi-Fi localization based on fingerprinting
RSS (Received Signal Strength) [77].

Wi-Fi Fingerprinting builds a radio map of a given area based on the RSS data
from different access points and produces a probability distribution of RSS values
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for a given (x,y) location. Online RSS values are then compared to the fingerprint
to find the closest match and generate an estimated (x,y) location [78, 79].

2.5.2 ZigBee
ZigBee is a specification based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard. It uses the 868 MHz
band in Europe, 915 MHz bands in the USA and Australia, and 2.4 GHz in other
regions. ZigBee is used for long-distance transmission between devices in a
wireless mesh network. It has low cost, low data transfer rate, short latency time,
comparing to WiFi standards. The technology uses the RSS method to estimate
the distance between two or more ZigBee sensor devices [80].

2.5.3

Bluetooth

Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) is intended to enable a short-range wireless
communication between devices. Bluetooth communicates utilized radio waves
with frequencies between 2.402 GHz and 2.480 GHz as WiFi does. Bluetooth
concerns the power consumption, it uses a very low transmission power. So the
coverage of Bluetooth is shorter than WiFi and other WLAN technology. Hence,
Bluetooth is not suitable for localization for the large area [81].

2.5.4 Ultra-Wide Band
According to the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC), a UWB
signal has absolute bandwidth more than 500MHz and carrier frequency larger
than 2.5 GHz. Using low power consumption in UWB achieves a large bandwidth,
high-speed communication, high time resolution, high data rate and short
wavelength which make UWB stronger against multipath interference and fading.
Another useful property of UWB is that it is permitted to occupy low carrier
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frequencies, where signals can more easily pass through obstacles. All those
characteristics guarantee UWB a good candidate for indoor wireless positioning.
TOA and TDOA have higher accuracy compared to other localization algorithms
because of the high time resolution of the UWB signals, UWB can minimize error
to centimetres [82, 83].

2.5.5 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is the wireless non-contact based on the
radio frequency electromagnetic field (EMF) to relay data between an interrogator
(a reader) and a transponder (a tag) for the specific purpose of automatic
identification and tracking of assets. It is, therefore, a non-specific form of wireless
data technology that does not require line-of-sight (LOS) for the transmission and
support of short-range devices.

The successful integration of RFID for diverse pervasive applications including
target identification and the position has made RFID a de facto technology.
Traditional Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies are very popular
in the localisation area since their cost is very low. RFID systems operate on the
principle of backscattering communication of RFID tags and RFID readers and a
middleware for processing the signal generated between the tags and the readers
[84].

Backscattering involves the wireless non-contact use of the electromagnetic field
to transfer and store the data from the tag to any Radio Frequency (RF)
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compatible circuit (middleware) through the RFID reader [57]. RFID systems are
either reader-oriented or tag-oriented and operate within the Low Frequency (LF),
High Frequency (HF), Ultra High Frequency (UHF), and Microwave Frequency
(SHF) of the EM spectrum depending on the application.

Although intense

attention is given to tag-oriented RFID due to their relatively cheap cost and
availability [85].

Figure 2-9 Typical frequency bands used for RFID[86]

RFID tags are usually composed of transceivers and a chip and are uniquely
identifiable and able to transmit stored data, therefore they are often read-only or
writable [87]. RFID tags are either active, passive and semi-active depending on
the availability of power for their operation. Active tags are equipped with an
inbuilt battery embedded in their circuitry. Active RFIDs operate in the (UHF) and
SHF range with a detection range of up to 100m. Thus, active RFID is effective
for long-range localization and object tracking. Active RFID tags usually have
their own transmitter and power source usually a battery, and broadcasts signal
to transmit the information stored on their microchips [88-90].
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However, active RFID technology is not reliable for sub-meter localisation
accuracy and it is not readily available on most portable user devices. Passive
tags do not have inbuilt batteries but backscatter the signal received from the
base station. Passive RFID is readily used for various applications due to its
numerous benefits including cheap cost, miniaturised size, ease of manufacturing
compared to active RFID since it only requires a tag chip and antenna. Passive
RFID is effective to sub-meter detections and can detect targets in up to 10m
range[90]. Figure 2.10(a) and (b) presents the work principles of typical passive
and active RFID system.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-10. Typical passive and active RFID system [91].
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Semi-active tag possess the characteristics of both active and passive tags, as
they backscatter the carrier signal received from a base station, also have an
inbuilt battery embedded in their circuitry, which powers the circuitry, thereby
giving it the flexibility to function in dense environments [92]. Among various
technologies, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies are very
popular due to their low cost. In such technologies, a number of reference tags
are deployed in advance. Each tag will act as the transmitter and the Radio Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) information is measured from the readers around. The
position of the target tag then is estimated by the positions of those reference
tags whose RSSI information are closest to the target tag’s RSSI information [93,
94].

Table 2-1. Comparative between RFID tags
Characteristic

Active

Semi-Active/SemiPassive

Passive

The tag is powered
by a battery for

The tag is powered by a

Powered by reader

small battery. (i.e. less

radio frequency

power consumption)

field.

Read range is short in

Shortest read range

comparison to active tags

(usually less than

(usually between 1 -10m)

1m)

Considerable size

Average in size and

Small and

and weight.

lightweight

lightweight

Cost

Expensive

Considerable

Cheap

Energy

Requires low reader

Requires considerably

Requires much

Management

power

reader power

reader power

Power

operation. (i.e. The
tag needs a battery,
crystal and some
external parts)

Read range

Weight and size

Read range is longer
(usually more 10m)

Limited lifespan
Life Span

owing to battery

Limited lifespan. Longer
than active tags.

power.
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Unlimited lifespan

Widening of wireless communication technology and employ of wireless networks
are made location-aware applications possible and important. In many
applications such as navigation, tracking, emergency service, location-based
services (LBS) and security, the object location detection is a very important
element. Many ways are used to represent the position location information such
as geometric description. The basic principles of the intersection of different lines
and the proper geometric formulation are applied to estimate the accurate
position location of a node. In this chapter different approaches to determine the
positioning location coordinates of the nodes such as time of arrival (TOA), time
difference of arrival (TDOA), received signal strength (RSS) and angle of arrival
(AOA). These methods depend on geometric principles to estimate the position
locations of a node by using the lines and angles. Triangulation, Multi-lateration
and Trilateration are presented as examples of these principles in this chapter.
Many metrics to evaluate the performance of the systems are presented and
several of the wireless technologies for the indoor environment are discussed.
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Chapter 3
3. Direction of Arrival Estimation Techniques using Antenna
Arrays

Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) estimation technique based on antenna array with
applications in different modern research is receiving considerable attention in
the literature. Recently, DOA estimation techniques or direction finding has most
commonly been used for covert location of transmitters and tracing systems[95].
DOA or simply angle of arrival (AoA) is often estimated by the angle in azimuth
plane signals in real time and is applicable for both indoor and outdoor
environments using phased antenna arrays [96, 97]. Multi-antennas or steerable
antennas measure the angle by using the amplitude and phase of the received
signal. The array arrangement provides spatial samplings of the received signal.
Multi arrays provide better performance than the single sensor in signal reception
estimation. Antenna arrays represent high spatial resolution and high accuracy
to estimate DOA of multiple signals [69, 98].

DOA estimation techniques can be divided into three basic approaches,
conventional, subspace, and maximum likelihood (ML) techniques. Conventional
methods rely on classical beamforming and need a large number of elements to
achieve high resolution. ML techniques, on the other hand, provide high
performance under low signal to noise ratio conditions but are generally
computationally expensive, whilst subspace-based method exhibits high41

performance sub-optimal methods which depend on the Eigen-structure of the
input data matrix [99, 100].

This chapter focusses on antenna arrays. The main goal of this chapter is the
introduction of DOA methods based on antenna arrays for different localization
systems.

Antenna array is a set of antennas (elements) arranged and interconnected in
space to provide a directional radiation pattern. Antenna arrays used for DOA
estimation are directional antennas. These antennas are usually directed as the
major part of the produced power toward a specific direction in the main lobe
[101, 102].

The radiation pattern of the antenna array is often determined by the radiation
pattern of individual elements and the amplitude and phase of the feeding
currents. The radiation pattern is called an array factor if all the elements are at
an isotropic point source and the radiation pattern depends on the geometric and
feeding currents of the elements. However, if the elements of the array are similar
and non-isotropic, the radiation pattern can be determined by product the array
factor and the individual element pattern [102, 103].

Arrays construct in different types of geometric configuration. A uniform linear
array consists of elements arranged in a straight line in one dimension. This type
of phased-array is commonly used. Planner array is a two-dimensional
configuration of elements arranged to lie in a plane. The planar arrays could be
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circular, rectangular or spherical. Another type is a nonplanar surface or
conformal array[104]. Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 illustrate uniform linear array and
uniform planar array, respectively. To simplify, the uniform linear array antennas
are used to find the analytic signal obtained from an antenna array. Figure 3-3
illustrates the general configuration of the linear array antenna with M elements
which are equally spaced by the same distance d between the sensor elements
and the incoming signal arriving from the far-field source at the array, whilst angle
𝛳 is AOA of the incident signal [105].

Figure 3-1.Uniform linear array [99].

Figure 3-2. 4×4 uniform planar array.
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Figure 3-3. Representation of a plane wave arrives at a uniformly linear array
antenna [105].

Consider the received signal at the first element (reference element) is a complex
sinusoidal signal represented in complex form as [105]:
𝑆1 (𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡

(3.1)

The received signal incident on the second element will be the delayed version
of the first signal and the signal is, therefore, be given as:
𝑆2 (𝑡) = 𝑆1 (𝑡 − 𝜏)

(3.2)

𝑆2 (𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡 . 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝑓0 𝜏

(3.3)

The delay time is found using:
𝜏=

𝑑 sin 𝛳
𝑐

𝜏=

𝑑 sin 𝛳
𝑓0 𝜆0

(3.4)

(3.5)

where 𝜏 is the time delay of the array element and 𝑓0 , 𝜆0 are the centre
frequency and wavelength for narrow band signals [68]. By substituting the delay
time value in equation (3.3), the equation become:
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𝑆2 (𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡 . 𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋𝑓0

𝑑 sin 𝛳
𝑓0 𝜆0

= 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡 . 𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋

𝑑 sin 𝛳
𝜆0

= 𝑆1 (𝑡)𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋

𝑑 sin 𝛳
𝜆0

(3.6)

For 𝐾 narrow-band plane wave signals from directions 𝛳1 , 𝛳2 , … … , 𝛳𝐾 , the total
complex envelope representation of the received signals can be expressed as:
𝐾

(3.7)

𝑥(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎(𝛳𝑘 ) 𝑆𝑘 (𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)
𝑘=1

where a(𝛳𝑘 ) = [1, 𝑒 −𝑗

2𝜋𝑑 sin 𝛳𝑘
𝜆

, ... ,𝑒

𝑑 sin 𝛳𝑘
𝜆0

−𝑗2𝜋(𝑀−1)

] is the M × 1 steering vector for

the 𝑘𝑡ℎ signal, 𝑆𝑘 (𝑡) is the 𝑘𝑡ℎ transmitted signal, and 𝑛(𝑡)=[𝑛1 (𝑡), 𝑛2 (𝑡), ...,
𝑛𝑀 (𝑡)] is the M × 1 noise vector .
The steering vector of the array is a function of the AOA, the array geometry and
the signal frequency. The collection of all steering vectors of the signals is known
as the array manifold [105-107]. Therefore:
Eq. 3.7 can be written using matrix notation as follows:
𝒙(𝑡) = 𝑨(𝜃)𝑺(𝑡) + 𝒏(𝑡)

(3.8)

where 𝒙(𝑡) = [𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑥2 (𝑡), … . , 𝑥𝑚 (𝑡), … … , 𝑥𝑀 (𝑡)]𝑇 is the envelope representation
of the K received signals of the antenna arrays.
𝒏(t) is the noise exist at each antenna element.
𝑨(𝜃) = [𝑎(𝛳1 ), 𝑎(𝛳2 ), … , 𝑎(𝛳𝑘 ), … , 𝑎(𝛳𝐾 )] is the 𝑀 × 𝐾 matrix of steering vectors.
𝐒(t) = [ 𝑆1 (𝑡), 𝑆2 (𝑡), … , 𝑆𝑘 (𝑡), … , 𝑆𝐾 (𝑡)]𝑇 is the 𝐾 × 1 signal vector.

This section provides the various methods to estimate the AOA based on antenna
arrays. Different classical methods including delay and sum, Capon’s minimum
variance and subspace-based methods such as a Multiple Signal Classification
(MUSIC) algorithm and the Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational
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Invariance Technique (ESPRIT) are introduced. Most of these algorithms are
based on the uniform antenna array [95, 108].

3.3.1 Conventional Algorithms for AOA Estimation

Classical methods rely on beamforming and null-steering concepts. The basic
concept of the conventional algorithms to determine the DOA is usually carried
out by scanning the steering beams in all directions and measure the received
power received from each direction. The maximum amount of power is given to
be the DOA [109].
3.3.1.1 Delay-And-Sum (Bartlett Beamformer)Method

Figure 3-4. Classical beam former structure [110].

The delay-and-sum method is one of the simplest methods for AOA estimation.
In this method, the array output is computed by multiplying the output of each
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element by a complex factor called the element weights as shown in Figure 3-4
[111]. The delay-and-sum method computes the DOA by measuring the signal
power at each possible AOA and selecting the direction of maximum power as
the estimate of the AOA [112].

Antenna array basically provides data sampled in time thus, the array output
can be described as [111]:
𝑀−1

(3.9)

𝑦[𝑛] = ∑ (𝑤𝑘 . 𝑥𝑘 [𝑛])
𝑘=0

Where 𝑤𝑘 are the complex weights of the beamformer, M is the number
of array elements.
The output can be formulated in the vector form as:
𝐲[𝑛] = 𝒘𝐻 𝐱[𝑛]

(3.10)

Hence, 𝒘 = [𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , … . . , 𝑤𝑀 ]𝑇 ,𝐱[𝑛] = [𝑥1 [𝑛], 𝑥2 [𝑛], … . . , 𝑥𝑀 [𝑛] ]
where the M × 1 complex vector w contains the beamformer weights 𝑤𝑘 , 𝑘 = 0,
1, …, M-1. 𝐻 represents the Hermitian transpose (conjugate transpose) of the
weighted vector. Therefore, the output power of the conventional Beamformer
using this method can be expressed as [111]:
𝑃𝑐𝑏𝑓 = 𝐸[|𝐲[𝑛]|2 ] = 𝐸[|𝐰𝐻 𝐱[𝑛]|2 ] = 𝒘𝐻 𝐸[𝐱[𝑛]𝐱 𝐻 [𝑛]]𝐰 = 𝒘𝐻 𝑹𝑥𝑥 𝐰

(3.11)

Here, E [ ] is the statistical expectation. 𝑹𝑥𝑥 is the spatial covariance matrix that
contains of the useful information to about steering vector and the incident signals
at the array to estimate signal parameters
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In conventional approaches to estimate AOA, 𝒘 = 𝒂(𝛳) for different 𝛳 and the
output is represented as a function of the AOA.

𝑃𝑐𝑏𝑓 = 𝒘𝐻 𝑹𝑥𝑥 𝒘 = 𝒂𝐻 (𝛳)𝑹𝑥𝑥 𝒂(𝛳)

(3.12)

The DOA can be estimated by locating peaks of power in the spatial spectrum
[101].

However, a key limitation of the delay and sum methods is poor DOA resolution.
Nonetheless, to improve the resolution of the delay and sum method requires
more antenna elements in the array. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3-5 the
weight vector makes the beam pattern which has the large side lobes allowed
undesired power into entering in the calculation of output power for several angles
of arrival hence DOA resolution becomes poor [113].

Figure 3-5. Poor DOA resolution of sum and delay method [99].
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3.3.1.2 Capon’s Minimum Variance Method
To overcome the poor resolution problems of the delay-and-sum technique,
Capon’s minimum variance techniques was proposed in[114]. In delay-and-sum,
the array output power consists of a contribution from the desired signal in
addition to undesired ones from other AOA estimations. This property will, in
effect decrease the resolution of the delay-and-sum method [115].

Capon proposed to minimize the contribution of the undesired interferences by
making the Beamformer attain a gain of 1 in the desired direction to measure the
output power from the desired direction and utilizing the remaining degrees of
freedom to minimize the contributions to the output power from signals coming
from all other directions [116]. Thus the signal power is minimized with 𝒘 is
constrained by 𝒘 Ha(𝛳)=1, that is mean:

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑤 𝐸[|𝐲[𝑛]|2 ] = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑤 (𝒘𝐻 . 𝑹𝑥𝑥 . 𝒘)

(3.13)

where w is called the minimum variance distortion less response and it is given
by this equation[117]:
𝒘=

𝑹𝑥𝑥 −1 𝒂(𝛳)

(3.14)

𝒂𝐻 (𝛳)𝑹𝑥𝑥 −1 𝒂(𝛳)

Now, the output power of the array as a function of AOA is given by Capon’s
spatial spectrum:
𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑛 (𝛳) =

1
𝒂𝐻 (𝛳)𝑹

𝑥𝑥

(3.15)
−1

𝒂(𝛳)

Capon’s method in comparison with the delay-and-sum method provides better
performance. As illustrated in Figure 3-6, using 10 elements of the uniform linear
array with spacing equal to half a wavelength, Capon’s method is able to
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differentiate between the signals arriving at 50o and 60o degrees whilst the delayand-sum technique fails to distinguish between them [101].
However, the Capon beamformer was shown acceptable performance in terms
of resolution and rejection of interference under the condition that the presumed
steering vector of the desired signal is identical to the actual one; practically it is
difficult to let the most accurate steering vector identical to the actual one, as a
result, the performance degrades dramatically. The Capon’s method needs the
calculation of matrix inverse which can be costly for large arrays [107, 118].

Figure 3-6. Comparison between delay-and-sum and Capon’s techniques.

3.3.2 Subspace Techniques
Subspace-based techniques rely on observations concerning the Eigen
decomposition of the covariance matrix into a signal subspace and a noise
subspace. Two of these methods; i.e. the MUSIC and ESPRIT are represented
to estimate AOA [119].
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3.3.2.1 Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) Technique
This technique proposed by Schmidt in [120] and it is one of the common and
widely used methods to estimate the AOA of multiple signal sources with high
performance and resolution power [98]. MUSIC algorithm employs both the
eigenvectors decomposition and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the
antenna array to estimate AOA of sources based on the characteristics of the
signal and noise subspaces [109, 121, 122].

MUSIC algorithm gives information about the number of impinging signals, AOA
of each signal, noise power and cross-correlation between impinging signals
[123].
Thus, covariance matrix Rxx for array output 𝒙[𝑛] which taken a huge number of
samples in time expressed as:
𝑹𝑥𝑥 = 𝐸[𝒙[𝑛] 𝒙H [𝑛]] = 𝐸[(𝑨(𝜃)𝒔[𝑛] + 𝒏[𝑛]) ∙ (𝒔H [𝑛]𝑨H (𝜃) + 𝒏H [𝑛])]

(3.16)

Provided that both the imagining signals and noise have zero correlation:
𝐸[𝑨(𝜃)𝒔[𝑛]𝒏H [𝑛]] + 𝐸[𝑨(𝜃)𝒔[𝑛]𝒏H [𝑛]] = 0

(3.17)

𝑹𝑥𝑥 = 𝑨𝑅𝑠𝑠 𝑨𝐻 + 𝜎𝑛 2 𝑰

(3.18)

𝑅𝑠𝑠 = 𝐸[𝑠𝑠 𝐻 ] is the signal correlation matrix.
𝑹𝑥𝑥 is Hermitian matrix matrix i.e. the complex conjugate transpose, and it is a
diagonal matrix because 𝑹𝑥𝑥 contains two orthogonal matrices, signal subspace
and noise subspace where noise is highly uncorrelated.
𝜎𝑛 2 = 𝑬[𝑛𝑛𝐻 ] (the noise variance), 𝑰 is the unit matrix of M×M.
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The array covariance matrix can be estimated from receiving snapshot vectors
by using this equation:
𝑁

𝑹𝑥𝑥

1
= ∑ 𝒙[𝑛] 𝒙[𝑛]𝐻
𝑁

(3.19)

𝑖=1

Where 𝑁 is the number of observations.
The array correlation matrix contains M positive real eigenvalues λ1,λ2,…,λM,
corresponding to the M eigenvectors E1,E2,…,EM

and each eigenvector is

orthogonal [124].
𝐸𝑖 𝐻 𝐸𝑗 = 0

𝑖≠𝑗

(3.20)

If the Eigenvalues are ordered from largest to smallest and the matrix E is divided
into two subspaces [EPEQ], 𝐸P represents the M × M − K noise subspace
composed of Eigenvectors linked with the noise , whilst 𝐸Q indicates to the M ×K
signal subspace composed of Eigenvectors associated with the arriving signal
[110].
As the result of the orthogonality of noise subspace and the array steering vector
corresponding to signal components at the angles of arrival (θ1, θ2, θ3,……, θM ),
the multiple 𝒂𝐻 (𝜃)𝑬𝑃 𝑬𝑃 𝐻 𝒂(𝜃) equal to zero for θ corresponding to the AOA of the
multipath component. Then the AOAs of the multiple incident signals are
estimated by locating the peak of a MUSIC spatial spectrum presented by [120].
𝑃𝑀𝑈𝑆𝐼𝐶 =

1
𝒂𝐻 (𝜃)𝑬𝑃 𝑬𝑃 𝐻 𝒂(𝜃)

(3.21)

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3-7, the MUSIC algorithm exhibits high
performance and can be utilized with a different type of antenna array. However,
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the MUSIC algorithm suffers from their inability to identify DOAs of correlated
signals and is often computationally expensive. Nonetheless, to overcome this
problem, spatial smoothing can be used. Spatial smoothing is effective in a
multipath propagation environment to eliminate the correlation between the
signals [125].

Spatial smoothing technique proposed by Evans in [126] is used to implement
spatial smoothing, where the array is divided into smaller overlapping sub-arrays,
and then averaging the spatial covariance matrix of each sub-array, such that
the spatial smoothing covariance matrix can be found, then the MUSIC algorithm
is applied on the spatially smoothed matrix.

Figure 3-7 MUSIC AOA estimation for M = 6 elements array with σ2 = 0.1 and
two incident signals with No of samples k=100 [125].
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3.3.2.2 The Root-MUSIC Technique
Several modifications to the MUSIC algorithm have been developed to raise its
resolution performance and reduce the computational requirement. One of
modification is the Root-MUSIC algorithm proposed by Barbell [127]. RootMUSIC provides higher performance and is usable only with the uniform linear
array. Root-MUSIC is based on the polynomial root concept [69, 119].

As earlier mentioned, the MUSIC pseudo spectrum can be expressed as [127]:
𝑃𝑀𝑈𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝜃) =

1
𝒂𝐻 (𝜃)𝑬

(3.22)

𝑃 𝑬𝑃

𝐻

𝒂(𝜃)

Simplifying the denominator by substituting C=𝐸𝑃 𝐸𝑃 𝐻 that is Hermitian, will lead
to the root-MUSIC expression:
1

𝑃𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑀𝑈𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝜃) =

(3.23)

𝒂𝐻 (𝜃)𝑪𝒂(𝜃)

Here, the steering vector mth –element ULA is expressed as:

𝑎𝑀 (𝛳) = 𝑒 −𝑗𝑘𝑑(𝑚−1)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳
where

𝑘=

m=1,2,3,……..,M

(3.24)

2𝜋
𝜆

Then the denominator can be expressed as:
𝑀−1 𝑀−1

∑ ∑𝑒

(3.25)
−𝑗𝑘𝑑𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳

𝐶𝑚𝑛 𝑒

−𝑗𝑘𝑑𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳

𝑚=0 𝑛=0

where 𝐶𝑚𝑛 is the entry of the matrix C with mth rows and nth column.
By simplifying the two summations into one,
𝑀−1
−1
(𝛳)
𝑃𝑀𝑈𝑆𝐼𝐶

=

𝑑

∑ 𝐶𝑙 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋 𝜆 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳
𝑙=−𝑀+1
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(3.26)

Cl is the sum of the lth diagonal of the matrix C. by defining A polynomial D(z) as
follows:
𝑀−1

𝐷(𝑧) =

∑ 𝐶𝑙 𝑧

(3.27)
𝑙

𝑙=−𝑀+1

Hence,
𝑑

𝑧 = 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋 𝜆 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳

(3.28)

The roots of polynomial D(z) which lie closest to the unit circle become equivalent
to the poles of the MUSIC spectrum and contain the directional information of the
incoming signals [128].
The polynomial 𝐷(𝑧) is of order 2 (M -1) and comprises roots of z1, z2 ,…., z2(M1).

Each root can be expressed as:
𝑧𝑖 = |𝑧𝑖 |𝑒 𝑗𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑧𝑖 )

𝑖 = 1,2, … … ,2(𝑀 − 1)

(3.29)

where 𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑧𝑖 ) is the phase of𝑧𝑖 .
The rest of zeroes of polynomial exist when the magnitudes |𝑧𝑖 | = 1 and
𝑑

comparing 𝑒 𝑗𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑧𝑖 ) to 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝜆𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳 determines𝛳𝑖 .
1
𝛳𝑖 = −𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 ( 𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑧𝑖 ))
𝑘𝑑

(3.30)

The root MUSIC presents higher resolution more than spectral MUSIC, especially
for low signal to noise ratio situations [128].

3.3.2.3 Estimation of Signal Parameter via Rotational Invariance
Technique
ESPRIT algorithm proposed by Roy and Kailathin is another subspace method
useful for estimating DOA [129]. The ESPRIT algorithm is more robust with
respect to array imperfections than MUSIC. ESPRIT reduces the computation
complexity and storage requirements than MUSIC as it does not need to search
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for the maximum in a pseudo-spectrum throughout all possible steering vectors.
This makes the ESPRIT technique less sensitive to noise compared to MUSIC
and Root-MUSIC [130].

ESPRIT relies on the rotational invariance property of the signal subspace which
makes it decomposes the M original array into identical two sub-arrays with S
elements called doublets. The main goal of ESPRIT is to estimate the AOA by
determining the rotation operator Φ. The distance between the two sub-arrays is
d, which is measured in wavelengths [131, 132]. For example, Figure 3-8 shows
a ten element linear array and possible sub-arrays arrangements for S=9, 7 and
5. Let be considered:
M

Number of elements in the original array

S

Number of elements in each subarray

N

Number of signals impinging the sub-array.

Figure 3-8. A uniform linear array decomposition in ESPRIT algorithm [128].
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The signals arrive in the two sub-arrays and added additive white Gaussian
noise are given by:
𝑥1 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛1 (𝑡)

(3.31)

𝑥2 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝛷𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑛2 (𝑡)

(3.32)

where 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑥2 (𝑡), 𝑛1 (𝑡) ,𝑛2 (𝑡) are N×1matrices, A is S×N steering matrix and 𝛷
is N×N diagonal matrix (the rotation operator) with phase shifts between doublets
for DOA of N signals.
𝛷 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔{𝑒 𝑗𝜑1 , 𝑒 𝑗𝜑2 , … … … … 𝑒 𝑗𝜑𝑁 }

(3.33)

𝜋
𝜑𝑖 = −2 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳𝑖
𝜆

(3.34)

where
1≤𝑖≤𝑁

To estimate correlation matrices 𝑅11 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅22 of the two signals in the two sub
arrays using below equations:
𝑅11 = 𝐸[𝑥1 (𝑡)𝑥1 (𝑡)𝐻 ]

(3.35)

𝑅22 = 𝐸[𝑥2 (𝑡)𝑥2 (𝑡)𝐻 ]

(3.36)

Generating the signal subspace for the two sub-arrays results in two matrices 𝑉1
and 𝑉2.Moreover, since the subspaces of eigenvectors have a relationship by a
unique non-singular transformation matrix ϕ such that [133]:
𝑉1 ϕ = 𝑉2

(3.37)

By adding a unique non-singular transformation matrix T such as:
𝑉1 = 𝐴𝑇 , 𝑉2 = 𝐴𝛷𝑇

(3.38)

𝑇ϕ 𝑇 −1 = 𝛷

(3.39)

Then ϕ can be driven as:

Since, the eigenvalues of ϕ are equal to the diagonal elements of Φ, therefore,
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𝜆1 = 𝑒 𝑗𝜑1 , 𝜆2 = 𝑒 𝑗𝜑2 , … . , 𝜆𝑁 = 𝑒 𝑗𝜑𝑁

(3.40)

Thus, the angle of arrival can be estimated as:

𝛳𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 −1 [

arg(𝜆𝑖 )
]
𝑘𝑑

(3.41)

As seen from Eq. 3.54, the ESPRIT estimates the AOA directly in terms of the
Eigen values with low computational and storage requirements. This algorithm
produces excellent accuracy and resolution in many experimental and theoretical
studies [134].

This chapter introduces an overview of the antenna array and a few popular
algorithms for AOA-based localization. The chapter also focusses on the different
DOA techniques based on antenna array.

The uniform antenna array is applied to describe these algorithms. Main DOA
algorithms considered include Conventional Algorithms or Beamforming, and
subspace estimation techniques. Beamforming algorithms often provide poor
resolution but accurate results because the method is based on the physical size
of array aperture and it needs a large number of elements to achieve higher
resolution when only a single source is to be specified.

To provide more resolution capabilities, subspace estimation techniques are
utilised. Subspace-based DOA estimation methods are dependent on the Eigen
decomposition. The subspace-based algorithms MUSIC and ESPRIT possess
high resolution and accuracy because they are not limited by the physical size of
the array aperture.
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DOA estimation is considered a critical factor in localizing targets using radar. For
communications, DOA estimation can provide spatial diversity to the receiver to
enable multi-user scenarios.
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Chapter 4
4. Application of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
Scheme in Localization Systems

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is an important area of
wireless communication in recent years. OFDM which involves modulation and
multiplexing of the signal is effective in achieving high data rate transmission with
significant bandwidth efficiency in any fading environment. For this reason,
OFDM technique is often applied for different wireless systems such as LongTerm Evolution (LTE) for 4G communications systems, IEEE 802.11a standard
for wireless local area networks (WLAN) or WiMAX and in Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) systems [135].

The primary advantage of OFDM is to divide the total available bandwidth in the
spectrum into several sub-bands orthogonal channels such that each
narrowband sub-channel is almost flat fading. Another key advantage of OFDM
is the ability to convert a frequency selective fading channel into flat fading
channels and provides better spectral efficiency [136, 137].

The desirous advantages of OFDM have motivated its application for improved
localization of targets, in order to provide accurate mobile stations (MS)
positioning within both outdoor and indoor environments. Moreover, OFDM is
selected in several communication systems due to its robustness to multipath
channels and high transmission rate in wireless communications networks.
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However, for reliable signal transmission using OFDM technique, the method
usually require high timing and accurate frequency synchronization to be able to
receive correct signals. So, timing and frequency synchronization are a key issue
in OFDM systems [138, 139]. Furthermore, other key disadvantages of OFDM
include Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) and Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI).

ICI often occurs as a result of the loss of synchronization caused by frequency
offset and time offset between oscillators at the transmitter and receiver’s end,
which in effect results in the orthogonality, so transmitted signal cannot be
completely separated at the receiver. Thus, ICI decreases the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and increases error probability [140].

Moreover, a large peak-to-average power ratio caused by the superposition of all
subcarrier signals becomes a distortion problem [141]. This chapter introduces a
coded OFDM system to be used in the application of localization systems and
enhanced the TOA estimation over the wide-band transmission.

The time-discrete baseband OFDM system model is shown in Figure 4-1, the
model is divided into transmitter, channel and receiver blocks, and are discussed
below.
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Figure 4-1. OFDM block diagram [142].

4.2.1

4.2.1.1

OFDM Transmitter Model

Symbol Mapper (Encoder)

The complex data symbols are obtained by encoding or mapping the incoming
stream of bits using modulation techniques including M- QAM, M-PSK, QPSK,
etc.[143]. The modulation technique determines the number of bits for complex
data subcarrier, for example, the M-QAM modulation is presented as:

𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑀

(4.1)

The symbol mapper contains a QPSK modulator. Here, two 2-bit input stream is
fed into the modulator and converted to two 2-bit symbols, namely I and Q
(imaginary and quadrature), whilst the 2-bit symbols created relies on the
constellation diagram. Therefore, in QPSK there are four phases, each 2-bit
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symbol is assigned to a phase, with a phase difference of 90 o between them
[144, 145]. Figure 4-2 shows the constellation of QPSK modulation

Figure 4-2 The constellation diagram of QPSK modulation [144]

4.2.1.2

Serial to Parallel Converter (SIPO)

The input of this section of the model represents the output of the symbol mapper.
This block converts the input N serial complex data symbols {X(k), for 𝑘 =0,1,2,...,
N−1} to parallel.

4.2.1.3

Orthogonally subcarriers

After SIPO a block of N complex data symbols are modulated by a group of subcarriers, which are orthogonal. In OFDM systems, the orthogonality is achieved
when the integral of multiplicity two signals is equal to zero [146]:
For discrete time as:
1 𝑇𝑢 𝑗2𝜋𝑓 𝑡 𝑗2𝜋𝑓 𝑡
1,
𝑚 𝑑𝑡 = {
𝑘 𝑒
∫ 𝑒
0,
𝑇𝑢 0
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𝑘=𝑚
𝑘≠𝑚

(4.2)

𝑘

where 𝑓𝑘 = 𝑇

𝑢

N−1 and

1
𝑇𝑢

is the sub-carrier frequency of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ sub-carriers, 𝑘 =0, 1, 2, … ,
is the sub carrier spacing ,𝑇𝑢 = 𝑁𝑇𝑠 is the duration of one OFDM

symbol. 𝑇𝑠 is the sampling interval.

To understand the orthogonality concept, the OFDM signal frequency spectra
illustrated in Figure 4-3. In OFDM, a frequency-selective channel is divided into
narrower flat fading channels. Each transmitted subcarrier presents in a sine
function spectrum with side lobes producing overlaps between subcarriers. At
orthogonal frequencies, the individual peak of subcarriers becomes null at the
centre frequency of each of the other carriers in the system. This overlap of
spectral energy does not effect on the system’s ability to return the original signal
[147].

Figure 4-3. Orthogonality principle of OFDM [147]
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The advantage of using orthogonal subcarriers comes in the form of improved
subcarriers bandwidth, and increased the spectral efficiency of the system, and
prevents interference between overlapping subcarriers [13].

4.2.1.4

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)

IFFT is by far the most important aspect of the OFDM system this is due to the
fact that, in the frequency domain, the modulated data symbols are fed into the
orthogonal sub-carriers. However, transmitting the signal over the channel only
happens in time-domain. IDFT converts the OFDM signal from the frequency
domain to the time domain and the time domain values of OFDM signals are
transmitted over the channel. Nonetheless, IFFT can easily be used in the
system, while DFT, in contrast, is applied at the receiver to recover the OFDM
signals in the frequency domain.

𝑋(𝑘) = (𝑥0 , 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , … , 𝑥𝑁−1 ) is the output complex symbol from SIPO converter
and supplied to N orthogonal sub-carriers {𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡 , 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓1 𝑡 , … … , 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑁−1 𝑡 } then
modulated signals are passed through IFFT block to gives the transmitted OFDM
symbols.
Next, 𝑋(t) is the OFDM signal which can be expressed as [148]:

1

𝑋(𝑡) = ∑𝑁−1
𝑘=𝑂 𝑋(𝑘) 𝐶𝑘 (𝑡) 𝑛 = 0,1,2 … … 𝑁 − 1
𝑁

0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑢

(4.3)

Here 𝐶𝑘 (𝑡) is the baseband subcarrier, and is often expressed as:
𝐶𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘𝑡
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(4.4)

Hence, 𝑓𝑘 is the frequency of the kth subcarriers and equal to 𝑓𝑘 = 𝑘/𝑇𝑢

where

𝑘 is the subcarrier index and 𝑇𝑢 = 𝑁𝑇𝑠 is the useful duration of one OFDM
symbol.
As shown in Figure 4-4, the discrete version of the output OFDM signal produced
by IFFT then become [12, 145]:
𝑁−1

(4.5)

𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑛
1
𝑋[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑋𝑘 𝑒 𝑁
𝑁

,0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1

𝑘=0

Figure 4-4.IFFT Concept of OFDM System [12].

4.2.1.5

Adding Cyclic Prefix Guard intervals

After parallel-to-serial conversion, the cyclic prefix is added. In the block “add
Cyclic Prefix” or generally “add Guard Interval This block is a very crucial part of
the OFDM system necessary to overcome on inter-symbol interference (ISI) or
Inter Block Interference (IBI) and the delay spread of multipath channels. CP is
to spread the OFDM symbol by copying the last samples of the OFDM symbol
into its front [149].
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The length of guard interval or cyclic prefix is important in the performance of
OFDM system. If the length of CP is set shorter than the maximum delay of a
multipath channel, the last part of an OFDM symbol impacts the beginning of the
next symbol, which results in the occurrence of ISI. On the other hand, along CP
interval increases the overhead of the system [150].

Now, the baseband OFDM signal with CP is defined as [142]:
𝑁−1

𝑥̃(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑋(𝑘) 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘𝑡 𝑛 = 0,1,2 … … 𝑁 − 1.

− 𝑇𝑔 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑢

(4.6)

𝑘=𝑂

Hence 𝑇𝑔 is the time duration of cyclic prefix so the transmitted signal is extended
by 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 𝑇𝑢 +𝑇𝑔 .

The discrete baseband OFDM signal with CP can be obtained by [142]:
𝑁−1

𝑗2𝜋𝑘(𝑛−𝑔)
1
𝑁
𝑥̃(𝑛𝑇𝑆 ) = ∑ 𝑋𝑘 𝑒
𝑁

𝑛 = 𝑔, 𝑔 + 1, 𝑔 + 2 … … , 𝑔 + 𝑁 − 1

(4.7)

𝑘=𝑂

where N is the total number of subcarriers, 𝑔 is the total number of cyclic prefix
added to OFDM symbols, and t is sampled as t=𝑛𝑇𝑆 =

𝑛𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚
𝑁

. The length of CP

should not be longer than necessary as this often leads to loss of SNR and
efficiency. Hence the loss of SNR due to the addition CP is given as [151]:
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = −10 log [1 −

𝑇𝑔
]
𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚

(4.8)

where 𝑇𝑔 is the length of CP, 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 =𝑇𝑔 + 𝑇𝑠 is the length of OFDM transmitted
symbol, 𝑇𝑠 is the length of original OFDM symbol.
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4.2.1.6

Zero Padding Guard intervals

Zero padding (ZP) has recently been introduced as an efficient alternative guard
interval for multicarrier systems since CP often results in loss of power efficiency
with factor is N/N+cp. Here, cp is the last sample of each OFDM symbol of N
samples which can be copied or added to the start of the symbol. In ZP OFDM,
the guard interval of zero samples are inserted after each OFDM symbol and
through this interval, no signal is transmitted. Therefore, ZP is used to make the
received frames independent of each other, i.e., the received samples from one
frame do not depend on the received samples from another frame [149, 152].

Figure 4-5 Transmitted signal with CP-OFDM, ZP-OFDM.

4.2.1.7

Inter-Symbol Interference

Due to the multipath channels of wireless communications, the signal reflects
from different objects. This problem leads to multiple delayed versions of the input
signal incident in the receiver at a different time extends as a result, a few
samples from receiving OFDM symbol are distorted with other samples from the
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previously OFDM symbol. This issue is called as inter-symbol interference [145,
153].

The effect of ISI illustrated in Figure 4-6. From Figure (4-6a), the inter-symbol
interference (ISI) between the OFDM symbols leads to data loss due to no guard
interval (GI). However, from Figure (4-6b) when the GI is added, the ISI between
OFDM symbols are removed, resulting in no data loss because the cyclic prefix
does not contain on data information.

Figure 4-6 Effect of Guard Interval [154].
Here Ts and TGI represent the symbol time duration and Guard Interval time
respectively. The total time Tsym=Ts+TGI should be more than the delay spread of
the channel to avoid ISI. Moreover, the guard interval is removed at the receiver
before the demodulation stage.
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4.2.2

OFDM Channel Model

In most wireless communication systems, the radio channel represents the
multipath area through which the transmitted signal travels to arrive at the
receiver. During the transmitted signal multipath propagation to the receiver,
multiple versions of the transmitted signal are generated at different times. Each
of the receiving signals has different amplitude, phase and time delay. When the
received signals are added together, they may add up constructively or
destructively depending on the signal phases. Figure 4-7 shows multipath
propagation due to various propagation effects including reflection, diffraction and
scattering from the obstacles encountered during signal transmission [155].

Figure 4-7. Multipath propagation situations [145].

Different parameters are used to characterise multipath channels. The delay
spread in multiple channels (fading channels) is usually used as a metric to
characterize the delay in multipath channels. The time between the first and the
last arriving signals is called the maximum time delay spread and can be
expressed as Tmax
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Figure 4-8 Spread Time Delay of Multichannel

Another characterisation metric for multiple channels is coherent bandwidth B c,
which refers to the situation in which all the frequencies in that band are subject
to the same amount of attenuation.

For flat fading channel the information signal bandwidth is often less than the
coherent bandwidth, so Bs ≤ Bc and the symbol time is more than the maximum
delay spread Ts ≥ Tmax. In any instance, the frequency-selective fading channel
occurs if the information signal bandwidth is greater than Bc and symbol time is
less than Tmax. Therefore, signal frequency components are not equally
influenced by frequency-selective fading channels.

In OFDM system, frequency selective fading channel bandwidth is divided into
many narrowband subcarriers which are almost flat in the interval of two individual
subcarriers. The impulse response of the channel can be described as [155]:
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𝐷−1

ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑙 𝑒 −𝑗𝜃𝑙 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑙 )

(4.9)

𝑙=0

where 𝑎𝑙 , 𝜃𝑙 and 𝜏𝑙 are amplitudes, phases and delays of the 𝑙 𝑡ℎ propagation
paths, respectively, and 𝐷 is the total number of the paths. In the time varying
channels, the impulse response is expressed as [156]:
𝐷−1

(4.10)

ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑙 (𝑡)𝑒 −𝑗𝜃𝑙(𝑡) 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑙 (𝑡))
𝑙=0

The frequency response of the time response channel is defined as [17]:
+∞

𝐻(𝑓, 𝑡) = ∫

ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡)𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝜏 𝑑𝜏

(4.11)

−∞

−𝑗(2𝜋𝑓𝜏𝑙 (𝑡)+𝜃𝑙 (𝑡))
ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡) = ∑𝐷−1
𝑙=0 𝑎𝑙 (𝑡)𝑒

(4.12)

To simplify the frequency impulse response of the channel, 𝐻(𝑘) can therefore
be described as:
𝐷−1

𝐻(𝑘) = ∑ ℎ𝑙 (𝜏) 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝜏𝑙/𝑁
(4.13)

𝑙=0

where ℎ𝑙 (𝜏) equal to 𝑎𝑙 (𝑡)𝑒 −𝑗𝜃𝑙(𝑡) .

4.2.3 OFDM Receiver Model

At the receiver, the CP is removed, then the sample of the OFDM symbol is
converted from serial to parallel, after which the parallel samples are entered to
FFT operation. Upon FFT, the channel equalization is achieved, and the resulting
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data from the equalization process is applied for decoding to recover the original
symbol. Considering the effect of multipath fading channel ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡), and ignoring
the channel noise then the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ received signal 𝑦(𝑖,t) can be defined as [142]:

𝐷−1

𝑦(𝑖, 𝑡) = ∑ ℎ𝑙 (𝜏)𝑥(𝑖, 𝑡 − 𝜏𝑙 )

(4.14)

𝑙=0

In the discrete time, the expression of the received signal can be given by:
𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) ⊛ ℎ(𝑛)

(4.15)

where ⊛ is the circular convolution operator [68, 106]. Adding cyclic prefix to
OFDM symbol has converted the linear convolution to the circular convolution,
the cyclic prefix has to be a circular repetition of the IFFT data and make the
circular shift of the channel taps or channel filter over all samples of OFDM
symbol. The circular convolution in the time domain corresponds to the
multiplication of the channel and OFDM signal in the frequency domain. If the
optimum condition occurs such as the length of CP is longer than the maximum
delay spread of the multipath channel, timing and frequency offsets are not
appearing or the timing and frequency offsets are correctly estimated and
corrected, then the OFDM symbol is recovered from the received signal. If these
conditions occur after removing the CP, the received signal is entered to the FFT
block. Thus, the output of the FFT can, therefore, be represented as [157]:

𝑁−1

2𝜋𝑘𝑛
1
𝑌(𝑘) = 𝐷𝐹𝑇{𝑦(𝑛)} = ∑ 𝑦(𝑛)𝑒 −𝑗( 𝑁 )
𝑁
𝑛=0
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𝑘 = 0,1,2, … … . . , 𝑁 − 1

(4.16)

Assuming there no ISI, 𝑌(𝑘) is defined as:
𝑌(𝑘) = 𝑋(𝑘)𝐻(𝑘)

(4.17)

̃ (𝑘), the transmitted data is obtained by:
After estimated channel𝐻
𝑋̃(𝑘) =

𝑌(𝑘)
̃ (𝑘)
𝐻

𝑘 = 0,1,2, … … … . . , 𝑁 − 1

(4.18)

Finally, the binary information data are returned back by the signal decoder
block.

OFDM systems often suffer from different delimiting factors which affect their
performance and capability. One of the main drawbacks of the OFDM technique
is high peak to average power ratio (PAPR). High PAPR occurs due to a large
dynamic range of its symbol waveforms. An OFDM signal has a number of
independently modulated subcarriers that are given a PAPR when summed up
coherently. When N signals are added with the same phase, they give a peak
power that is N times the average power [142].

The second of the main drawbacks is the sensitivity to synchronization errors in
time and frequency at the receiver is another critical drawback of OFDM. These
offsets reduce the orthogonality between sub-carriers and generate inter-carrier
interference (ICI) and inter-block interference (IBI). Therefore, it is critical that all
offsets must be estimated before doing the FFT process of the received signal
[18, 158].
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Furthermore, recent research has proposed different solutions to reduce or
eliminate the effects of this drawback. This section will focus on PAPR and
synchronization issues.

4.3.1 Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR)

OFDM contains a large number of independent sub-carriers, while PAPR
generates as a result of adding these signals with the same phase. The OFDM
system uses a high power amplifier (HPA) at the output of the transmitter to
achieve sufficient transmits power for large area coverage. In addition, to obtain
maximum power efficiency, the HPA operates at or near the saturation region.
When high peak power signal passes through HPA, peaks are clipped nonlinearly and distortion present at the output. This distortion leads to interference
and increases the bit error rate (BER). However, the distortion can be decreased,
if the amplifier operates in the linear region, but the linear-region amplifier is
usually very expensive and has low efficiency [159-161]

In general, the peak to average power ratio of OFDM signal is given as a ratio
between the instantaneous maximum power and the average power, and is
described from continuing time as [142]:
𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑅[𝑥(𝑡)] =

max[|𝑥(𝑡)|2 ]
𝑃𝑎𝑣

𝑓𝑜𝑟 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑠

(4.19)

For discrete OFDM signal, PAPR is defined as:
𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
max[|𝑥(𝑛)|2 ]
𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑅[𝑋(𝑛)] =
= 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝐸[|𝑥(𝑛)|2 ]
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0≤𝑛 ≤𝑁−1

(4.20)

where 𝐸 is the expectation operator. There are several techniques to reduce
PAPR of a transmitted signal which proposed in the literature [162]. These
methods divided into two groups namely: signal scrambling techniques and signal
distortion techniques.

4.3.1.1

Signal Scrambling Techniques

The fundamental principle of these mechanisms based on scrambling each
OFDM signal with different scrambling sequences, then selecting sequence with
the smallest PAPR value for transmission [142, 161]. However, the signal
scrambling technique (SST) do not reduce the PAPR value below to a certain
threshold but can reduce the occurrence probability of high PAPR to a large
extent. SST include the following methods: Selective Mapping (SLM) and Partial
Transmit Sequences (PTS). SLM method is applied to scrambling rotation to all
sub-carriers independently, while PTS method only scrambles part of the subcarriers. PTS method produces better performance than SLM method as the
Figure 4-9 shown.

Figure 4-9. Complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of PAPR
using SLM and PTS method [161].
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More detail discussion about SLM and PTS can be found in [161, 163-168]

4.3.1.2

Signal Distortion Techniques

These techniques decrease the PAPR by distorting non-linear OFDM signal. The
clipping and filtering, peak windowing, and non-linear companding are popular
examples of these methods [169-172].

SDTs are applied after IFFT stage of the transmitter and before the OFDM signal
passes through the power amplifier, e.g. clipping technique is the easiest
approach which employs a clipper to clip the OFDM signal before amplification.
[173]. Clipping decreases PAPR, however, it is usually a nonlinear process which
can cause both in-band and out-of-band interference while destroying the
orthogonality among the sub-carriers [174].

Comparing the clipping approach with other techniques, the amount of distortion
increases. However, in probabilistic scrambling techniques, the input data block
is scrambled and sequenced with good performance to reduce the PAPR.
Therefore, the SLM method is the best solution to signal distortion problem
because it possesses the capability of being applied to a different number of
carriers for different OFDM systems and is also suitable to use for a large number
of sub-carriers [173, 175].

Other techniques such as selective mapping (SLM), partial transmit sequence
(PTS), interleaved OFDM, Tone Reservation (TR) do not yield distortion power.
However, the spectral efficiency decreases, while complexity increases as a
result of an increase in the number of sub-carriers. Coding technique is also
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applied to PAPR reduction but is very complex and achieves lower bandwidth
efficiency. Thus, all of the PAPR reduction techniques have the ability to decrease
PAPR significantly whilst the transmitted signal power increases, BER increases,
computational cost increases, and the data rate are lost. Thus, the PAPR
reduction technique is chosen according to various system requirements [173].

4.3.2 Synchronization Problems

Synchronization is one of the emerging research topics in OFDM systems
because of its sensitivity to the timing and frequency errors [176]. To achieve fast
and accurate data transmission, the ISI and ICI in the transmission should be
reduced as much as possible.

In OFDM system, ISI can be eliminated by inserting a cyclic prefix of greater
length than the channel impulse response, and the ICI can be avoided by
maintaining the orthogonality between sub-carriers that generates if the
transmitter and receiver have the exact same carrier frequency [177]. However,
the frequency offsets often increase as a result of a mismatch between the
transmitter and receiver oscillators and the existence of Doppler shift in the
channel. In addition, timing offset error is caused by the error in estimating the
start of OFDM symbol at the end of the receiver [178].

Furthermore, at the receiver, the timing offset present is as a result of the delay
in the received signal and frequency offset taken as a phase distortion of the
received data in the time domain [179]. Therefore, to achieve an accurate
estimation of frequency and time offsets in wireless communication, it becomes
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necessary to consider the minimization of their effects. There are various
methods suitable in the literature to estimate the time and frequency offsets [142,
180]. Generally, these approaches can be divided into Data Aided (DA) and NonData Aided (NDA) methods.

The DA method utilises training sequence or pilot symbols, while NDA method
uses cyclic prefix correlation or blind techniques for synchronization [177]. The
DA method [180, 181] offers high accuracy and low implementation and
calculation, and therefore are suitable for applications requiring fast and reliable
synchronization such as IEEE 802.11(a) and HIPERLAN/2. However, using DA
method, the bandwidth efficiency is often lost which reduces the data
transmission speed. On the other hand, NDA methods [182, 183] do not lose their
bandwidth and are usually complex in implementation and computation.
Therefore, NDA methods are more suitable for continuous transmission like DVBT [18] but the estimated range of NDA methods is often small.

4.3.2.1 Time Offset Error
Modulation and demodulation are carried out by IFFT and FFT techniques In
OFDM systems which in contrast cause delay in the system. It is necessary to
find the beginning of the OFDM symbol at the receiving end and the error
estimation of the start of symbol causes the timing offset error.

Therefore, it is very important to estimate symbol time synchronization to
accurately identify the start time of the OFDM symbol. However, if this delay is
not corrected, it often leads to phase rotation in the constellation. Here, 𝛿 is the
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amount of offset in the time domain and causes a phase offset of 2𝜋𝑘𝛿/𝑁 in the
frequency domain, and the phase offset varies directly in proportion to the subcarrier index k [13].
An OFDM frame contains several symbols and each includes a certain number
of samples relying on the OFDM application. The goal of the receiver is to
determine the beginning of the OFDM symbol. However, the main problem of the
receiver is that it cannot know when the transmitter sends a new burst because
the transmitted signal x[n] reaches the receiver delayed by 𝛿 in time.

If two OFDM symbols are to be sent by a transmitter, one after the other the
receiver must be picking the correct samples of the current OFDM symbol and
transfer it to the FFT, then the FFT window should be correctly placed. In the
absence of synchronization, the beginning of the FFT window will be placed too
early or too late. If placed too late, some samples will be collected from the actual
OFDM symbol and the others will be collected from the following OFDM symbol.
If no OFDM symbol exists, the last samples are filled up with noise. However, if
placed too early, samples from the previous OFDM symbol will be collected. Both
cases result in ISI [184].
The effect of timing error can be described in the frequency domain (i.e. after
FFT). As shown in Figure 4-10, different cases of timing offset will be discussed
[13, 185].
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Figure 4-10 Four different cases of timing offset effect.

Case (i) represents time error free (i.e. Timing offset δ=0), in this case, the
estimated starting point of OFDM symbol coincides with exact timing OFDM
symbol at the exact time, as a result, the OFDM symbol can be perfectly
recovered at the receiver without any type of interference.

Case (ii) appears when the starting point of the estimated OFDM symbol
estimates before the exact point. In this case, the qth symbol is not overlapped
with the previous (q-1)th symbols of the OFDM, that is without avoiding any ISI
by the previous symbol in this case. Here, the effect of STO in this case on the
received OFDM signal in the frequency domain by taking the FFT [13, 185].

𝑁−1

1
−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄
𝑁
𝑌𝑞 [𝑘] = ∑ 𝑥𝑞 [𝑛 + 𝛿]𝑒
𝑁

(4.21)

𝑛=0

𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄𝑁
Where 𝑥𝑞 [𝑛] =∑𝑁−1
is IFFT output and by putting this value in
𝑛=0 𝑋𝑙 [𝑛]𝑒

above equation yields:
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𝑁−1 𝑁−1

1
−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄
𝑁
𝑌𝑞 [𝑘] = ∑ { ∑ 𝑋𝑞 [𝑚]𝑒 𝑗2𝜋(𝑛+𝛿)𝑚⁄𝑁 } 𝑒
𝑁
𝑛=0 𝑚=0

𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑚=0

𝑛=0

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
1
𝑛
𝑁
=
∑ 𝑋𝑞 [𝑚] 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚𝛿⁄𝑁 ∑ 𝑒
𝑁

(4.22)

= 𝑋𝑞 [𝑘] 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝛿⁄𝑁

where the second summation follows from the following identity:
𝑁−1

∑

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
𝑛
𝑁
𝑒

𝑛=0

=𝑒

𝑗𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)(𝑁−1)/𝑁

sin[𝜋(𝑘 − 𝑚)]
×
𝜋(𝑘 − 𝑚)
sin [
]
𝑁

𝑁 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 𝑚
{
}
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 0

(4.23)

From Eq. (4.24) it can be seen that the orthogonality among subcarrier frequency
components is kept under the present condition. However, the phase offset is
directly proportional to STO and carrier index k exists. Consequently, the signal
constellation is forced to rotate around the origin, and the effect can be
compensated simply by a single tap frequency-domain equalizer as shown in
Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11. Signal constellation for two cases of STO [13].
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Case iv: in the last one the estimated starting point of OFDM signal is estimated
after the actual starting point so the samples of FFT interval contains a part of
the current OFDM symbol 𝑥𝑞 [𝑛] and a part of the next one 𝑥𝑞+1 [𝑛], as expressed
as:

𝑦𝑞 [𝑛] = {

𝑥𝑞 [𝑛 + 𝛿]
𝑥𝑞+1 [𝑛 + 2𝛿 + 𝑁𝑔 ]

𝑓𝑜𝑟 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1 − 𝛿
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁 − 𝛿 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1

(4.24)

By taking FFT of a received signal for demodulation
𝑁−1−𝛿

𝑁−1
−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄
𝑁
𝛿]𝑒

𝑌𝑞 [𝑘] = ∑ 𝑥𝑞 [𝑛 +
𝑛=0

+ ∑ 𝑥𝑞+1 [𝑛 + 2𝛿 − 𝑁𝑔 ]𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄
𝑁

(4.25)

𝑛=𝑁−𝛿

𝑁−1−𝛿

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

𝑚=0

1
−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄
𝑁
𝑌𝑞 [𝑘] = ∑ ( ∑ 𝑋𝑞 [𝑚]𝑒 𝑗2𝜋(𝑛+𝛿)𝑚⁄𝑁 ) 𝑒
𝑁
𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑛=𝑁−𝛿

𝑚=0

1
−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘⁄
𝑁
+ ∑ ( ∑ 𝑋𝑞+1 [𝑚] 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚(𝑛+2𝛿−𝑁𝑔)⁄𝑁 ) 𝑒
𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑁−1−𝛿

𝑚=0

𝑛=0

(4.26)

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
1
𝑛
𝑁
= ∑ 𝑋𝑞 [𝑚]𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚𝛿⁄𝑁 ∑ 𝑒
𝑁

(4.27)
+

𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑚=0

𝑛=𝑁−𝛿

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
1
𝑛
𝑁
∑ 𝑋𝑞+1 [𝑚] 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚(2𝛿−𝑁𝑔)⁄𝑁 ∑ 𝑒
𝑁
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𝑌𝑞 [𝑘] =

𝑁−𝛿
𝑋𝑞 [𝑚]𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚𝛿⁄𝑁
𝑁
𝑁−1−𝛿

𝑁−1

+

∑

𝑋𝑞

[𝑚]𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚𝛿⁄𝑁

𝑚=0,𝑚≠𝑘

∑ 𝑒

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
𝑛
𝑁

𝑛=0

𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑚=0

𝑛=𝑁−𝛿

(4.28)

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
1
𝑛
𝑁
+ ∑ 𝑋𝑞+1 [𝑚] 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑚(2𝛿−𝑁𝑔)⁄𝑁 ∑ 𝑒
𝑁

The term ∑𝑁−1
𝑛=𝑁−𝛿 𝑒
𝑁−1

∑

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
𝑛
𝑁

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)
𝑛
𝑁
𝑒

=

can be expressed as:

𝑁−1−𝛿
𝑒 𝑗𝜋(𝑚−𝑘) 𝑁

(𝑁 − 𝛿)𝜋(𝑘 − 𝑚)
]
𝑁
𝜋(𝑘 − 𝑚)
sin [
]
𝑁

sin [
×

𝑛=𝑁−𝛿

={

(4.29)

𝑁 − 𝛿 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚 = 𝑘
𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚 ≠ 𝑘

The second term in the received OFDM Eq. (4.30) corresponds to ICI, which
means that the orthogonality is destroyed. Also, the third term in Eq. (4.30) shows
that the received signal involves the ISI from the next OFDM symbol 𝑋𝑞+1 [𝑚].
Figure 4-12 shows the impact of STO on the signal constellation of case iii and
case iv.

Figure 4-12. Signal constellation for case iii and case iv [13]
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Timing Offset Estimation Methods
This section will focus on DA methods due to their broad application in Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) systems [177]. In DA method, training sequences or
preambles are sent before the transmission of original data symbols, then the
receiver is applied to the concept of auto-correlation to detect these preambles in
receiving signal. Under this scenario, the training symbols have some repetitive
patterns or blocks. Therefore, the maxima of auto-correlation of the incoming
signal in these algorithms are used in detecting the start of the training symbol.
Nonetheless, the most popular DA approach for time offset estimation was
proposed by Schmidl & Cox [186]. The training symbol pattern and expression of
timing metric Schmidl and Cox method, there is explained below.

(a)

Schmidl and Cox Method

The Schmidl and Cox method operates by using two training symbols which are
placed at the beginning of each frame as a preamble [177]. The training symbol
has two identical halves in the time domain and is equal after the channel.
However, a phase difference between the training symbols occurs due to the
carrier frequency offset [187].

Schmidl and Cox method usually apply the Pseudo-Noise (PN) sequence to
generate two identical halves in the time domain by transmitting PN sequence on
even frequencies and zeros on the odd frequencies. In addition, the second
training symbol contains two different PN sequences on both frequencies and
using PN sequence at an odd frequency to measure the sub-channels and using
at an even frequency to find the frequency offset. Consequently, at the receiver,
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the correlation between the actual OFDM signal and known transmitted training
sequence is calculated using a window of L samples, whilst the effect of the
channel is removed due to the conjugate multiplication [188]. The maximum of
autocorrelation used to detect the start of OFDM frame. The timing metric of
Schmidl & Cox suffer from a large plateau for the entire interval of CP [185].

The table below shows the PN Sequence for Training Symbol for Schmidl Method
which is picked from a 64 a 64-QAM constellation.

Table 4-1. PN sequence for preamble symbol of Schmidl Method.
Frequency Number √2(𝑚𝑘 )
1+1*i
0
1
0
-1+1*i
2
3
0
1+1*i
4
5
0
1-1*i
6
7
0
1+1*i
8
9
0
Mathematically, the first training symbol (preamble) proposed by Schmidl & Cox
is described as a pattern:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑆&𝐶 = [𝐴𝑁/2

𝐴𝑁/2 ]

(4.30)

Where 𝐴𝑁/2 is the PN sequence of length N/2 and is generated by the method
found in [186].
To detect the frame, the conjugate of a sample from the first half is multiplied by
the corresponding sample from the second half, and then at the start of the frame,
the products of each of these pairs of samples will have approximately the same
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phase and the magnitude of the sum will be peaked [189]. The autocorrelation or
timing metric of this method is found as [177]:

𝑀𝑆&𝐶 (𝑑) =

|𝑃(𝑑)|2
(𝑅(𝑑))2

(4.31)

Hence:
𝐿−1

(4.32)

𝑃𝑆&𝐶 (𝑑) = ∑(𝑟

∗

𝑑+𝑘

. 𝑟𝑑+𝑘+𝐿 )

𝑘=0

𝐿−1

(4.33)

𝑅𝑆&𝐶 (𝑑) = ∑|𝑟𝑑+𝑘+𝐿 |2
𝑘=0

Here 𝐿 = 𝑁/2 is the length of complex samples in 𝐴𝑁/2 of first training symbol
except for cyclic prefix. Here 𝑟𝑑+𝑘 is the received signal, d is a time index that
corresponds to the first sample in a sliding window of 2L samples, P(d) is the
cross-correlation of the received samples and 𝑅𝑆&𝐶 (𝑑)is the received energy for
the second half-symbol.

It is noteworthy to state that the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ samples of OFDM symbol at the receiver 𝑟(𝑘)
is [177]:
𝑣−1

𝑟(𝑘) = 𝑒

𝑗2𝜋.𝜀.𝑘/𝑁

(4.34)

. ∑ 𝑋𝑘−𝑡𝑑 −𝑚 . ℎ𝑚 + 𝑊𝑘
𝑚=1

Here, 𝑋𝑘 is the base band OFDM symbol, ℎ𝑚 is the channel impulse response
has length𝑣, 𝜀 is the frequency offset normalized with subcarrier spacing 1/NTs,
Ts is the sample interval. 𝑡𝑑 is the delay of a symbol, and 𝑊𝑘 is the white
Gaussian noise. The boundary of preamble is the estimated by timing algorithm.
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Figure 4-13 illustrates the timing estimation by using Schmidl and Cox method
for OFDM signal with 1024 subcarriers and SNR of 30 dB over AWGN channel.
The timing metric suffers from large plateau has a length equal to the GI minus
the length of the channel impulse response which makes the exact position
estimation of maximum becomes difficult to obtain [138].

Figure 4-13 Example of Schmidl timing estimation for OFDM signal [138].
(b)

Minn’s method

To avoid the ambiguity due to the plateau of timing metric in Schmidl and Cox
Method [188], Minn and Bhargava’s approach [190] proposed to modify the
Schmidl method by using four parts of the first training symbol to get a steeper
roll-off trajectory at the correct timing position in the timing metric [142]. Thus, the
pattern used in this algorithm without cyclic prefix could be expressed as:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 = [𝐴𝑁/4 𝐴𝑁/4
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−𝐴𝑁/4

− 𝐴𝑁/4 ]

(4.35)

where A is the samples with length L=N/4 which generated by N/4 point IFFT of
length modulated data of a PN sequence.

The channel applied in this algorithm was Additive White Gaussian Noise without
considering fading and multipath environments. The timing metric defined by
Minn and Bhargava using the training symbol method is expressed as [178]:

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑) =

|𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑)|2
(𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑))2

(4.36)

where 𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑) is the cross correlation between the positive and negative parts
of the sequences define in [190] as:
1

𝐿−1

(4.37)

𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑) = ∑ ∑ 𝑟 ∗ 𝑑+2𝐿𝑘+𝑚 . 𝑟𝑑+2𝐿𝑘+𝑚+𝐿
𝑘=0 𝑚=0

𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑) is auto-correlation and define by:
1

𝐿−1

(4.38)

𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑑) = ∑ ∑ |𝑟𝑑+2𝐿𝑘+𝑚+𝐿 |2
𝑘=0 𝑚=0

Figure 4-14 shows OFDM signal is transmitted with Minn’s preamble over an
AWGN channel.

Figure 4-14 Minn’s timing method for OFDM signal.
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(c)

Park’s method

Minn’s method is reduced the timing metric plateau found in Schmidl’s method.
However, the mean square error (MSE) is large particularly in ISI channels
because the timing metric values around the exact timing point in Minn’s method
were almost the same. Nonetheless, Park et al [179] proposed to enhance the
difference between the peak timing metric with respect to other metric values.
Park et al. method is based on reverse auto-correlation method. The preamble
form of this method is defined as:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 = [𝐴𝑁 𝐵𝑁 𝐴∗ 𝑁
4

4

4

𝐵∗ 𝑁 ]

(4.39)

4

Where 𝐴 is generated by IFFT of a PN sequence, 𝐵 is symmetric with 𝐴 and ∗ is
conjugate of 𝐴 and 𝐵. Hence, the timing metric for Park algorithm is given as:

𝑀𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑑) =

|𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑑)|2
(𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑑))2

𝑁/2

(4.40)

(4.41)

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑑) = ∑(𝑟𝑑−𝑘 . 𝑟𝑑+𝑘 )
𝑘=0
𝑁/2

𝑅𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑑) = ∑|𝑟𝑑+𝑘

(4.42)
|2

𝑘=0

where 𝑟𝑘 is the received signal. The timing metric is designed to produce N/2
different pairs of product between two adjacent values which have maximum
different pairs of product. Thus this timing metric has its peak value at the correct
symbol timing, while the values at other positions are almost zero, this method
gives better performance than the other two pervious methods but it is very
sensitive to indoor environment and AWGN channels [178]. Figure 4-15
illustrates an example of Park’s timing metric for OFDM signal with 30 dB SNR
[138].
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Figure 4-15. Park timing metric estimation.

(d)

Seung’s method

Seung’s et al [191] proposed a modified method based on Park’s et al method.
The time domain preamble of this algorithm is described as:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑢𝑛𝑔 = [𝐴𝑁/2 𝐵 ∗ 𝑁/2 ]

(4.43)

where A represents the sequence with a length of N/2 generated by IFFT of the
constant amplitude zero auto-correction (CAZAC) sequence modulated by QPSK
and multiplied by a relatively large number to maintain an approximately constant
signal energy to generate impulse timing point, B* represents the conjugate of B,
which is symmetric with A.

In addition, Seung’ method uses zero padding for the GI of the preamble instead
of the conventional cyclic prefix. The timing metric is given by:
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𝑁/2−1

𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑢𝑛𝑔 (𝑑) = ∑ (𝑟𝑑−𝑘 . 𝑟𝑑+𝑘+1 )

(4.44)

𝑘=0
𝑁/2

𝑅𝑆𝑒𝑢𝑛𝑔 (𝑑) = ∑|𝑟𝑑+𝑘−𝑁/2 |

2

(4.45)

𝑘=0

This method introduces timing offset estimation and employs a new time domain
preamble to make MSE significantly smaller than the other previously discussed
algorithms. Therefore, Seung’ method exhibit improved performance with low
complexity even in the fast varying channel [192].

4.3.2.2 Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO)
Carrier Frequency Offset is the amount of offset coming from different sources
such as mismatch in the frequency of the transmitter and receiver local oscillator
(LO), non-linear channels and Doppler shifts [193]. The effect of CFO on OFDM
system performance is investigated by a different researcher in the literature [176,
194, 195]. There are three major effects of frequency offset on the received
OFDM signal, i.e. reduction in desired signal power, the phase rotation of the
desired signal and occurrence ICI. Therefore, CFO estimation at the receiver
plays a key role in OFDM system to obtain improved performance of the system
[196]. Figure 4-16 illustrates the effect of frequency offset on the orthogonality of
subcarriers.
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Figure 4-16 Frequency offset (δf)

Let’s consider carrier frequencies at the transmitter and receiver as fct and fcr and
the difference between these frequencies gives the offset frequency 𝑓𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 .
Suppose ε is the normalized CFO and is defined as [13]:

𝜀=

𝑓𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑐𝑡 − 𝑓𝑐𝑟
=
𝛥𝑓
𝛥𝑓

(4.46)

where 𝛥𝑓is the subcarrier spacing.
The normalized frequency offset has two-part, integer part 𝜀𝑖 and fractional part
𝜀𝑓 so it can be expressed as:
𝜀 = 𝜀𝑖 + 𝜀𝑓

(4.47)

The Effect of Integer CFO
The integer part of CFO leads to the cyclic shift where the transmitted signal X(k)
is cyclically shifted by 𝜀𝑖 . Figure 4-17 shows the transmitted samples effect by
integer part and leads to the signal becomes 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝜀𝑖 𝑛/𝑁 𝑥[𝑛] in the receiver. This
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cause significant degradation in the BER performance. However, the
orthogonality of the subcarrier frequency components is maintained, whilst ICI
does not occur [140].

Figure 4-17. Effect of integer frequency offset on the received OFDM signal
[13].

The Effect of Fractional CFO
By increasing the fractional part of the CFO, the impact increases on the phase
and amplitude distortion [196]. To see the effect of the fractional CFO, assume
that CFO only occurs between transmitter and receiver, without any phase noise,
so the time domain OFDM received signal can be expressed as:
𝑁−1

𝑗2𝜋(𝑘+𝜀𝑓 )𝑛
1
𝑁
𝑦𝑙 [𝑛] = ∑ 𝐻𝑙 [𝑘]𝑋𝑙 [𝑘]𝑒
+ 𝑊𝑙 [𝑛]
𝑁

(4.48)

𝑘=0

Then by applying FFT of𝑦𝑙 [𝑛], the frequency domain received signal affected by
FFO becomes:
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𝑁−1

(4.49)

𝑌𝑙 [𝑘] = ∑ 𝑦𝑙

[𝑛]𝑒 −𝐽2𝜋𝑘𝑛/𝑁

𝑘=0

Inserting the value of 𝑦𝑙 [𝑛], the expression 𝑌𝑙 [𝑘] becomes [13, 140]:
𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑘=0

𝑚=0

𝑘=0

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘+𝜀𝑓 )𝑛
𝐽2𝜋𝑘𝑛
1
𝑁
𝑌𝑙 [𝑘] = ∑ ∑ 𝐻[𝑚]𝑋𝑙 [𝑚]𝑒
𝑒 − 𝑁 + ∑ 𝑊𝑙 [n]𝑒 −𝐽2𝜋𝑘𝑛/𝑁
𝑁

(4.50)

Then rearranging the above equation, the expression further becomes:
𝑁−1

𝑁−1

𝑗2𝜋(𝑚−𝑘+𝜀𝑓 )𝑛
1
𝑁
𝑌𝑙 [𝑘] = ∑ 𝐻[𝑚]𝑋𝑙 [𝑚] ∑ 𝑒
+ 𝑊𝑙 [n]
𝑁
𝑚=0

(4.51)

𝑛=0

By expanding and simplifying the above equation the final expression is given
as:

𝑌𝑙 [𝑘] =

sin(𝜋𝜀𝑓 )
× 𝑒 𝑗𝜋𝜀𝑓 (𝑁−1/𝑁) × 𝐻𝑙 [𝑘]𝑋𝑙 [𝑘] + 𝐼𝑙 [𝑘] + 𝑊𝑙 [k]
𝑁sin(𝜋𝜀𝑓 /𝑁)

(4.52)

where
𝐼𝑙 [𝑘]
𝑁−1

=𝑒

𝑗𝜋𝜀𝑓 (𝑁−1/𝑁)

∑
𝑚=0,𝑚≠𝑘

sin(𝜋(𝑚 − 𝑘 + 𝜀𝑓 ))
𝑁sin(𝜋(𝑚 − 𝑘 + 𝜀𝑓 )/𝑁)

(4.53)
𝐻[𝑚]𝑋𝑙

[𝑚]𝑒 𝑗𝜋(𝑚−𝑘)(𝑁−1)/𝑁

sin(𝜋𝜀 )

The term 𝑁sin(𝜋𝜀 𝑓/𝑁) represents the effect of FFO to the amplitude and phase of
𝑓

the kth sub carrier frequency component and 𝐼𝑙 [𝑘] represents the ICI from other
subcarriers into the kth subcarrier frequency component. Figure 4-18 illustrates
the distortion in OFDM signal due to the increase of FFO. In this figure the effect
of noise and Symbol Time Offset (STO) are not shown at all.
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Figure 4-18. Constellation of OFDM signal with fractional frequency offset [13].

The effect of CFO on SNR in OFDM systems
The impact of CFO on signal to noise ratio is presented by Pollet et al. [197]. The
effect of the CFO on the degradation of OFDM system in terms of dB is given by
[198].

𝐷=

10
𝐸𝑏
(𝜋𝜀𝑇)2
3𝑙𝑛10
𝑁𝑜

(4.54)

𝐸

where 𝜀 is the frequency offset, T is the symbol duration in seconds , 𝑁𝑏 is the
𝑜

SNR. Hence 𝐸𝑏 is the energy per bit of the OFDM signal and 𝑁𝑜 is the one-sided
noise power spectral density (PSD). The frequency offset has an effect and
degrades the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [148]. Figure 4-19 describes the
degradation of the SNR caused by the frequency offset. For smaller ε values, the
degradation is less than for bigger ε values [148].
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Figure 4-19. SNR degradation versus the sampling frequency offset [148].

Frequency Offset Estimation Techniques
Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO) estimation is one of the main problems and must
be performed at the receiver for OFDM systems. CFO estimation is desired to
keep the orthogonality properties of the subcarriers because CFO causes the
Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) [199]. Time domain or frequency domain
approaches are used to estimate CFO. Basically two methods in time domain,
namely; the Cyclic Prefix (CP) and the Training Sequence techniques. Moreover,
in the frequency domain, Training Symbol method and Pilot method are applied.
a.

Time-Domain Estimation Methods for CFO

Estimation methods of CFO in the time domain based on introducing a cyclic
prefix (NDA), or training sequence (DA). Each of these techniques will explain
as follows.
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i.CFO Estimation Using Cyclic Prefix (CP)
This method is carried out by employing the correlation between the CP and the
corresponding OFDM symbol to estimate the fractional frequency offsets. NDA
CP methods can only estimate CFO in the range of ±0.5 subcarrier spacing [182,
200]. Let’s consider the channel effect is neglected so the effect of CFO on the
received signal in time domain affects by frequency offset can be given as:
𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡)𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑡

(4.55)

By sampling 𝑦(𝑡) at t=n/Fs, where Fs is the sampling frequency we will get the
discrete received signal as:
𝑛
𝑛
𝑦 ( ) = 𝑥 ( ) 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑛/𝐹𝑠
𝐹𝑠
𝐹𝑠

(4.56)

Hence, the normalized frequency offset ε=𝑓𝑜𝑓𝑓 /∆𝑓 and ∆𝑓 = 𝐹𝑠 /𝑁, and the Eq.
4.58can be rewritten as:
𝑦𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝜀𝑛/𝑁

(4.57)

Now, consider a received cyclic prefix sample at n and the corresponding
received payload data sample N samples apart at (n+N):

𝑦𝑛+𝑁 = 𝑥𝑛+𝑁 𝑒

𝑗2𝜋𝜀(𝑛+𝑁)
𝑁

𝑗2𝜋𝜀𝑛
+𝑗2𝜋𝜀)
𝑁

= 𝑥𝑛 𝑒 (

(4.58)

From Eq. 4.60, exploiting the cyclic extension is just a copy of the last Ng samples
of an OFDM symbol and therefore 𝑥𝑛+𝑁 = 𝑥𝑛 (for all 𝑥𝑛 ) which are in the cyclic
prefix. In addition, the phase difference between the cyclic prefix and its
corresponding data samples is the phase rotation 2𝜋𝜀. The fractional of CFO can
be determine from the argument of the multiplication of OFDM symbol by the
conjugate of its CP.

𝜀́ =

1
𝑎𝑟𝑔{𝑦 ∗ (𝑛)𝑦(𝑛 + 𝑁)} 𝑛 = −1, −2, … … . , −𝑁𝑔
2𝜋
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(4.59)

To reduce the noise, their average can be taken over the samples in a CP
interval [201].
−1

1
𝜀́ =
𝑎𝑟𝑔 { ∑ 𝑦 ∗ 𝑛 𝑦𝑛+𝑁 }
2𝜋

(4.60)

𝑛=−𝑁𝑔

Where 𝑎𝑟𝑔( ) is the argument operator and performed by 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 ( ) and the range
of the frequency offset estimation is [-π, +π]/2π= [-0.5, +0.5] and the mean
square error is presented by (ε-𝜀́ ).

Hence, this approach is used to estimate the Fractional CFO (FFO) in contrast
CP estimation technique does not estimate the integer offset (IFO). This
drawback can overcome by using a training sequence technique to estimate
CFO. Preamble sequence is helpful in increasing the range of the CFO estimation
[202-206].

ii.CFO Estimation Using Training Sequence
This scheme is used to cover a wider CFO range. Using this scheme, the range
of CFO estimation is increased by using repetitive training symbols with some
shorter period. Consider D is an integer which represents the ratio of the OFDM
symbol length to the length of a repetitive pattern in the time domain as given in
Figure 4-20.
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Figure
4-20. Training estimation of CFO [16].

Now, the receiver can estimate the frequency offset as [186]:
𝑁/𝐷

𝐷
𝜀́ =
𝑎𝑟𝑔 {∑ 𝑦 ∗ 𝑛 𝑦𝑛+𝑁 }
2𝜋

(4.61)

𝑛=0

The CFO estimation range in this scheme is │𝜀́│≤𝐷/2, if D increases and the
number of samples for the computation of correlation is decreased by 1/D, then
the range will become wider, which degrade the mean square error (MSE)
performance of the OFDM system. The solution to the MSE degrading problem
is solved by calculating the average of all the estimates over repetitive short
periods as in the equation below:
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𝑁
−1
𝐷−2 𝐷

𝜀́ =

b.

𝐷
𝑚𝑁
𝑎𝑟𝑔 ∑ ∑ 𝑦 ∗ (𝑛 +
) 𝑦(𝑛 + (𝑚 + 1)𝑁/𝐷)
2𝜋
𝐷
𝑚=0 𝑛=0
{
}

(4.62)

Frequency-Domain Estimation Methods for CFO

To apply Frequency Domain (FD) CFO Estimation techniques, the assumption of
perfect time synchronization is achieved. The FD methods depend on
transmitting two identical symbols or pilot tone which inserts in the frequency
domain and transmit every OFDM symbol for frequency offset tracking.

i.CFO Estimation Using Training Symbol Method in FD
Moose [206] take into consideration the impacts of frequency offset on the
performance of OFDM systems. He proposed the maximum-likelihood (ML) CFO
estimation method based on two consecutive and identical training symbols to
estimate CFO. In Moose scheme, the same data frame is repeated and the phase
value of each carrier between consecutive symbols are compared. The offset is
determined by a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm (MLE).

Moose’s method operates as follows. The received OFDM signal in the absence
of noise, after repeating the same data frame is expressed as [206]:
𝐾

𝑗2𝜋(𝑘+𝜀)𝑛
1
𝑁
𝑦𝑙 [𝑛] =
∑ 𝐻𝑙 [𝑘]𝑋𝑙 [𝑘]𝑒
, n = = 0,1, … . ,2N − 1, N ≥ 2K + 1
𝑁
(4.63)
𝑘=−𝐾

To determine 𝜀, the two consecutive received data symbols are compared at any
instant frequency.
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The 𝑘 𝑡ℎ element of the N point FFT of the first N points of above equation is
defined as:
𝑁−1

𝑅1𝑘 = ∑ 𝑦[𝑛]𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘/𝑁

, 𝑘 = 0,1, … … … , 𝑁 − 1

(4.64)

𝑛=0

And the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ element of the FFT of the second half of the sequence is defined
as:
2𝑁−1

𝑅2𝑘 = ∑ 𝑦[𝑛]𝑒

−

𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘
𝑁

𝑁−1

= ∑ 𝑦[𝑛 + 𝑁]𝑒 −

𝑛=𝑁

𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘
𝑁

,

k = 0,1, … … … , N − 1

(4.65)

𝑛=0

From Eq. (4.65)
𝑦[𝑛 + 𝑁] = 𝑦[𝑛]𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝜀 → 𝑅2𝑘 = 𝑅1𝑘 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝜀

(4.66)

Now, if the received signal includes the AWGN, assumed 𝑊1𝑘 , 𝑊2𝑘 ,the signal at
the receiver will become:
𝑌1𝑘 = 𝑅1𝑘 + 𝑊1𝑘
𝑌2𝑘 = 𝑅1𝑘 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝜀 + 𝑊2𝑘

(4.67)

k = 0,1, … … … , N − 1

By applying the maximum likelihood approach,

(4.68)

the frequency offset can,

therefore, be expressed as [201]:
𝐾

𝐾

1
∗
∗
𝜀́ =
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 {( ∑ 𝐼𝑚[𝑌2𝑘 𝑌1𝑘
]))⁄( ∑ 𝑅𝑒[𝑌2𝑘 𝑌1𝑘
])}
2𝜋
𝑘=−𝐾

(4.69)

𝑘=−𝐾

Moose scheme increased the range of CFO by using shorter training symbols.
However, Moose scheme often reduces the accuracy of the estimation.
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ii.CFO Estimation Using Pilot Method
The pilot tone scheme operates by inserting some pilot tones in the frequency
domain and transmitted in every OFDM symbol. The pilot tone is used to estimate
CFO at the receiver after applying FFT.

The two OFDM signals 𝑦𝑙 [𝑛] , 𝑦𝑙+𝐷 [𝑛] are transformed into {𝑌𝑙 [𝑘] }𝑁−1
𝑘=0 and
{𝑌𝑙+𝐷 [𝑘] }𝑁−1
𝑘=0 using FFT, the pilot tones extracted are then used to estimate CFO
in the frequency domain, after which the signal is compensated with the estimated
CFO in the time domain.

For the CFO estimation, two different estimation modes (i.e. acquisition and
tracking modes) are implemented. In the acquisition mode an integer CFO is
estimated, while in the tracking mode, only fractional CFO is estimated. The
integer CFO is expressed as [207]:
𝐿−1

1
∗ [𝑝(𝑗)]𝑋
𝜀́𝑖 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥 {|∑ 𝑌𝑙+𝐷 [𝑝(𝑗), 𝜀)𝑌𝑙∗ (𝑝(𝑗), 𝜀] × 𝑋𝑙+𝐷
𝑙 [𝑝(𝑗)]|}
2𝜋𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑏

(4.70)

𝑗=0

where L indicates the number of pilot tones, 𝑝(𝑗) is the location of 𝑗 𝑡ℎ pilot
tone, 𝑋𝑙 [𝑝] is the pilot tone located at 𝑝(𝑗) in the frequency domain at the
𝑙 𝑡ℎ symbol interval [13].

Meanwhile, the fine CFO (FFO) is estimated by:
𝐿−1

1
∗ [𝑝(𝑗)]𝑋
𝜀́𝑓 =
𝑎𝑟𝑔 {|∑ 𝑌𝑙+𝐷 [𝑝(𝑗), 𝜀́𝑖 )𝑌𝑙∗ (𝑝(𝑗), 𝜀́𝑖 ] × 𝑋𝑙+𝐷
𝑙 [𝑝(𝑗)]|}
2𝜋𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑏 . 𝐷

(4.71)

𝑗=0

In the acquisition mode, 𝜀́𝑖 and𝜀́𝑓 are estimated then the CFO compensated by
their sum while in the tracking mode, only is estimated and then compensated.
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4.4.1 Mathematical Model of OFDM for Time of Arrival Estimation:
Assuming the broadband impulse channel response is given by:
n

h( )   ak e j k  (   k )
k 1

(4.72)

where 𝑎𝑘 , 𝜙𝑘 and 𝜏𝑘 are the amplitude, phase and the time delay of the kth path,
n is the total number of multipath components. Assuming the amplitude of the
input signal is applied:
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x(t ,  )  e jt

(4.73)

Then the output can be simplified as:
n

s(t ,  )   ak e j k e j (t  k )
k 1

(4.74)

This alternatively can be given by:
n

s(t ,  )  e jt  ak e jk e  j k  e jt H ( )

(4.75)

k 1

Extending H(𝜔) over baseband bandwidth B (shown in Figure 4-21) for N
frequency samples, then the ith sub-carrier might be expressed by:
f i   B2  (i  1)f

where

(4.76)

B  ( N 1)f

Figure 4-21. Assumed bandwidth range

The sampling time according to the above can be stated as follows:

1
1
B

, hence t 
B
2 t 2

Thus the minimum sampling frequency assumed by:
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(4.77)

fs  2

B
B
2

(4.78)

The ith uniform frequency sample (i.e., equivalent to sub-carrier) of H(𝜔) might
be given by:
n

H (2f i )   ak e jk e  j 2f i k

for i=1,2, ….N

(4.79)

k 1

Due to the NLOS propagation, one can estimate the transmitter location and
predict the location error as an example using the linear least square technique
[33]. A possible way to perform this method is by taking the mean of all APs
measurements then performs a subtraction from each observation [33]:
𝑁

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1
1
∑[(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖 )2 ] = ∑ 𝑑𝑖 2
𝑁
𝑁

(4.80)

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the estimated transmitter coordinates. 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are the 𝑖 th
coordinates of the 𝑖 th receiver. 𝑑𝑖 is the 𝑖 th estimated distance between the 𝑖 th
receiver and the transmitter.
The kth AP measurement becomes:
𝑁

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1
1
[𝑦𝑘 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 ] 𝑦 + [𝑥𝑘 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖 ] 𝑥
𝑁
𝑁
(4.81)
= 0.5 ([𝑦𝑘 2 −

𝑁

𝑁

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1
1
1
∑ 𝑦𝑖 2 ] + [𝑥𝑘 2 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖 2 ] − [𝑑𝑘 2 − ∑ 𝑑𝑖 2 ])
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁

𝑦
For all access points, a matrix can be represented as (𝑨𝒛 = 𝒃) where (𝒛 = [ ])
𝑥
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𝑁

𝑁

1
1
𝑦1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 𝑥1 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
.
𝑨=
.
𝑁
𝑁
1
1
𝑦𝑁 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 𝑥𝑁 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑁
(
)
𝑖=1

(4.82)

𝑖=1

𝒃
𝑁

𝑁

𝑁

1
1
1
0.5 ([𝑦1 2 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 2 ] + [𝑥1 2 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖 2 ] − [𝑑1 2 − ∑ 𝑑𝑖 2 ])
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
. 𝑖=1
=
.
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
0.5 ([𝑦𝑁 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 ] + [𝑥𝑁 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖 ] − [𝑑𝑁 − ∑ 𝑑𝑖 2 ])
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
(
)
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

(4.83)

𝑖=1

Then, the transmitter location can be estimated as:
𝒁 = (𝑨𝑇 𝑨)−𝟏 𝑨𝑇 𝒃

(4.84)

The position error is calculated by estimating the Euclidean distance:

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √(𝑥 − 𝑇𝑥 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑇𝑦 )

2

(4.85)

where 𝑇𝑥 and 𝑇𝑦 are the actual positions of the transmitter.

4.4.2 Simulation Model
The scenario environments were created using Wireless InSite software. The
Wireless InSite is a site-specific radio propagation software that provides userrequested outputs for different indoor and outdoor environments and has the
ability to provide efficient and accurate predictions of channel propagation
characteristics like received power, propagation paths, complex impulse
response, delay spread and time of arrival/departure, etc [211]. The obtained
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channel response to be used with the OFDM multi-subcarrier system for our
proposed localization method.
The conducted scenario represents the 3rd floor of Chesham building at the
University of Bradford. Three locations were considered, where at each location
a transmitter (unknown target position) was placed on. Four receivers at fixed
known positions were mounted 1.5 m above the floor. The transmitter was placed
in both line-of-sight and Non-line-of-sight with the receivers as were presented in
Figures 4-22, 4-23, 4-24. Transmitter and receivers antennas used were
omnidirectional and the operating frequency was 5 GHz with 2 GHz bandwidth.
Settings for the Wireless InSite are given in Table 4-3, where SBR stands for
Shooting-and-Bouncing-Rays.

Table 4-2 Wireless InSite settings for the investigated scenario.
Property

Setting

Number of reflections

6

Number of transmissions

4

Number of diffractions

0

Number of reflections before the first diffraction

3

Number of reflections after the last diffraction

3

Number of reflections between diffractions

1

Number of transmissions before the first diffraction

2

Number of transmissions after the last diffraction

2

Number of transmissions between diffractions

1

Ray tracing method

SBR

Propagation model

Full 3D
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Figure 4-22.The simulated environment of Tx-1.

Figure 4-23. The simulated environment of Tx-2.
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Figure 4-24.The simulated environment of Tx-3
Table 4-4 shows an example of the typical outputs from Wireless InSite of the
first transmitter with 10 multipath including the LOS path over the desired band.
The conventional method uses the first TOA to estimate the transmitter position.
Table 4-3.Typical results of Wireless InSite software
No. of multipath Phase (o) Conventional TOA (s) Power(dBm)
1

114.813

2.72E-08

-39.187

2

-150.495

2.80E-08

-41.601

3

-45.266

2.89E-08

-42.755

4

176.807

2.90E-08

-42.839

5

119.707

2.97E-08

-44.696

6

-16.269

2.98E-08

-44.875

7

-76.84

4.22E-08

-51.444

8

-80.377

4.33E-08

-51.991

9

74.659

4.27E-08

-52.404

10

169.951

4.34E-08

-53.459
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In this method the TOA is estimated from the received impulse response channel,
which is obtained by taking the inverse fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the
convolved channel response with the OFDM multi-subcarriers spread over the
bandwidth and the local maximum TOA is choosing to estimate the transmitters’
position.

In this analysis, different bandwidths were used including (50MHz, 100MHz,
250MHz, 500MHz, 1GHz and 2GHz) and a different number of subcarriers are
used including (2048, 1024, 512, 256, 128, 64, 32 and 16) to give more realistic
and reliability of this scenario.

4.4.3 Result and Discussion

Generally, the accuracy of the TOA localization depends heavily on a number of
APs. In the case where one or more of the APs has a measurement error, the
performance will deteriorate. The proposed method accuracy depends on the
number of sub-carriers and the allocated BW. Comparing to the conventional
TOA, this approach minimized the error to centimetres.

For example, four or three receivers were used as APs to determine the position
of the transmitter; then the local maximum TOA estimated from the IFFT process
is used to calculate the estimated distance. Using 4-APs and 3-APs with 2 GHz
BW and 2048 sub-carriers localization errors were estimated around 0.364 m and
0.455 m respectively. While using the conventional TOA, localization errors were
2.2531 m and 3.222 m respectively for similar environmental conditions. As seen
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from this simple metrics the localization error was reduced by around 84.5% for
both cases.

In most cases, the average localization error using proposed method was
decreased around 2 m for the Tx-1 and around 3.3185 m and 4.027 m for the Tx2 and Tx-3 respectively, with the variety of bandwidths and subcarriers. However,
at a lower bandwidth and reduced number of subcarriers, the error was
approximately the same value as the conventional TOA method as presented in
Table 4-5.

Table 4-4. Example of estimated transmitter position error of the proposed
approach.

BW
(MHz)

2000

1000

500

250

No. of subcarriers

2048
1024
512
256
128
64
32
16
1024
512
256
128
64
32
16
512
256
128
64
32
16
256
128
64

4-APs
E(CM)
=2.2531m

APs(1,2,3)
E(CM)
=3.222m

E (Proposed
method)
m

E ( Proposed
method )
m

0.364597
0.363088
0.360102
0.3542682
0.11072
0.75603
1.86234
2.1655
0.1925
0.18825
0.2868
0.2722
0.2452
0.992
1.5512
0.2422
0.2415
0.478
0.152
0.0600
0.440
0.24156
0.2413
0.244

0.455
0.4559
0.4575
0.4610
0.4525
0.4635
2.1879
3.1895
0.4997
0.5041
0.3192
0.3258
0.3441
0.5822
1.9447
0.3648
0.3712
0.2128
0.7022
0.5779
0.4477
0.3712
0.3848
0.4147
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APs (1,2,4)
E(CM)
=2.118m
E ( Proposed
method )
m
0.49312
0.4919
0.4895
0.4849
0.04
1
1.83
2.027
0.40
0.399
0.393
0.3823
0.3619
1.2239
1.519
0.311
0.31
0.746
0.188
0.19
0.64
0.31
0.31
0.313

APs (2,3,4)
E(CM)
=3.197 m

APs (1,3,4)
E(CM)=1.988

E( Proposed
method )
m

E( Proposed
method )
m

0.07
0.08
0.08
0.098
0.244
0.81
2.1
3.1
0.535
0.5389
0.06
0.08
0.12
0.606
1.918
0.171
0.180
1.91
0.8
0.771
0.752
0.17
0.180
0.20

0.356
0.3548
0.3506
0.3424
0.1136
1.044
1.758
1.888
0.3387
0.3343
0.3084
0.2906
0.2556
1.2
1.471
0.195
0.1914
0.1849
0.1758
0.2963
0.7001
0.1914
0.1849
0.1758

100

50

32
16
128
64
32
16
64
32
16

0.2658
0.3182
0.5
0.506
0.6221
0.5541
2.2532
2.2532
1.7

0.4822
0.1935
1.1310
1.0629
0.5840
0.4021
3.2224
3.2224
3.2224

0.327
0.3777
0.4702
0.1976
0.4589
0.44
4.85
4.7
2.118

0.241
0.329
1.9
1.814
1.3374
1.00
6.98
6.66
3.198

0.1753
0.3666
0.9
0.908
0.902
0.9
1.988
1.988
1.988

As an example, Figure 4-25 shows the estimated position of Tx-1 using 4-APs.
In this case, the localization error was 0.354 m which is 2 m less than the
conventional TOA localization error.

Figure 4-25. The estimated position of Tx-1, using 2 GHz and BW=256
subcarriers.

Figure 4-26 presents Tx-2 localization using 3-APs (Rx1, Rx2, Rx4-) with 1 GHz
BW and 512 subcarriers where the localization error was 0.1555 m which
represents acceptable performance.
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Figure 4-26. The estimated position of Tx-2, using 1 GHz and BW=512
subcarriers.

Figure 4-27 demonstrates the estimated position of Tx-3 using 3 APs with 250
MHz BW and 16 sub-carriers. The localization error was 0.6946 m which is 5.5
m less than the conventional TOA localization error.
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Figure 4-27. The estimated position of Tx-3, using 250 MHz and BW=16
subcarriers.

Figure 4-28 shows the localization error values of 2 GHz BW and various
subcarriers. As the figure described most of the error values of estimated position
were less the minimum conventional method error. The maximum error values in
the proposed method occurred when the number of subcarriers was 16 while the
bandwidth was 2 GHz however it remains less than the maximum value of the
localization error of the traditional method.
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Figure 4-28.The error values of estimated position using the proposed algorithm

This chapter describes the OFDM technique for wireless communications and
desirous advantages of OFDM to improve the localization of targets, in order to
provide accurate mobile stations (MS) positioning within both outdoor and indoor
environments and provided an overview of different delimiting factors which affect
the performance and capability of OFDM. The causes and effects of these
drawbacks and the various methods to deal with these problems for improved
performance of OFDM systems are covered in the chapter.

The localization of objects within an indoor environment over a wideband
spectrum adopting multi-carrier has been presented. The utilized proposed
algorithm to estimate the position of several transmitter positions was also
presented. The method was based on the TOA for various spectrum bandwidths
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and number of carriers covering the LOS and the NLOS positions of the
transmitter’s positions. The method adopted the impulse response of the channel
to estimate the transmitter position. It was concluded that the TOA approach over
several wide bandwidths and different subcarriers was effective to reduce the
localization errors compared to the typical TOA technique, in some cases was
around 6 meters
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Chapter 5
5. Proposed Wideband Communication and Direction Finding
System

5.1

Introduction

This chapter describes a wideband transmission and a direction finding scheme
where the signal is received in high levels of additive white Gaussian noise in a
Rayleigh or Ricean channel. The scheme provides a signal suitable for both low
data rate communications and accurate direction of arrival estimation.

The present implementation improves the performance of OFDM signal by using
scrambling sequences to generate OFDM transmitted signal and mitigating the
effect of a frequency offset caused by the mismatch of frequencies between the
oscillators at the transmitter and the receiver [177, 202]. It is useful to distinguish
between a fine (fractional) and a coarse (integer) frequency offset parts. A fine
FCO will degrade receiver performance, whereas the receiver must eliminate the
coarse FCO in order to function at all.

Frequency offset estimation is complicated by the poor SNR and represents the
most significant challenge for effective operation. When the frequency offset
increases, the distortion in the received signal is increased due to inter-carrier
interference ICI between the subcarriers as it loses the orthogonally [142, 198,
201]. This simulation reproduces the frequency offset problem for OFDM signal
and then implements frequency offset estimation to give error-free data at the
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receiver, good angle accuracy and improve SNR performance. This chapter
describes the system simulation using MATLAB and explains the steps used in
the code at the transmitter, receiver and channel to explore optimum values for
code parameters.

5.2

Transmission Implementation

Transmitting signal is implemented in the equivalent complex baseband signal
and comprises 800 OFDM symbols in this implementation. The symbols contain
a pilot and the original message: the pilot symbols are known in advance at the
receiver, whilst the message symbols are not. The pilot symbols are employed
to estimate the frequency offset at the receiver.

Symbols are transmitted in pairs; the second symbol in each pair is a scrambled
version of the first. The symbols are assembled in a frequency domain then
converted into a time waveform by using an inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) to which a cyclic prefix is added. As mention in Chapter 4. The benefit of
the cyclic prefix (CP) is to eject inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to multipath
delay spread. When the CP is taking off in the receiver, that part of the waveform
corrupted by ISI is removed. The A 512 point IDFT/DFT is applied in the OFDM
transceiver and equal to the number of subcarriers, 445 are used as the active
subcarriers and the remainder are zero-paddings [12, 136, 149]. The role of add
zero padding to reject the interference between the frames and create a
frequency-domain guard-band [17, 143, 147].
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Now, the actual subcarriers arranged into four logical groups as an example
(111×3,112) in the scheme. The random permutation P maps these logical group
to the actual subcarriers to decrease the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of
OFDM symbols of the resulting OFDM symbols [212] [213] [214] [215]. The
OFDM system uses a high power amplifier (HPA) at the output of the transmitter
to achieve sufficient transmit power for large area coverage. To get the maximum
power efficiency, the HPA operates at or near the saturation region. When high
peak power signals pass through the HPA, peaks are clipped non-linearly, which
introduces distortion at the output because of interference, and so increasing the
bit error rate [215] [174]. Each logical group of subcarriers is inserted into one of
four binary chip codes of Walsh sequence. The alphabet contains four Walsh
symbols with the binary sequences are used in this implementation as shown in
Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Walsh binary sequences.
W1

+1

+1

+1

+1

W2

+1

+1

1

1

W3

+1

1

1

+1

W4

+1

1

+1

1

Then two scrambling sequences s012 and s012_shifted with length 445 are
generated. These are each constructed from three m-sequences (s0, s1, s2) of
length 255, 127 and 63, concatenated together. The second sequence is a
delayed version of the first. In the code, these referred to as s012 and
s012_shifted. For convenience, these will be indicated as S0 and S1. After
inserting four logical groups of Walsh sequence, each permuted symbol is
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scrambled by multiplying with s012 and the second version of each symbol is
multiplied by s012_shifted. Hence P, Pa is a pilot symbol and a message symbol
is M, Ma. This case can be described as:

𝑀𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘 = 𝑊𝑘 (𝑃) ∙ 𝑆0

(5.1)

𝑀𝑎𝑘 = 𝑃𝑎𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘 ∙ 𝑆1

(5.2)

where k = (1, 2, 3, 4).
Hence the sequence can be represented as:
P1,Pa1,Mk,Mak,P2,Pa2,Mk,Mak, P3,Pa3,Mk,Mak, P4,Pa4,Mk,Mak.

(5.3)

This sequence is repeated 50 times to obtain an OFDM pulse of 800 symbols.
Then the OFDM pulse is converted by IDFT into a time-series and CP with 64
lengths is added at the beginning of the sequence. Finally, the final OFDM signal,
which contains 800 time-series symbols, concatenated together. In the
simulation, the message generated randomly, whilst the pilot symbols follow the
repeating sequence, 1,2,3,4.

As an example, if the bandwidth is assumed 5 MHz the following can be resulted
as, the sub-carrier spacing is f = 5e6/512 = 9.766 kHz, the pulse duration is T =
1/f = 102.4 s and the pulse length is 800T = 0.08192 s.

5.3 Channel Response
In this work, the channel response generated in the form of an impulse response
because the output from the IDFT is converted to the time-domain. This response
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has random complex-Gaussian amplitude ranged around a negative-exponential
power-decay profile. The first ray to arrive has an amplitude defined by the Kfactor of the Ricean distribution. Each impulse is allocated an angle of arrival
(AOA) which is picked out randomly from a uniform distribution in the range 0 to
2π, except the first impulse, which is assigned to the line-of-sight (LOS) angle,
taken as the true bearing. (This is somewhat over-simplistic, since the first
arriving ray may not always be the dominant component in a practical channel).

The complex amplitudes, delays and AOAs, are taken and apply at the origin of
the receiver antenna coordinate system, the phases of each component adjusted
to take account of the position of each of the antennas in the receiver array in
order to make impulse responses appropriate to each receiver channel. In the
present implementation, the receiver array is assumed in the horizontal plane and
the AOA distribution is 2-dimensional.

512 × 3 channel matrix is created in this code for antennas at locations R where
3 is the number of rows of R and 512 is the fast Fourier transform size.
Mathematically:
𝐻 = ∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑘 𝑒 −𝑖𝐾2 .𝑅 . 𝑒 −𝑖𝜔𝜏

(5.4)

𝑘

where: 𝜏 = [0: 𝜏𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ]𝑇 . ∆𝜏, K2 = k*[cos(𝜃𝑘 (:)),sin(𝜃𝑘 (:)),zeros(size(𝜃𝑘 (:)))],
k=2π/λ,∆𝜏 = 1/𝐵 , B is the bandwidth, 𝑟𝑟𝑘 is the amplitude of the kth ray. 𝜃𝑘 is the
angle of arrival. 𝑒 −𝑖𝐾2 .𝑅 is the phase different due to angle of arrival and 𝑒 −𝑖𝜔𝜏 is
the phase different due to different delay.
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Finally, the complex Gaussian is added. Where the noise samples have the same
size as the received data. For example, this implementation is creating the noise
randomly with 1×800 cells and each cell has the size of the contents is 512×3.
The figure below shows channel impulse responses for three antennas at
different locations R.
2
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Figure 5-1. Channel impulse responses of 3 antennas in the frequency domain.

5.4 Receiver Implementation
The noisy, frequency-shifted time waveform with CP stripped is provided as the
input of the receiver part. The receiver removed CP then the time waveform
converted to the frequency domain via FFT after that four functions were applying
at the receiver: frequency offset estimation, channel estimation, message
detection and direction finding.
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5.4.1 Frequency Offset Estimation
A frequency offset (ε) can be divided into an integer part (εi) and a fractional part
(εf). The estimation of integer part called the coarse estimation which is operated
in integer multiples of sub-carrier spacing ∆f while the fractional estimation called
the fine estimation where the fractional part is less than sub-carrier spacing [177,
184, 201].

The noisy received signal is converted into the frequency domain and using the
differential technique allows to use all transmitted symbols whether known or
unknown, since they are transmitted in sequential pairs, the ratio of adjacent
symbols is taken to eliminate the channel and noise immunity is improved by
focusing on a small region of a few integer spacings.

𝑃𝑎 (𝑓 + ε) 𝐻 ∙ 𝑊𝑘 (𝑃) ∙ 𝑆0 (𝑓 + 𝜀) ∙ 𝑆1 (𝑓 + 𝜀)
=
= 𝑆1 (𝑓 + 𝜀)
𝑃(𝑓 + ε)
𝐻 ∙ 𝑊𝑘 (𝑃) ∙ 𝑆0 (𝑓 + 𝜀)

(5.5)

where 𝑃(𝑓 + ε) , 𝑃𝑎 (𝑓 + ε)are the pilot symbol and the second version of symbol,
𝑆0 (𝑓 + 𝜀), 𝑆1 (𝑓 + 𝜀) are the scrambling and shifted scrambling sequences in
frequency domain, 𝑊𝑘 (𝑃) is the permuted symbol, and 𝐻 is the channel.
Next, the second scrambling sequence shifted in the frequency domain 𝑆1 (𝑓 +
𝜀) is convolved with the sinc windowing function. If ε is the integral part, the zerocrossings of the sinc function will fall at the frequency sample intervals and a
shifted version of the spreading code will be appear. If there is the fractional part,
then the convolution will yield numerous superimposed terms due to adjacent
spreading code chips at the frequency sample interval and the result will be mess.
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Consequently, the time waveform will be rotated by cissoids, e j2πεt using a range
of trial fractional frequency offsets (is 64 in this scheme) and each one is
transformed into the frequency domain. One of these has an appearance close
to the exact frequency-shifted sequence 𝑆1 (𝑓 + 𝜀).

The following step, finding the autocorrelation function (ACF) of all of these
versions of the frequency shifted sequence. The ACF straightforwardly created
by multiplying the transformed signal in the time domain with the conjugate of the
time-waveform of the un-frequency-shifted waveform and then transforming the
product back to the frequency domain.

The peak of the ACF is indicated the whole number (of subcarrier spacings) part
of frequency offset and the centroid of the distribution of peak values is indicated
as the best estimate for the fractional part. The ACFs are represented as a matrix
with dimensions of 512n, where n is the number of trial fractional frequency
offsets which is 64 in this scheme.

The peak of ACF appears in the region where the frequency offset is zero. The
magnitude of the ACF matrix can also be averaged over the 800 successive
pulses, to reduce the noise effect. Figures 5.2a, 5.2b illustrate ACFs for noisy
data that are used to estimate the integer and fractional parts. Figure 5.2b shows
good performance than figure 5.2a when the noise eliminates by increase SNR
values.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-2. Extract ACF peak locations from noisy data, (a): ACFs with SNR=20 dB, (b) ACFs with -2 dB
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5.4.2 Channel Estimation

The signal pilot symbols are used to estimate the frequency-domain channel
response (H). Each pilot symbol is divided by the suitable spreading codes and
Walsh coding to extract the noisy channel.
𝐻 ∙ 𝑃𝑘
̃
=𝐻
𝑊𝑘 ∙ 𝑆0

(5.6)

𝐻 ∙ 𝑃𝑎𝑘
̃
=𝐻
𝑊𝑘 ∙ 𝑆0 . 𝑆1

(5.7)

̃
To decrease the impact of the noise in the estimated channel, the estimated 𝐻
from each pilot symbol is averaged. A problem increases when the estimation of
frequency offset is not exact.

Considering the transmitted subcarrier as cos ((c + k) t) demodulated by a local
oscillator with a small angular frequency error  so:
cos[(𝜔𝑐 + 𝜔𝑘 ) ∙ 𝑡] ∙ cos[(𝜔𝑐 + 𝜔𝑘 + 𝛿𝜔) ∙ 𝑡]

(5.8)

= 0.5{cos(𝛿𝜔𝑡) + cos[(2𝜔𝑐 + 2𝜔𝑘 + 𝛿𝜔) ∙ 𝑡]}

Then a low-pass filter is applied to remove the twice carrier term, then ½ cos (𝛿𝜔t)
is obtained. Now the phase of this waveform when its DFT is taken is determined
by its phase at “t-0” and all subcarriers on all receiving channels see the same
progressive phase shift from symbol to symbol Accordingly, the channel
estimation algorithm seeks to determine the phase step per symbol due to the
residual frequency offset. It does this by applying a number (e.g. 16) of different
phase rotations to the channel estimate before detecting the known pilot symbols
and determining if there is a symbol error. The pattern of symbol errors versus
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phase rotation and symbol count is then analysed to find the line of least error.
The slope of this line provides the phase step per symbol. The phase step value
used to rotate the channel estimates before re-computing the average channel.

Finally, the estimated frequency-domain channel was cleaning by removing longdelay components of the impulse response since long delay terms are likely to
be noise. To clean the channel, all the values of the impulse response above a
threshold are set to zero in the time-delay domain.
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Figure5-3. The estimated frequency-domain channel response after removing
long-delay components.
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5.4.3 Message Detection
The received symbols demodulated to recover the message embedded in the
signal. For example:
𝐻 ∙ 𝑀𝑘
𝐻 ∙ 𝑆0

(5.9)

𝐻 ∙ 𝑀𝑎𝑘
𝐻 ∙ 𝑆0 ∙ 𝑆1

(5.10)

𝑊𝑘 =
𝑊𝑎𝑘 =

Then by comparing each demodulated symbol to each of the possible symbols in
the alphabet, the symbol can be detected and making a separate decision on all
445 subcarriers, then summing those decisions, such as:
𝑊𝑘
𝑄1 = ∑ ( ) > 0
𝑊1

(5.11)

𝑊𝑘
𝑄2 = ∑ ( ) > 0
𝑊2

(5.12)

𝑊𝑘
𝑄3 = ∑ ( ) > 0
𝑊3

(5.13)

𝑊𝑘
𝑄4 = ∑ ( ) > 0
𝑊4

(5.14)

According to the maximum of 𝑄𝑘 the correct symbol will be estimated, if two or
more choices are equally good, then the choice is assigned randomly between
the candidates. Note that in very poor SNR, it is preferable to make multiple
decisions and sum the decisions rather than summing the signal and making one
decision.
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5.4.4 Angle of Arrival Estimation

Direction Finding (DF) algorithm is applied to the channel to estimate the angle
of arrival. In this simulation, the algorithm worked as follows. The channel
transformed into impulse response, then the first impulse of each of the three
antenna channels passed to a narrowband DF algorithm to estimate AOA. The
narrowband algorithm used the matrix inversion method to find unknown
propagation direction vectors and AOA calculated from the propagation direction
vectors and then the angle error estimation applied to calculate the error. The
error calculated by comparing the estimated AOA with the original line of sight
(LOS) bearing. This method is developed by SMRJ. In this case, we assume the
best estimate is from the first delay range.

5.5 The Simulation Structure

The following steps describe the structure of the code to simply understand how
the present simulation work:
1- Create simulation parameters and arrays
2- Create the transmitted time series
3- Set up several nested loops
4- within the loops:
 For various K-factors, channel instances, LOS angles, frequency
offsets and SNRs


Create an instance of the channel



Create an example of the received signal by
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Applying the channel and frequency offset to the transmitted
signal and adding noise



Estimate the frequency offset and compensate the received
signal;



Estimate the channel



Detect the message



Estimate the DOA



Calculate and save bits in error and angle estimation error

 End of loops
5- Print and plot the performance metrics
Figure 5-4 shows the structure of the code and the main and the sub-steps that
used in this implementation.
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Simulation structure

Create simulation
parameters and arrays

Create the
transmitted signal

Frequency
offsets

SNRs

LOS angles

Estimate freq
offset

Estimate
channel

Detect
message

Print and plot the
performance metrics

Set up several nested
loops

Channel
instances

Create
Received signal

Calculate bits error. angle
estimation error

K-factors

Create an instance
of the channel

Estimate
DOA

Figure 5-4. The main and sub-functions used in the simulation.

Now, Table 5-2 indicates the main simulation parameters are used in code:
Table 5-2. Simulation Parameters
Parameter names
sim_param.plt
sim_param.K
sim_param.CP
sim_param.taplength
sim_param.c
sim_param.f
sim_param.lambda
sim_param.B
sim_param.N_syms
sim_param.freq_offset
sim_param.freq_offset_N
sim_param.mx_offset
sim_param.offset_type

Definition
Enable or disable plotting during simulation
FFT length or number of subcarriers
Cyclic prefix CP length
Channel tap length is the length of the channel
impulse response
Speed of light
Carrier frequency [Hz]
Wavelength=c/f
Bandwidth
Number of Walsh symbols in the alphabet
Vector of frequency offset values
Length of frequency offset vector
Maximum foffset,(in numbers of sub-carrier
spacings)
Type of frequency offset behaviour
['random','drift']
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Values
1 or 0
512
64
64
2.998e8
400e6
0.7495
5e6
4
1.8883
1
3

sim_param.offset_step
sim_param.offset_init
sim_param.K_factor
sim_param.K_factor_N
sim_param.K_factor_init
sim_param.K_factor_step
sim_param.instance_N
sim_param.SNRs
sim_param.snr_N
sim_param.snr_init
sim_param.snr_step
sim_param.LOS_angle
sim_param.LOS_angle_N
sim_param.LOS_angle_type
sim_param.LOS_angle_init
sim_param.LOS_angle_centre
sim_param.LOS_angle_step
sim_param.LOS_angle_range
sim_param.n_trials
sim_param.epsilon
sim_param.thr
sim_param.ntestphases
sim_param.max_delay
sim_param.ss
sim_param.WW
sim_param.W
sim_param.s012
sim_param.s012_shift
sim_param.sim_param.AC
sim_param.N_pilot
sim_param.N_symbol
sim_param.N_groups

If frequency offset drift, define step size per
iteration
If frequency offset drift, define initial frequency
offset value
vector of K_factor values [128]
Number of K_factor values
K-factor initial values
K-factor step values
Number of separate channel instances (value
coordinated with a number of AoAs)
The vector of SNR values
Length of vector of SNR values
Initial SNR value [128]
SNR sequence step size
The vector of bearings to transmitter [rad]
Number of bearing angles
Type of LOS angle behaviour ['random','drift']
Initial bearing angles
Central angle
Angle step in drift mode
The range of angle in the range of LOS bearings
in random or drift
Number of trial phase offsets in frequency
tracking algorithm
Suppressor for zero-crossing noise
Threshold for backtrack_Roffs subroutine
Number of phase rotation values in
find_phase_rot_error
Maximum delay value for noise supression in
clean_H
ss is 4 pairs of scrambled differential OFDM
symbols (time domain)
WW maps to the Walsh Symbols for of
subcarriers.
Walsh symbols in the alphabet
s012 is a scrambling sequence
s012_shift is a second scrambling sequence
AC maps the active sub-carriers
Number of pilots symbols in a group
Number of message symbols in a group
Number of groups

0
0
6
1
6
1
10

10
-20dB
-2dB
10
0
0
2*pi/360
2*pi
64
0.3
0.1
64
50

445
1
1
200

Next, the flowchart below illustrates the main and sub-functions that are in this
implementation and explains the uses of each function.
For example, function ‘frequency_offset_estimator’ is used to return the integer
and fractional parts of the frequency offset from the noisy received signal input,
function ‘get_freq_offset’ is applied to create a vector of frequency offset values,
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the type of frequency offset behaviour can be 'random' or 'drift'. If the type is
random will generate a vector of N values, uniformly distributed between (–
maximum value and + maximum value) while if drift, will generate values starting
at initial and increasing by step. If the values reach +/- max_value, the step is
reversed and values drift back.

Function ‘create_noise’ create complex Gaussian noise samples the same size
as the received data (ns is the number of cells =800, sz is the size of the contents
of each cell (the received symbols at each antenna) = [512, 3]).

Another function is ‘get_ message’ uses to generate random of message symbols
with dimension according to the parameters, number of pilots symbol pairs in a
group, number of message symbol pairs in a group, number of groups and the
set of Walsh symbols.
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Simulation Flow Chart
Star

Function get_SNRs
Create vector of SNR values
with given step size and initial
value

Function recreate _walsh
_code
Re-create Scrambled Walsh
codes, W4

Function get_LOS_angle
Create vector of LOS angles values by using
these parameters: number of bearing
angles,ccentral angle, aangle step in drift
mode, range of angle in range of LOS
bearings, type of LOS angle
['random','drift'],initial bearing angles

Function Defin _simulation parameters.
Simulation parameters set here e.g.: cp length
,ifft length, carrier frequency, bandwidth,
number of Walsh symbols, number of pilot
symbol pairs and message symbol pairs in a
group.

Create_simulation_arrays
Create and store the larger arrays for code e.g. :
AC are maps the active sub-carriers ,W: four
Walsh
symbols represented
by
binary
sequences, SS are 4 pairs of scrambled
differential OFDM symbols, s012
and
s012_shift are scrambling sequences
Function get_message
The unknown data symbols to be transmitted original
message is a randomly generated from set of message
symbols dimensioned according to the simulation
parameters , number of pilots symbol pairs in a group ,
number of message symbol pairs in a group and number
of groups set of Walsh symbols

Create antenna coordinates
Uniform circular antenna with 3
elements ,antenna element
spacing of lambda/4

make_m_walsh_symbol
Create [ss,WW,W,s012,s012_shift,AC]: ss are 4
pairs of scrambled OFDM symbols, WW maps to
the Walsh symbols,s012 and s012_shift are
scrambling sequences, AC maps the active subcarriers.

Function get_freq_offset
create vector of frequency offset
values type can be 'random' or drift

Conti1
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Conti1

Function generate_transmit_signal
transmit signal is the time-domain transmitted signal including
cyclic prefix, it is constructed from the pre-recorded symbol
sequences. A typical transmission with 2 pilots, one message
symbol and 3 groups would look like:
P1,Pa 1,M k,Mak,P2,Pa 2,M k,Mak, P3,Pa 3,M k,Mak, P4,Pa 4,M k,Mak.
Function create_channel
Create a random instance of the channel for the
K_factor value and LOS angle. K factor is amplitude of
the first ray to arrive. Channel response generates in
form an impulse response .

Function apply_channel
Transmitted signal multiple by channel in frequency domain
after remove CP then back to time domain symbols after add
channel.

Function apply_freq_shift
The output is the received signal after applying the
frequency shift. Inputs are the received time domain
signal (cell) with no CP, the simulation parameter cell
array, the frequency offset array, the frequency offset
element number
Conti2
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Conti2

Function create_noise
Create complex Gaussian noise samples the same size
as the received data is number of cells.

Function apply_noise
Add nois e to received signal according to nth SNR
value in SNR arrays of sim _arrays.Noisy data is signal
with AWGN, scaled to provide correct SNR in dB on
the time waveform.

Function frequency_offset_estimator
Return the integer and fractional parts of the
frequency offset inputs from the noisy received
signal,

Function channel_estimation2
H_estimated is the estimated frequency -domain
channel response estimated from signal pilot
symbols. signal is the received time-domain
signal (cell) with cyclic prefix s tripped off. It is
assumed that the pattern of symbols
1,1a,2,2a,3,3a,4,4a is continuously repeated.

Function clean_H
The channel is cleaned by setting all values of the
impulse response components to zero above a
threshold to remove long-delay components that
are likely noise.

Function detect_message
Detect the message embedded in signal

Function angle_diff
Calculate the difference in angle
between two angles in [radians]

Function mean _angle
Calculates the mean angle of a
distribution of angles down the
given dimension of the array

Function find_phas e_rot_error
Using pilot data es timation error
further to refine the phase
rotation error

Conti3
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Conti3

Function NB_estimate_aoa
narrow-band estimate of the angle of arrival:
aoa = NB_estimate_aoa(s,r) [radians]. s is the
complex signal amplitude s = [[s1];s2;(s3)]
at each antenna location r = [[X] [Y)]
If there are 3 antennas and three signals,
estimate is 2D, in the plane of the antenna array, if
there are four antennas, estimate is 3D

Function WB_estimate_aoa
Wideband angle-of-arrival
estimate. There are 3 antennas
and three signals, estimate is 2D,
in the plane of the antenna array

Function AoA_estimation
To estimate angle of arrival In this case, the
best estimate is from the first delay range.

Function increment_bit_error
This function compare message estimated with
original_message and count bit errors

Function AoA_error
Calculate angle error (-pi > error > pi)
(in radians)

Function Angle_error
Calculate the difference in angle between a and b
[radians] if -pi < a and b < pi or if 0 < a and b < 2pi
the angle difference, simplistically calculated can
have range -2pi to 2pi However, the maximum angle
difference is +/-pi

Print and plot the performance Metrics
E.g: Plot channel estimation, angle estimate
and errors

End

Figure 5-5. The flow diagram of the main and sub-functions in the simulation
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5.6

The Simulation Results

The simulation run with ideal and estimation frequency offset for 10 instances of
the channel for each of 10 LOS angles at each value of SNR from -20 to -38 in 2
dB steps in a Rician channel with a K-factor of 6 dB and negative-exponential onaverage power delay profile. The technique is found to perform satisfactorily with
ideal frequency offset when the SNRs in the range -20dB to -38dB as shown in
table 3, however, the frequency offset estimation algorithm operated satisfactorily
only over the range 0dB to -18dB with estimate frequency offset as shown in table
5-3.

We conclude that further refinement of the offset estimation process is the key to
obtaining satisfactory performance so by mitigating the effect of frequency offset
synchronization the system will be improved. The parameters in the simulation
that can take various different values and in the simulation run it is possible to
make each of those parameters vary over a certain range when they may remain
fixed for the whole simulation although they might take a number of different
values.

And

controlling

that

behaviours

are

determined

in

that

file

“define_simulation_parameters”. Some Samples of the results for simulation
using a constant k_factor are summarised in Tables 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5.

The simulation was run with ideal frequency offset estimation and SNR from 20dB to -38dB then it was run with automatic frequency offset estimation. Where
it was found that the values are poor in most cases and that can be seen by bit
error results, approximately 200/400 which is a completely random channel,
therefore we rerun it and we used different ranges of SNRs and we can see
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sometimes the algorithm becomes poor for fairly modest SNRs and sometimes it
works well for SNRs.

Table 5-3. Samples of the parameters results in simulation for the ideal
frequency offset.
LOS_angle
(rad)

Freq_offset
(Hz)

est_offset
(Hz)

5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933
5.09933

1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834

1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834

5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492
5.7492

1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834

1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062
1.98062

1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834

SNR

phase_rot

bit_err
(deg)

ang_error
(deg)

Bit_count

-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
14
37
54
85
111
141
146

-0.10727
-0.12874
-0.15573
-0.18963
-0.2322
-0.2856
-0.35255
-0.43638
-0.54121
-0.67206

400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600
4000

1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834

-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
13
27
68
94
128
150
159

-0.95187
-1.04846
-1.16764
-1.3139
-1.49206
-1.70706
-1.96325
-2.26343
-2.60718
-2.98843

28400
28800
29200
29600
30000
30400
30800
31200
31600
32000

1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834
1.88834

-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
8
16
35
57
86
117
135
158

0.006235
0.19566
0.433244
0.730957
1.1036
1.56941
2.15077
2.87513
3.77623
4.89605

396400
396800
397200
397600
398000
398400
398800
399200
399600
400000
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Table 5-4. Samples of the parameters results in simulation for estimate
frequency offset.
LOS_ang
le
(rad)
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478
3.59478

Freq_offs
et
(Hz)
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021

est_offset
(Hz)

SNR

phase_rot

bit_err
(deg)

ang_error
(deg)

Bit_count

1.83179
1.82461
1.82618
1.76693
1.62822
1.56899
1.56292
1.51086
1.46428
1.6258

-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38

-1326.15
-1842.86
-1729.83
-5995.83
-15983.2
-20247.6
-20684.7
-24433.3
-27786.6
-16157.3

195
190
201
209
244
211
183
199
210
189

16.6313
-75.4022
110.314
-136.232
-3.54503
-61.2232
-170.577
-134.811
-136.701
87.0665

400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600
4000

2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534
2.0534

1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021

1.85478
1.8623
1.84416
2.52653
1.56065
1.53223
1.46739
1.44149
1.45578
1.46198

-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38

328.818
870.33
-435.701
48695.1
-20848.6
-22894.5
-27563.1
-29428.2
-28399.1
-27952.7

206
184
188
211
201
215
186
202
189
204

-14.218
-137.897
15.5461
-133.731
-94.1198
18.1165
35.2744
60.7183
-150.806
137.765

24400
24800
25200
25600
26000
26400
26800
27200
27600
28000

0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816
0.418816

1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021
1.85021

1.87587
1.05204
0.38981
0.390904
0.398234
0.403441
0.411538
0.437426
-0.443116
-0.444093

-20
-22
-24
-26
-28
-30
-32
-34
-36
-38

1847.27
-57468.5
-105149
-105070
-104542
-104167
-103584
-101720
-165119
-165190
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197
212
215
205
195
216
204
204
205
205

-131.767
-106.072
-143.311
-56.9592
65.1116
153.122
-130.392
116.871
-119.291
-117.2

396400
396800
397200
397600
398000
398400
398800
399200
399600
400000

Table 5-5. Samples of the parameters results in simulation for estimate
frequency offset.
LOS_angle

frq_offset

est_offset

SNR

(rad)

(Hz)

(Hz)

2.90796

-1.18111

-1.18099

0

2.90796

-1.18111

-1.18088

2.90796

-1.18111

-1.18066

2.90796

-1.18111

2.90796

-1.18111

2.90796
2.90796

phase_rot

bit_error

ang_error

bit_count

(deg)

(deg)

8.33549

0

0.80642

-2

16.2638

0

0.80812

800

-4

32.4129

0

0.786833

1200

-1.18026

-6

61.1867

107

0.560554

1600

-1.17971

-8

100.69

104

1.29496

2000

-1.18111

-1.17883

-10

163.857

135

2.56896

2400

-1.18111

-1.17746

-12

262.615

122

5.25449

2800

2.90796

-1.18111

-1.17549

-14

404.733

177

-5.18422

3200

2.90796

-1.18111

-1.17257

-16

614.873

138

-2.70803

3600

2.90796

-1.18111

-1.16774

-18

962.365

184

153.288

4000

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18125

0

-10.0673

0

-0.30361

20400

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18132

-2

-15.2986

0

-0.31031

20800

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18135

-4

-17.7801

0

-0.31484

21200

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18138

-6

-19.3749

0

-0.31945

21600

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18136

-8

-18.5274

0

-0.31709

22000

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18124

-10

-9.47722

0

-0.2741

22400

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18088

-12

16.4907

0

-0.10235

22800

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.18073

-14

27.3998

0

0.051802

23200

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.1814

-16

-21.1442

0

-0.34434

23600

0.115424

-1.18111

-1.1831

-18

-143.458
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-2.01968

24000

2.81566
2.81566
2.81566
2.81566
2.81566
2.81566
2.81566
2.81566
2.81566

-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111
-1.18111

-1.18152
-1.18161
-1.18177
-1.18206
-1.18254
-1.18334
-1.18445
-1.18594
-1.18831

0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10
-12
-14
-16

-29.5512
-36.1838
-47.5363
-68.6917
-103.024
-160.624
-240.896
-348.35
-518.938

0
0
50
122
113
163
173
131
155

0.272695
0.275626
0.263775
-0.0360843
1.11204
-20.7934
42.63
-0.527952
-4.71677

396400
396800
397200
397600
398000
398400
398800
399200
399600

400

The following figures show the performance metrics of the channel estimation
with phase error over 200 symbols and the angle error estimation over 200
message frames of various worse SNRs values. We take the examples of figures
from the simulation run with different SNRs, Figures show that, if the value of
SNR becomes lower we will get the poor estimation of the channel and the angle
error is raised.
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Channel 3

Channel 2

Channel 1

Channel estimate with phase error over 200 symbols: 0 (deg), SNR -20
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Figure 5-6.Channel estimation of 3 channels with SNR=-20dB.

Symbol errors for phase error over 200 symbols: 0deg, SNR -20
1
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Angle error 0.2359 deg
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Figure 5-7. Symbol errors over 200 symbols at SNR=-20dB.
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Figure 5-8. Channel estimation of 3 channels at SNR=-28dB.
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Figure 5-9.Symbol errors over 200 symbols at SNR=-28dB.
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Channel estimate with phase error over 200 symbols: 0 (deg), SNR -30
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Figure 5-10. Channel estimation at SNR=-30dB.
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Figure 5-11.Symbol error at SNR=-30dB.
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Figure 5-12.Channel estimation at SNR=-38dB.
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Figure 5-13.Symbol error over 200 symbols at SNR=-38dB.
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Next, Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 demonstrate the probability of bit
error function, root mean square of angle error and the cumulative distribution
function of angle error outputs for ideal frequency estimation. The simulation run
with 10 instances of the channel for each of 10 LOS angles and the values of
SNRs from -20dB to -38dBwith step -2dB.

Figure 5-14.Probability of bit error for ideal frequency offset (SNR=-38dB to 22dB).

The different instances of channel mean the different examples of the channel,
we assume for any particular instance of the channel set of angles of arrivals,
amplitudes and delays to create the channel.

As we can see, the probability of error provides approximately 1% bit error
probability at -24 dB SNR, while the r.m.s. angle error is below 4 degrees at -38
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dB. We consider the LOS angle is the first and the loudest ray to arrive for
simplifying in this simulation.
r.m.s.angle error for ideal frequency offset estimation
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Figure 5-15. Root mean square angle error of ideal frequency offset.
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Figure 5-16. The cumulative distribution function of angle error
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This chapter presented a wideband transmission and a direction-finding scheme
where the signal received in high levels of additive white Gaussian noise in a
Rician channel. The scheme provided a signal suitable for both low data rate
communications and accurate direction of arrival estimation. The wideband DF
technique is then inherently more accurate because fewer rays from non-LOS
angles arrive in the first delay range.

The simulation using by MATLAB to mitigate the frequency offset problem for a
wideband transmission and direction finding of OFDM signal and then
implemented frequency offset estimation. The simulation can compensate for the
effect of CFO, give better performance with a lower error of data at the receiver,
good angle accuracy, and improve SNR performance. Many steps used in the
scheme at the transmitter, receiver and channel to generate OFDM signal and
channel impulse response then the receiver is applied four functions: frequency
offset estimation, channel estimation, message detection and AOA estimation.
The results showed quite a good estimation of these functions with worse SNR
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Chapter 6
6. Distributed Wearable RFID System for Indoor Patient
Tracking and Monitoring

6.1 Introduction

World demography data readily shows that people are living much longer than ever
before, commensurate with improved health services and life quality in many
peaceful parts of the world. According to the United Nations, the growing number of
the world population, especially for the elderly and infants, is expected to double by
the end of 2050 [216, 217]. This is placing an unsustainable burden on healthcare
professionals and service delivery. One reason for this is the increase in
degenerative diseases especially in the elderly including Alzheimer, Dementia,
Parkinson, Osteoporosis, and incontinence [218].
These diseases affect the elderly morally and physiologically and render them
vulnerable and in need of constant health attention. Any cost-effective solution that
could alleviate this by providing early warnings but without intrusion, would clearly
be highly desirable. In this chapter, the idea of tracking an elderly person living alone
at home is explored with a view to providing a means of understanding the physical
behaviour and accurate movement and positioning of such a person in a given
confined space. To this end, patient tracking has been selected as a candidate
solution for this research. A confined space can, in fact, be a hospital ward, a care
home, or indeed a household environment.
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An effective indoor patient tracking is particularly challenging due to the complex
nature of possible patient movements, the posture of patients within the
environment, such as standing versus lying down, and the various obstacles within
a given confined space. An even more complex feature of such a solution when more
particularly using sound or radio frequency is the variety of patient paths, and the
scattering, reflection and noise, all of which contribute to providing a complex
environment to clean and decode for recognising key patient activity.

A number of researchers have performed various experimental research to
quantitatively record people and object movement within a given confined space.
These researchers applied different technologies suitable for healthcare settings to
track patients’ movement. However, all current attempts have had limited success
and come with a high price tag.

For example, Wan et.al. [219] applied a high-resolution direction of Arrival to
effectively tracking the position of the patient. Their approach exhibits high tracking
accuracy and performance over the traditional MUSIC algorithm but becomes
unreliable in the presence of non-line of sight (NLOS). Protopappas et.al [220]
developed an outdoor system called ALZCARE, which uses GPS to track patients
who suffer from dementia. Xu et. al. [221], Rowlands et.al. [222] proposed a cloudbased approach using cloud computing and mobile networks, together with a
database system for managing the patient’s data collection, storage, analysis and
medical resource assignment. Different approaches to monitoring systems for
tracking the health and physical position of the patient have been proposed and
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designed in the literature. Khoshhal et.al [223] proposed an unsupervised approach
for monitoring the daily routine activities of a patient by analysing the locomotion
pattern as a means of finding the routine cluster at different time intervals within the
room to understand associated human reactions and behaviours.

Candamo et.al in [224] developed a wearable e-health monitoring system using
different off-the-shelf sensors for measuring the body and excretion weight, ECG,
respiration and pulse rate during sleep of a patient with cardiovascular disease.
Bustamante et.al. [225] proposed a smart monitoring bed system for detecting
elderly people falling off the bed together with all body movements on the bed being
recorded. However, this study focused on only four persons with different physical
characteristics and the system falsly detected a fall 35% of the time.

Yin et.al [226] proposed an unsupervised method for monitoring and discovery daily
routine activities in a smart home by analysing the locomotion pattern as a means of
finding the routine cluster at different time intervals within the room. Motoi et.al. [227]
proposed an unobtrusive e-health monitoring system using several monitoring
devices and sensors for monitoring a patient cardiovascular disease during sleep.
These approaches are effective for accessing patient information in real time – a
highly desirable feature especially in the case of those suffering from dementia.
However, all these approaches require complex devices and high computational
costs and are therefore costly.
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Alahmadi et.al. [228] proposed a smart e-health monitoring system architecture
capable of monitoring, analysing and sharing mobile patient data with medical
experts. Reilent et.al. [229] proposed a monitoring system for acquiring the medical
and contextual data of the patient’s automated home. Kyriazakos et.al. [230]
proposed an e-inclusive health system for tracking patients with mild dementia. The
goal of this system was to use innovative ICT services to improve the quality of life
of the elderly by focussing on home safety services, reminders and notifications, the
use of video communications for contact with care-givers. However, such system
was not popular with the elderly due to their lack of acceptance and trust in such
technology. Several other researchers such as Fern, Ayase, Long, and Cuppens,
et.al. [231-234] adopted the video-based approach for tracking the physiological and
activity of patients, including heart measurement rate based on farcical analysis,
home fitness exercise, and sleep monitoring. Whereas Lawrence et.al. [235]
explored the use of modern interactive games as a means of tracking and improving
the physical and mental health and the quality-of-life of elderly patients. Attempts
using video monitoring have the undesired invasion of privacy limitation. Heikkel
et.al. [236] proposed an intelligent furniture network for human posture and activity
detection.

Other authors proposed the smart home as a means of tracking the physical and
health condition of the patients. Freitas et.al. [237, 238] proposed and implemented
a monitoring system of a smart home system for disabled people, including those
with visual and hearing impairments, activating a warning against indoor accidents
using mobiles phones and a wireless sensor network. Whereas Booranrom et.al.
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[239] proposed a smart bedroom, which monitors the daily activities for the elderly
using Kinect – a camera which can detect a human body and voice movements and
warns the elderly before falling out bed by controlling the electric devices in a timely
manner. However, the problem with this device is that it cannot detect the human
body when it is covered by a blanket. Meanwhile, other authors applied RFID for
implementing various e-health tracking and monitoring systems for various
categories of patients [240-244].

All the available published work in this area is highly dependent on the use of
complex computational algorithms, methods and devices, which come at a price and
with a limited degree of reliability and accuracy. This paper therefore focuses on the
development of a simple, cheap and highly effective method for reliably recording
the postures and movements of a patient in a confined space such as a household,
a hospital ward, care home or a healthcare setting.
This work is about developing a cheap and effective system for monitoring the
movement a person, for example an elderly person living alone, makes in a given
space using a low-cost passive RFID system. Key amongst the monitoring is the
ability to check if the person has performed normal daily activities, such as walking
and sitting on the chair indicating therefore that the person is “OK”, or indeed if the
person has fallen on the floor and not got up, this time indicating an untoward
situation which requires attention.
The example activities described in this paper and used to monitor the person are
not meant to be exhaustive but sufficient to prove the concept. Processed signals
from the RFID tags strategically mounted on the person’s body (head, arm, waist,
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back, thigh, knee and ankle) are used, in isolation and in combination, to help track
the vertical and horizontal positioning of a patient within a confined space and at any
time. The proposed system can be used to determine the extent to which the person
is moving as expected during predefined daytime periods, thus providing a suitable
health metric, and when the person collapses or falls on the floor and does not get
up soon after, thus triggering an appropriate alarm for immediate action.
The proposed methodology is based on processing data received from low cost
wearable RFID tags mounted on ordinary clothing items using the radio frequency
fingerprinting technique, comparing it to stored reference datasets and detecting the
patient posture and movement in the given space. The focus of the paper is to prove
the concept and ascertain if the reliability of the processed data is sufficient for
distinguishing between similar activities, for example walking and standing. Although
radio fingerprinting has been used in many applications and there are various smart
technologies for locating and tracking patients, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is the first time that such an RFID fingerprinting methodology has been used for
inferring a patient position and orientation in real-time.

In this part of the work, a low cost-effective method for tracking patients based on
passive RFID systems is described. The methodology developed uses the RSS
(Received Signal Strength) to infer the location of the patient in real-time. The careful
positioning of the RFID tags on the patient body help deduces the positioning and
orientation of the patient at any time. Two Alien reader antennas with gain 5.5dbi
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and 866MHz antennas are used as T x/Rx - with each antenna having a maximum
height of 2.34m. The experiment has been applied in 3m by 4 m room with a single
circular polarisation antenna reader conveniently used so that the orientation of tags
have little effect on the read range. UHF short-range passive tags have been taken
into account. The system consists of 56 very cheap RFID tags ((RFID Tag Sticker
alien chip with an area of 74mm*21mm and a read range of 1 to10 meters), each
with a known ID value, is attached to 7 selected locations on A system consisting of
56 very cheap RFID tags, each with a known ID value, is attached to 7 selected
locations on the patient body, and each location is monitored by a set of 8 tags. Tags
are placed on the head (Location 1), arms (Location 2), waist (Location 3), back
(Location 4), thighs (Location 5), knees (Location 6) and ankles (Location 7). The
seven tag locations have been selected in as such as way that data read from a
given combination of tag sets would readily infer the position and orientation of a
patient at any given time. Figure 6-1 (a) and (b) shows the front and back locations
of the RFID tag sets on the Standing position of a patient.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6-1.Front and back RFID tag sets as placed on the patient body

Six positions have been carefully selected to represent a useful set of patient
positions and orientations as part of daily activity. These positions can readily be
used to infer a relative patient health indicator. For example, the system could detect
when the patient is in a risky situation, such as when the patient has fallen on the
floor, has stayed for a longer than the normal period in bed, or simply remained static
without any movement. The proposed system can be enhanced later to include an
automated early warning system for triggering a given help mechanism at the right
time. The six patient positions are shown in Figure 6-2.
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Standing

Walking

Sitting

Resting

Laying on bed Laying on the

floor
Figure 6-2. Six patient positions to reflect daily activity

Figure 6-3 shows examples of patient positions (a): Standing, (b): Sitting on the chair
and (c): Laying on the floor.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6-3.Patient positions (Standing, Sitting and Laying on the floor)

The off-line mode is used to capture reference data sets for the known six patient
positions. For best estimates due to RSS variations, two types of averaging were
performed: temporal averaging (many samples are taken over a period of time and
then averaged) and spatial averaging (many tags were mounted on different
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locations on the patients). These types of averaging help reduce the effect of
multipath on the power level of the received signal. For this, data collected from each
tag are averaged for a sample of six patients and for all six patient positions in order
to remove the fast fading effect. More samples can be used to improve, but a sample
of six patient positions was sufficient for this research.
Data captured from the off-line mode yielded a reference vector of seven RSS
data sets corresponding to each of the six patient positions. For example, in the
walking position of each patient, the data collected (Timestamp, RSSI (dBm),
Frequency (MHz), Power (dBm) from the reader for each tag were rearranged to
order all the tags from the head to the ankle locations and then averaged for each
location. Table 6-1 shows the averaged reference RSS data sets for the walking
position (Walking Ref) of six patients.
Table 6-1.RSS values (in dBm) for the Walking Ref position
Positioning
Head

RSS
-62.82

Arm

-64.27

Waist

-67.48

Back

-70.84

Thigh

-68.36

Knee

-66.78

Ankle

-67.91

Figure 6-4 shows the values of the reference data set for the Walking Ref position.
As expected, the highest RSS value is the one from the head of the patient as it is
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within the line of sight of the receiver, while the lowest value corresponds to the tag
on the back of the patient as it is out of direct sight of the receiver.

Figure 6-4 Walking Ref data set for 7 tag locations on the patient body.

Figure 6-5.Sitting Ref data set for 7 tag locations on the patient body.
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Figure 6-5 shows the values of the reference data set for the Sitting Ref position. As
expected, the highest RSS value is the one from the knee of the patient as it is within
the line of sight of the receiver, while the lowest value corresponds to the tag on the
back of the patient as it is out of direct sight of the receiver.

In the online mode, various experiments using this RF-fingerprinting technique with
different patient positions and movements were carried out and analysed via
MATLAB to derive the nearest patient position to those reference data stored. Test
RSS data for each of the six Test patient positions (but unknown to the system this
time around) are captured and compared to the Reference RSS data sets, to verify
if the system [45, 245, 246] recognises that given position out of the six reference
positions recorded in the off-line mode.

The comparison instrument used is the Euclidean distance between Test and
Reference data sets, thus enabling a quantitative mapping of the unknown Test
position data set to the most comparable Reference position data set. This same
method has been used in several studies to map an unknown characteristic to one
of many stored known characteristics in the system [247].

Three sets of tests have been carried out to check the validity of the proposed
system. All the results cover LOS and NLOS propagation cases.
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Firstly, a known stationary position is used as a test position and mapped against all
six positions. This has been repeated for all positions. Example distance results
showing known “Sitting” and “Laying on the floor” positions against all six Reference
positions are shown in Table 6-2. This clearly shows that the lowest distances are
recorded for the correct matches for both positions.
Table 6-2.Euclidean distance for “Sitting on the chair” and “Laying on the floor” of
one of the patients with the reference database.

Test / Ref
Positions

Walking
Ref

Standing
Ref

Sitting
Ref

Resting
Ref

Laying on Laying on
floor Ref
bed Ref

Sitting Test

2.36

4.03

1.39

2.16

2.88

2.51

Laying on
floor Test

3.22

4.7489

3.32

3.76

2.07

3.09

Secondly, experiments emulating the positioning of a patient over time is explored.
Test data are collected for each period of time and compared to each Reference
data to deduce the position of that person in that time period. To this extent, six
experiments have been conducted and include testing Walking, Standing, Sitting,
Resting and Laying on the floor.

In the first experiment, a patient is recorded walking in 5 consecutive time periods
over 15 s. The data collected are then used to calculate the Euclidian distances
between the Walking Test data (supposedly unknown) and each of the Ref Positions.
Figure 6-6 shows the Euclidean distances calculated. The system rightly identifies
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Walking as the smallest distance in all time periods (indicated by the inner polygon).
Not surprisingly, since patient speed was relatively slow, the readings for Walking
and Standing are close (difference of 3dB), but still, the Walking values are shown
as the best fit.

Figure 6-6.Comparison of continuous Walking Test and Walking Ref for a period of
time.

Figure 6-7. Comparison of continuous Standing Test and Standing Ref for a period
of time.
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In the second experiment, a patient is recorded standing in 7 consecutive time
periods over 7 s. The same Euclidian distance calculations have been performed
and clearly show that Standing is the nearest position (0.5 dB) detected throughout
the period. Once again and not surprisingly, the second nearest position is Walking.

Figure 6-8 shows the same results as above, this time for a patient sitting on a chair
for a period of time. This clearly shows that the system recognises the correct
position (Sitting) in all given time periods. As expected, the next nearest position
detected is Resting (0.5 dB) and this is due to the fact the Sitting and Resting
positions are quite similar. Nevertheless, the system still identifies the right position
despite this. Interestingly, the figure also shows that both Standing and Walking
results are close (just above 3 dB).

Figure 6-8.Comparison of continuous Sitting Test and Sitting Ref for a period of
time.
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Figure 6-9 shows the same verification of the above, this time for a patient resting
over a period of time. Once again, the system detects the right position as indicated
by the inner polygon showing the shortest distances. The next closest reference
placement is Sitting and is marked by around 0.5 dB distance, due to the similarity
between Resting and Sitting. Not surprisingly, the large differences between Resting
and Walking exhibit larger RMSE values.

Figure 6-9.Comparison of continuous Resting Test and Ref for a period of time.

Figure 6-10.Comparison of continuous Laying on the floor Test and Laying on the
floor Ref.
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Figure 6-10 demonstrates similar results, this time for a patient laying on the floor for
a given period of time. As shown in this figure, the position of the patient was
deduced accurately. The next closest reference position (0.5 dB) is sitting.
Figure 6-11 demonstrates good results for a patient laying on the bed for a given
period of time and the system accurately detects the correct patient position. This
time, the next nearest position is identified as sitting on the chair (1.5 dB), and the
farthest is standing as expected.

Figure 6-11.Comparison of continuous Laying on the bed Test and Laying on the
bed Ref for a period of time

The third test that was conducted was to check if the system can detect different
patient movements over time, i.e. this time with the patient not remaining in the same
position over the entire period of time. To this extent, a typical high-risk scenario was
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simulated resulting with the patient collapsing on the floor after a given period of time
as follows:

Standing for 1s

Sitting for 2s

Walking for 2s

Laying on the floor for 4s

Figure 6-12.Different patient movements over time

Essentially, the patient was standing for 1 s, sitting for 2 s, walking for another 2 s,
and fell down and remained on the floor for 4s.The results of this scenario are
illustrated in Figure 6-13, clearly showing that the system accurately and
unambiguously detects the right position at each phase based on the smallest
distance calculated in comparison with all the other referenced positions.

Figure 6-13.Accurate detection of different patient positioning over a period of time
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This chapter has demonstrated the development and validation of a cheap, yet
effective system for tracking the positions of a patient in a given confined space and
over time using passive radio frequency identification (RFID) tags carefully placed
on the body of a patient. Such tags could readily be embedded in general items of
clothing and would not annoy the patient. The use of the Euclidian distance for
selecting the nearest position to those stored in the reference data set worked well
with only a small number of discrepancies due to patients’ length, weight and human
body density.

The overall accuracy of the results was near 98%. Not surprisingly, the system found
similarities between certain positions, for example Walking and Standing, however
the Euclidian distances derived from the RMSE values captured from the RFD
fingerprinting system were sufficient to distinguish between such similar positions,
reducing therefore error margins in a significant way. The methodology developed
could readily be applied in various health care and household settings. It can also
be enhanced by building automated alarms for patient inactivity, stationary position
over an extended period of time, or indeed in a given unwanted position which can
be easily modelled using the 7 sets of RFID tags.
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Chapter 7
7. Conclusion and Recommendation for Future Work

The major objective of this work is to investigate and enhance different indoor
localization techniques using channel inferred parameters including angle of
arrival and received signal strength algorithms. The first proposed scheme has
provided OFDM signal suitable for both low data rate communications and
accurate direction of arrival estimation in high levels of additive white Gaussian
noise and the second technique was presented useful results from experiments
in which RFID tags were placed on a human subject, who then adopted various
poses. Analysis was undertaken to establish the probability that tags were visible
to the RF system, these tags decoded and used for accurately tracking the
vertical and horizontal positioning of a patient within a confined space and at any
time. Therefore, the covered aspects investigated in this research include: angle
of arrival estimation using wide-band OFDM signals, assisting elderly positioning
tracking using RFID system.

An overview of position location techniques which are used for different
applications and the basic geometric methods that used to determine the
geometrical position of the target has been presented. The common location
approach based on TOA, TDOA, RSS and AOA are discussed with their
advantages and disadvantages. TOA, TDOA and RSS are three basic properties
that measure the distance between the mobile station and set of base stations.
AOA estimates the unknown target location from the angle of signal emptied on
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the antenna array receiver. Many metrics to evaluate the performance of the
systems and different technologies of the wireless for indoor environment are
introduced.

Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) estimation techniques based on an antenna array are
covered. Background on antenna arrays and an overview of direction - of - arrival
(DOA) techniques for localization systems was introduced. A various methods to
estimate the angle of arrival provided. Three most common approaches are
presented. Most these algorithms based on the uniform antenna array. The
classical methods such as delay and sum, Capon’s Minimum Variance and
subspace-based methods such as a Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC)
algorithm and the Estimation of signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance
Technique (ESPRIT) have been conducted.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) for wireless communication
has been presented on this thesis. OFDM system and its time discrete baseband
OFDM system model at transmitter, channel and receiver are introduced. The
two major problems of OFDM systems i.e. high PAPR of transmitted signal and
synchronization (timing and frequency) at the receiver and the effects of all these
issues by destroying the orthogonality between sub carriers and generate intercarrier interference (ICI) and inter-block interference (IBI) are presented.
Therefore, for overall improvement in the performance of OFDM system, many
techniques to reduce PAPR of a transmitting signal and estimate time and
frequency offsets synchronization have been conducted.
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A wideband transmission and direction finding scheme where the signal is
received in high levels of additive white Gaussian noise is presented. The scheme
provided a signal suitable for both low data rate communications and accurate
direction of arrival estimation. The present implementation improved the
performance of OFDM signal by reducing the effect of frequency offset and give
better performance with lower error of data at the receiver, the simulation gave
good results of angle accuracy, and the frequency offset estimated that’s lead to
improve SNR performance. The simulation used the MATLAB and the code
applied many steps and functions that explained by the flowchart in this Chapter.

Finally, a low cost-effective method of tracking objects including patient, device,
document, and medicine, by employing passive RFID systems is proposed. A
multi-tag, (totalling fifty-six tags) with known ID values are attached on whole
patient’s body to achieve better tracking and monitoring precision and higher
accuracy. Several tests with different positions and movements are implemented
on six patients be able to track the patient movement. Fingerprinting methodology
has been used for inferring a patient position and orientation in real-time. This
system can improve the operational efficiency of the busy health care institutions
and departments.

Throughout the research it was observed that there were areas for future work
that can be carried out:


For wideband communication and direction finding technique:
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Implementation algorithm for finding the phase rotation by using our
experience and what we are already done and find ways to extract the
phase rotation.



Using the relative benefits of delay resolution and number of subcarriers
spacing to optimise the simulation



Using the simulation to estimate the timing offset then we can know where
the transmission are starting and ending and then find where the signal is,
find what the frequency offset then track that and decode both the angle
and the message that is transmitted.



If the first signal of arrival is the loudest may be able to use the ray tracing
software (wireless insite) to give us a more realistic angle of arrivals data
and use it as a test data in our simulation so the realism of simulation could
be enhanced by including AOA and impulse response values.



For distributed RFID system:


The RFID system concept is of one or more RFID readers with an array of
antennas distributed around a typical office ceiling (perhaps incorporated
with light fittings). The RFID reader is capable of reading tags attached to
personnel or objects in the room and can identify where in the room a
particular person or object is. For example, personnel may carry tags on
epaulettes, breast badge, wrist or ankle band, whilst objects may have one
or more tags attached. Antennas may have fixed, overlapping patterns or
be arrays with steerable patterns. Arrays may be compact (element
spacing typically half a wavelength) or distributed (separation many
wavelengths).



It is envisaged that measurements will be performed using existing tags
and readers with a range of several metres. A person wearing several
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suitably distributed tags will enact a scenario in which the person will move
along a prescribed trajectory, sit at a desk, adopting several poses typical
for a worker at their desk, which may obstruct the direct view of one or
more tags. The person will move the object, suitably tagged, to several
prescribed locations. Tag measurements will be recorded for the same
enacted scenario, but for several different antenna locations. The data
gathered will inform the propagation model as to the joint probabilities for
a tag being visible and if available, its signal strength.


The system simulation will allow the limited set of propagation data to be
replicated for a multiplicity of potential reader antenna distributions,
diversity and steering arrangements and will assess the accuracy and
reliability of location for a wide range of antenna deployments.
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Appendix 1

Automatically Generated Documentation of wideband and direction
finding MATLAB Program

[filelist,outflow,outdoc] = superdoc('static_system_model_2.m',5)

1- Filelist presents the names of functions used in simulation:
'Angle_error'
'AoA_error'
'AoA_estimation'
'NB_estimate_aoa'
'WB_estimate_aoa'
'angle_diff'
'angle_error'
'apply_channel'
'apply_freq_shift'
'apply_noise'
'apply_offset_compensation'
'backtrack_Roffs'
'channel_estimation2'
'clean_H'
'create_channel'
'create_noise'
'create_simulation_arrays'
'define_simulation_parameters'
'detect_message'
'find_phase_rot_error'
'frequency_offset_estimator'
'generate_transmit_signal'
'get_LOS_angle'
'get_SNRs'
'get_freq_offset'
'get_message'
'increment_bit_error'
'make_antenna'
'make_m_walsh_symbols2'
'mean_angle'
'prbsgen'
'recreate_Walsh_codes'
'static_system_model_2.m'
'trial_run1.mat'
'unbiased_max'
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2- Outflow provides the mean functions and a sub functions, dot (.) gives
the mean functions and double dot (..) gives the subfunctions:
'static_system_model_2.m'
'. define_simulation_parameters'
'. . make_antenna'
'. create_simulation_arrays'
'. . make_m_walsh_symbols2'
'. . . prbsgen'
'. . make_antenna'
'. . recreate_Walsh_codes'
'. . get_freq_offset'
'. . get_LOS_angle'
'. . get_SNRs'
'. get_message'
'. generate_transmit_signal'
'. create_channel'
'. apply_channel'
'. apply_freq_shift'
'. create_noise'
'. apply_noise'
'. frequency_offset_estimator'
'. . backtrack_Roffs'
'. apply_offset_compensation'
'. channel_estimation2'
'. . angle_diff'
'. . mean_angle'
'. . find_phase_rot_error'
'. . . clean_H'
'. . . detect_message'
'. . . . unbiased_max'
'. . . mean_angle'
'. . . angle_diff'
'. . . mean_angle'
'. clean_H'
'. detect_message'
'. . unbiased_max'
'. AoA_estimation'
'. . WB_estimate_aoa'
'. . . NB_estimate_aoa'
'. increment_bit_error'
'. AoA_error'
'. . Angle_error'
'. . . angle_error'
'. . Angle_error'
'. . . angle_error'
'. AoA_error'
'. . Angle_error'
'. . . angle_error'
'. . Angle_error'
'. . . angle_error'
'. trial_run1.mat'
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3- Outdoc describes the functions are written in Matlab and what these
functions do.

1. Function Angle_error
The function is

“ ang_err = angle_error(a,b) ”

Calculate the difference in angle between a and b [radians]
Note if -pi < a and b < pi
or if 0 < a and b < 2pi
the angle difference, simplistically calculated can have range -2pi to 2pi
However, the maximum angle difference is +/-pi

2. Function AoA_error
Angle_error = AoA_error(AoA_estimated,kk)
Calculate angle error
returns error -pi > error > pi (in radians)

3. Function AoA_estimation
AoA_estimated = AoA_estimation(H_estimated,sim_param)
apply AoA estimation to channel

4. Function NB_estimate_aoa
function aoa = NB_estimate_aoa(s,r)

% aoa = NB_estimate_aoa(s,r) [radians]
%
% narrow-band estimate of the angle of arrival
% given the complex signal amplitude s = [[s1];s2;(s3)]
% at each antenna location r = [[X] [Y] ([Z])]
% If there are 3 antennas and three signals,
% estimate is 2D, in the plane of the antenna array
% if there are four antennas, estimate is 3D
%
% Algorithm:
% phi(n) is the phase at each antenna, relative to the origin
% PHI is the vector of phase-differences,
% e.g. [phi(2)-phi(1),phi(3)-phi(2)] in 2D case (1x2)
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% R is the antenna vector differences
% e.g. R = [[r2-r1], [r3-r2]] in 2D case (2x2)
% k is the scalar propagation constant and
% K is the vector propagation constant
% in 2D case, K = k[cos(az) sin(az)]
% in 3D case, K = k[cos(az)cos(el) sin(az)cos(el) sin(el)]
%
% then PHI = K*R'
% hence unknown K = PHI*inv(R')
% from K, calculate aoa = [az, (el)]
%
% NOTE1:
% if phase measurement has added noise
% PHI+N = K*R'+ N
% [PHI+N]*inv[R'] = K + N*inv[R']
% so the estimate of K (a unit vector) is corrupted by
% the noise term err = N*inv[R']
%
% NOTE2:
% Perhaps surprisingly, no need to know frequency.
% modified 6/08/12 to constrain PHI to range 0-2pi SMRJ

% NB correct range for phase difference is -2pi .. +2pi
% This will be the case provided that all angles are in the same format
% i.e. -pi .. +pi OR 0 .. 2pi
ms = mean(s);
ms = exp(i*angle(ms));
as = angle(s/ms);

% Normalise measured signals to the mean angle

% NB: algorithm doesn't work reliably without this normalisation - rotates
% signal phases into quadrant around zero, maintaining correct phase relationships.
% as = angle(s); doesn't work reliably - see check_phase_range (repeat lots of times)
PHI = diff(as);
R = diff(r');

% Phase-difference vector
% Position-difference matrix

K = -PHI'*inv(R'); % Use matrix inverse to find unknown propagation direction vectors
if length(K)==2

% Find angles in correct quadrant

aoa = atan2(K(2),K(1));
else
% Don't do it this way - gives 180 degree errors in el
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%

az = atan2(K(2),K(1));

%

% K(3)cos(az)/K(1) = tan(el)

%

el = atan2(K(3).*cos(az),K(1));

[az,el,rr] = cart2sph(K(1),K(2),K(3)); % more robust for elevation angle
aoa = [az,el];
end

end

5. Function WB_estimate_aoa
aoa = WB_estimate_aoa(S,R)
wideband angle-of-arrival estimate
S is the frequency-domain signal matrix with dimensions NN x numrx
where NN is the mumber of frequency samples
and numrx is the number of receivers = 3 for 2D algorithm
In this case, we asume the best estimate is from the first delay range
this is simplistic for a number of reasons

6. Function angle_diff
d = angle_diff(a,b)
return the angle difference of a(2:end)-a(1:end-1)
choosing the smaller of two representations

7. Function angle_error
ang_err = angle_error(a,b)
calculate the difference in angle between a and b [radians]
Note if -pi < a and b < pi
or if 0 < a and b < 2pi
the angle difference, simplistically calculated can have range -2pi to 2pi
However, the maximum angle difference is +/-pi

8. Function apply_channel
received_signal = apply_channel(H,transmit_signal);
apply the channel H in the frequency domain
un_shifted_received_signal returned in a cell variable without CP
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9. Function apply_freq_shift
received_signal_shifted = apply_freq_shift(signal,kk)
output is the received signal after applying the frequency shift
specified in freq_offset(ii)
Inputs are
the received time domain signal (cell) with no CP
the simulation parameter cell array
the frequency offset array
the frequency offset element number

10. Function apply_noise
noisy_signal = apply_noise(signal,N,ii);
add noise to received signal according to nth SNR value in SNR array
of sim_arrays, normalised according to fft and guard band size
as deduced from sim_param
signal is in a cell array
Noisy data is signal with AWGN, scaled to provide correct
SNR in dB on the time waveform.
sim_param contains simulation system parameters
sim_arrays contain simulation arrays

11. Function apply_offset_compensation
noisy_deshifted_signal =
apply_offset_compensation(noisy_shifted_signal,freq_offset_estimate)
unrotate in the time-domain using frequency offset estimate

12. Function backtrack_Roffs
d = backtrack_Roffs(ddd,mmm,Roffs,K,CP)
subroutine of system_model_3
if Roffs = mod(-2*pi*(K+CP)/K*(m+d),2*pi)
we wish to find d from an estimate of Roffs and m (mmm).
The solution has two possible values:
d = -((mod(Roffs_2,2*pi))/(2*pi) +(m)*CP/K)*K/(K+CP)
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d = 1-((mod(Roffs_2,2*pi))/(2*pi) +(m+1))*CP/K)*K/(K+CP)
depending on the value of d (estimate is ddd)

13. Function channel_estimation2
H_estimated = channel_estimation2(signal);
channel estimation
H_estimated is the estimated frequency-domain channel response
estimated from signal pilot symbols
These are embedded in a repeating sequence 1,1a,2,2a,3,3a,4,4a
signal is the received time-domain signal (cell) with cyclic prefix stripped off
It is assumed that the pattern of symbols 1,1a,2,2a,3,3a,4,4a is
continuously repeated.
sim_param and sim_arrays contain simulation system parameters and arrays

14. Function clean_H
H_clean = clean_H(H,max_delay);
clean estimated frequency-domain channel by removing long-delay
components from the impulse response
15. Function create_channel
H = create_channel(ii,jjj)
create a random instance of the channel
for the iith K_factor value and jjjth LOS angle

16. Function create_noise
N = create_noise(ns,sz)
create complex Gaussian noise samples the same size as the received data
ns is number of cells
sz is size of the contents of each cell (the received symbols at each antenna)

17. Function create_simulation_arrays
sim_arrays = create_simulation_arrays
sub-function of static_system_model
create and store the larger arrays required for the simulation
sim_param is created by define_simulation_parameters
for details see that function.
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NOTE: this is currently hard-wired for a 512-point FFT size
see also optimise_m_walsh_symbols, which selects an optimum permutation
for the selected code sequences

18. Function define_simulation_parameters
sim_param = define_simulation_parameters
simulation parameter definitions hard-wired into this function for the time being
parameters are:
sim_param.plt
sim_param.K
sim_param.CP
sim_param.taplength
sim_param.c
sim_param.f
sim_param.lambda
sim_param.B
sim_param.N_syms

enable or disable plotting during simulation
fft length
CP length
channel taplength << H_length
speed of light
carrier frequency [Hz]
wavelength
bandwidth
Number of Walsh symbols in alphabet

sim_param.freq_offset
vector of frequency offset values
sim_param.freq_offset_N
length of freq_offset vector
sim_param.K_factor
vector of K_factor values [128]
sim_param.K_factor_N
length of vector of K_factor values
sim_param.instance_N
Number of separate channel instances
(value coordinated with number of AoAs)
sim_param.SNRs
vector of SNR values
sim_param.snr_N
length of vector of SNR values
sim_param.freq_offset_est
actual value

'estimate' or 'ideal', ideal forces simulation to use

sim_param.LOS_angle

vector of bearings to transmitter [rad]

sim_param.n_trials

number of trial phase offsets in frequency
tracking algorithm
sim_param.epsilon
suppressor for zero-crossing noise
sim_param.thr
threshold for backtrack_Roffs subroutine
sim_param.max_delay
maximum delay value for noise supression in
clean_H
sim_param.SNRs
vector of SNR values
sim_param.snr_N
length of vector of SNR values
sim_param.ss
ss are 4 pairs of scrambled differential OFDM
symbols (time domain)
sim_param.WW
WW maps to the Walsh Symbols
sim_param.W
sim_param.s012
s012 is a scrambling sequence
sim_param.s012_shift
s012_shift is a second scrambling sequence
sim_param.sim_param.AC
AC maps the active sub-carriers
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sim_param.N_pilot
sim_param.N_symbol
sim_param.N_groups
sim_param.mx_offset

number of pilots symbols in a group
number of message symbols in a group
number of groups
maximum frequency offset, (in numbers of
sub-carrier spacings)
sim_param.offset_type
type of frequency offset behaviour ['random','drift']
sim_param.offset_step
if drift, define step size per iteration

AC maps the active sub-carriers
19. Function detect_message
message_estimated = detect_message(signal,H_estimated,phase_step,mess)
Detect the message embedded in signal
sub-function of Datong static_simulation_model
phase_step is derived in channel_estimation2
mess = 1 if detecting maessage data and 0 if detecting pilot data.
20. Function find_phase_rot_error
f_rot = find_phase_rot_error(signal,H_estimate);
use pilot data estimation error further to refine the phase rotation error

21. Function frequency_offset_estimator
freq_offset_estimate = frequency_offset_estimator(noisy_received_signal)
return the integer mm and fractional dd parts of the frequency offset
freq_offset_estimate = [mm,dd]
inputs are the noisy received signal, the cell containing the simulation
parameters sim_param and
the cell sim_arrays containg the larger simulation arrays
Note: the differential technique allows us to use all transmitted symbols
whether known or unknown, since they are transmitted in sequential pairs
Method 4 frequency shift estimation algorithm
This is a stripped out version from system_model_4

22. Function generate_transmit_signal
[transmit_signal, message_mask] =
generate_transmit_signal(original_message)
sub-function of static_system_model
original message generated by get_message
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simulation parameters in sim_param
transmit signal is the time-domain transmitted signal including cyclic prefix
it is constructed from the pre-recorded symbol sequences held in
sim_param.ss
ss holds 4 pairs of symbols ordered 1, 1a, 2, 2a, 3, 3a, 4, 4a
These pairs are always transmitted as a pair in the order N, Na
In each group of symbols N_pilot pairs of pilot symbols (P, Pa) are
transmitted followed by N_symbol pairs of message symbols.
The unknown message data selects pairs to transmit in the message slots
The pilot data pairs follow the predictable sequence 1..4, each followed
by its 'a' counterpart
A typical transmission with 2 pilots, one message symbol and 3 groups
would look like
1,1a,2,2a,M1,M1a,3,3a,4,4a,M2,M2a,1,1a,2,2a,M3,M3a
23. Function get_LOS_angle
LOS_angle = get_LOS_angle
create vector of LOS angles values
type can be 'random' or drift
if random, generates a vector of N values, uniformly distributed between
-max_val and + max_val
if drift, generates values starting at init and increasing by step
if the values reach +/- max, step is reversed and values drift back.
sim_param.LOS_angle_N
Number of bearing angles
sim_param.LOS_angle_centre Central angle
sim_param.LOS_angle_step Angle step in drift mode
sim_param.LOS_range
Range of angle in range of LOS bearings in
random or drift modes
sim_param.LOS_angle_type type of LOS angle behaviour ['random','drift']
sim_param.LOS_angle_init initial bearing angles

24. Function get_SNRs
SNRs = get_SNRs(sim_params);
create vector of SNR values
N values with given step size and initial value
sim_param.snr_N
length of vector of SNR values
sim_param.snr_init initial SNR value [128]
sim_param.snr_step snr sequence step size strcmp(type,'random')

25. Function get_freq_offset
freq_offset = get_freq_offset(N,type,step,init,max_val);
create vector of frequency offset values
type can be 'random' or drift
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if random, generates a vector of N values, uniformly distributed between
-max_val and + max_val
if drift, generates values starting at init and increasing by step
if the values reach +/- max_val, step is reversed and values drift back.

26. Function get_message
original_message = get_message
sim_param is a cell containing simulation parameters defined by
define_simulation_parameters in static_system_model
original_message is a randomly generated set of message symbols
dimensioned according to the parameters
sim_param.N_pilot
number of pilots symbol pairs in a group
sim_param.N_symbol number of message symbol pairs in a group
sim_param.N_groups number of groups
sim_param.W
set of Walsh symbols

27. Function increment_bit_error
bit_error = increment_bit_error(message_estimated,original_message);
compare message estimated with original_message and count bit errors

28. Function make_antenna
[R_antenna,N_ant] = make_antenna
create antenna coordinates
currently only uniform circular antenna, radius lambda/2*scale_f
with 3 equi-spaced elements
need lambda,scale_f

29. Function make_m_walsh_symbols2
[ss,WW,W,s012,s012_shift,AC] = make_m_walsh_symbols2
run optimise_m_walsh_symbols first to creat bestP
ss are 4 pairs of scrambled differential OFDM symbols (time domain)
WW maps to the Walsh Symbols
s012 and s012_shift are scrambling sequences
AC maps the active sub-carriers
make_m_walsh_symbols2 groups the symbols differently
i.e. so that each symbol is followed by its scrambled version
30. Function mean_angle
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mean_ang = mean_angle(phi,dimension)
calculates the mean angle of a distribution of angles
down the given dimension of the array
to avoid errors due to the circular nature of angle distributions
it finds the centroid of the distribution of complex numbers
cos(phi)+j.sin(phi)
Applied to multi-dimensional arrays, it removes singleton dimensions.
31. Function prbsgen
function x = prbsgen(n)
generate a prbs sequence of length 2^n - 1
for all n values 3-33
except 12,13,14,19,26,27,30,32

32. Function recreate_Walsh_codes
W4 = recreate_Walsh_codes(sim_arrays)
Re-create Scrambled Walsh codes, W4

Appendix 2
Design Criteria of RFID tag.
Efficient RFID tag antenna design for optimum performance can be achieved by
adhering to some design criteria. These design requirements essentially
determine the basis for selecting an RFID tag antenna.
a.

Read range: the maximum distance between the reader antenna and tag

antenna and is usually determined for different:
•

EIRP (Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power) which is usually

determined by each country’s regulation.
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•

Object: Different objects usually change the tag performance whenever

the tag is placed inside or within an object vicinity. Thus, tag performance during
design can be tuned for optimum performance.
•

Orientation sensitivity: orientation affects tag read range. This is because

linearly polarized antenna field with much power gain and thus longer read range
is achieved, whenever the orientation of the tag antenna aligns with that of the
reader antenna. However, since circularly polarized antenna field radiates power
in many direction, the gain is less compared to linear polarized and thus lower
read range is achieved.
b.

Frequency band: RFID tag operates within the unregulated LF, HF, UHF

and microwave ISM band depending on the country where tag will be used
c.

Size and form: RFID tag size must be miniaturized such that it can be

embedded into any other object. However, larger RFID tag antenna will longer
read range than smaller antenna.
d.

Reliability: The ability of the RFID passive tag to sustain variation in the

presence of different environmental factors such as temperature, humidity and
stress determines its reliability. Thus, reliability is a critical design criterion.
e.

Cost: RFID passive tag must be comparably cheap, and thus its antenna

must be cheap
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